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F. J. Bing West

F. J. Bing West is a former assistant sec-
retary of defense and Marine Vietnam 
veteran. Currently a consultant to the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, West 
has been to Iraq ten times, embedded 
with 24 different battalions. He is the au-
thor of  The Village, a 485-day chronicle 
of a Combined Action Platoon that lost 
seven of its 15 Marines;  The March Up; 
and No True Glory: A Frontline Account 
of the Battle for Fallujah. West appears 
frequently on The News Hour and is 
currently writing a history of the Iraqi in-
surgency. He is also doing a major piece 
on Iraq for The Atlantic Monthly.

Note: The views expressed in this 
article are the author’s and do 
not necessarily reflect those of 
the U.S. Army or the Department 
of Defense.

In Samuel Beckett’S play Waiting for Godot, the two protagonists 
passively await Godot, a tramp who will give direction to their lives. 

Godot, of course, never shows up. Similarly, the leaders of the army and 
marine corps cannot wait for policy direction or a strategic clarity about 
Iraq that is not going to show up. 

Supposedly, the current mission is to establish a stable and democratic 
Iraq. But lieutenant General Raymond Odierno, about to assume command 
of multi-national corps–Iraq, has said he did not know whether insuring a 
Western-style democracy will remain the mission, telling a New York Times 
reporter, “notice I left out a few things, such as a democracy in the sense 
that we see a democracy in the united States.”1

the immense challenges facing our ground forces demand leadership 
with clear focus. For the next several years, our forces will remain engaged 
in combat in Iraq, with the ambiguous mission not enjoying the support of 
the majority of the american body politic. this tension between the military 
mission and political goals will affect battlefield performance, strategic cred-
ibility, the social contract between the people and our army, and budgets. 
let us look at each of the four challenges. 

Battlefield Performance and Risk 
there is no historical precedent for the current situation. president George 

W. Bush has said we will not leave until victorious, but the Iraq Study 
Group–ten distinguished americans—has concluded that Iraq is “deteriorat-
ing,” while General peter pace, the chairman of the Joint chiefs of Staff, 
has said, “We’re not winning, but we’re not losing.”2 no one knows when 
this war is going to end—or how—whether satisfactorily or badly.

As we enter the fifth year of the war, a majority in Congress and in the 
opinion polls want our forces substantially withdrawn, while acknowledging 
that the mission—leaving a stable, orderly, and democratic Iraq protected by 
its own forces—has not been achieved. at the same time, the president, with 
two years remaining as commander-in-chief, has not altered the mission, 
despite a widespread belief that his own political party will successfully 
force a mission change before the next presidential election. 

this is quite different from the Vietnam case, when president Richard m. 
Nixon took office in 1969 promising a strategy of American withdrawal. He 
easily won reelection four years later, in large part because american ground 
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forces were no longer fighting in Vietnam. In Iraq, 
the other shoe of american politics—the public 
announcement of the withdrawal of most of our 
140,000 american troops—has not yet dropped. 

General pace has also said the war cannot be won 
militarily, let alone won by americans. to judge by 
our military performance, pace’s words are accurate. 
“clear, hold and build” has given way to “control 
Baghdad, withdraw from the front lines, increase 
the advisors, and turn operational control over to 
the Iraqis.” the plan seems to be for u.S. forces to 
keep a lid on the sectarian violence, especially in 
Baghdad; train Iraqi security forces; and shift control 
of the Iraqi army to prime minister nouri al-maliki. 
major General William caldwell, the military 
spokesman in Iraq, said, “We should see the com-
plete transfer of command and control of all Iraqi 
army divisions by late spring, early summer.”3

mr. maliki, however, has not behaved like a 
strong leader. Giving him more control over the 
armed forces in order to bolster his confidence runs 
the risk of putting all eggs into a fragile basket. 
Because this has been front-page news for months, 
including the deliberate leaks of explicit memos 
from the White House, everyone understands that 
american units and advisors are conducting a hold-
ing action. Winning is not an option, while the risk 
of a tragic end to the american involvement in Iraq 
is there for all to see. 

Indeed, the level of pessimism among the 
american policy-making elites, the congress, and 
the press is astonishing. Having visited with 15 
u.S. and Iraqi units in September and October, I 
am a solid five on a scale of one (disaster) to ten 
(success). In other words, the anecdotal evidence 
is confounding, and there are no objective, coun-
trywide measures for determining whether stability 
or civil war is more probable.

the challenge is to inspire professional behavior 
in the face of strategic uncertainty and public pes-
simism. In both korea and Vietnam, the expectan-
cies about combat performance changed as the 
wars drew to a close. In 1953 in Korea, patrols 
were carefully plotted to minimize the chances of 
anyone being snatched, and in 1970 in Vietnam, 
aggressive patrolling was frowned upon as the 
units pulled out. We have not yet reached that 
demarcation point in Iraq, but it’s coming fast. In 
this climate, are Soldiers expected to behave with 

the same aggressiveness and risk-taking that they 
did when attacking Baghdad in 2003? 

In november, The New York Times ran a front-
page Sunday story about a captain, frustrated by the 
feckless Iraqi police, who said in essence that the job 
was to get the Soldiers home without losing anyone 
else.4 that created a stir across the military Internet, 
with one marine general famous for his combat 
ferocity and blunt words writing: “Suck it up.”

Determining the balance between tactical aggres-
siveness and care for one’s Soldiers is tough at any 
time. It becomes particularly challenging when 
every Soldier understands that Iraqi political leaders 
are irresolute in confronting the Sunni insurgents and 
Shi’ite murderers, and that the american congres-
sional election has produced a landslide vote against 
the president’s insistence on staying the course. 

there have been quiet changes of command in Iraq 
when patrolling has not been aggressive. yet to avoid 
casualties and kidnappings, our generals have issued 
blanket tactical restraints, such as always wearing 
thirty pounds of armor and never leaving the wire 
with fewer than eight Americans or four HMMWVs. 
In Iraq, our counterinsurgency doctrine—an exhorta-
tive taxonomy—emphasizes “non-kinetics,” and our 
rules of engagement are as strict as those governing 
the police in the States. In theory, higher command-
ers communicate their intent, leaving initiative and 
details of execution to their subordinates. In reality, 
the higher command dictates force protection mea-
sures and investigates continuously. Decentralized 
decision making is limited in order to reduce the 
chances of friendly casualties.

In 2007, we’re about to bulk up our advisors to 
provide more combat experience on the streets, at 
the point of battle. In terms of the disparity in self-
protection equipment and firepower, there is, and 
will remain, a huge difference between the advisors 
and the Iraqi forces. this leads to a question about 
the advisors’ mission: are the Iraqis expected to do 
as the advisors do, or as they say?

The challenge is to inspire 
professional behavior in the 
face of strategic uncertainty 

and public pessimism.
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In December I received an e-mail from an advisor 
in a remote outpost, sent shortly after a suicide bomber 
killed one of his men. the advisor wrote, “We don’t 
want to stay in this town forever, but while we’re here 
we sure as hell believe we’re going to fix the problem. 
There are too many irritants floating around the terms 
‘winning or losing’ and ‘belief in the cause.’ the job is 
hard and serious enough that without total commitment 
to your unit, a belief in something larger than yourself, 
it would be easy to cut corners, to take an extra hour or 
two of sleep, to slough the time inside the wire…and 
your peers would recognize it immediately and cast 
you out. keegan said that infantrymen work for rec-
ognition only by their peers. I agree with that.” 

a few days after I received that e-mail, the 
associated press ran a story about a unit that was 
10 miles and a thousand attitudes away: “We’ve 
been here for 12 months now and there’s been no 
progress,” an american Soldier said. “It’s like hold-
ing a child’s hand, how long can you hold onto his 
hand before he does something on his own. How 
much longer do we have to get shot at or blown up? 
I don’t want to live my life like this.”5 

We shouldn’t drift into divergent interpretations 
of the mission and of aggressive versus force protec-

tion tactics, as we did in Vietnam as the war ground 
down. How aggressive we expect our battalions 
and advisory teams to be over the next two years 
requires explicit address. General George W. casey 
Jr., commander of the multi-national Force-Iraq, 
meets with every american combat battalion com-
mander and staff. undoubtedly lieutenant General 
Odierno will do likewise. across the board, there 
should be one set of standards and expectations 
about aggressiveness for our battalions and advisory 
teams. at camp Fallujah, a sign reads, “Welcome 
to the fight!” Good on that command. That has to 
be the spirit. aggressiveness saves lives. 

Strategic Credibility
However the war in Iraq ends, the American press, 

policymaking elite, and a majority of the public have 
already concluded it was a failure. Facts don’t change 
attitudes, and the judgment against Iraq has been 
rendered. Whether u.S. generals acted wisely in Iraq, 
or were as culpable as the civilian policymakers, 
will be debated over the course of the next decade. 
Retired army General Jack keane, a former vice 
chief of staff of the army, told The New York Times, 
“there’s shared responsibility here. I don’t think you 
can blame the civilian leadership alone.”6

the subject of who erred in Iraq will be more 
divisive than Vietnam in one key respect: the 
military is divided internally. after Vietnam, the 
military and those who served closed ranks, with 95 
percent proud of their service and an overwhelming 
majority believing the cause was noble. 

unlike the South Vietnamese, the Iraqis have not 
fought doughtily, and many have expressed bitter-
ness against the united States. In areas where there 
is scant violence—most of the provinces—there is 
little willingness to sacrifice for the country and 
no gratitude to america for bringing freedom. the 
religious leader of the Shi’ites in Iraq, ayatollah 
Sistani, is hugely influential in political matters and 
has met with un representatives, but he refuses to 
meet with an American official. 

In Iraq, the ministries do not provide for their 
own troops. the feckless Iraqi politicians, divided 
by sectarian loyalties and a society traumatized by 
decades of murderous tyranny, have been unable 
to generate sustained competence and cadres of 
leaders. the consequence is that too many Iraqis 
look first to taking care of family, then tribe, and 

D
O

D

LTG Ray Odierno, incoming commander, III Corps, Camp 
Victory, Iraq, 14 December 2006.
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then religious sect, with national loyalty a distant 
fourth in priorities. 

al-Qaeda in Iraq, however, is real, evil, impla-
cable, and dedicated to killing. a collapsed Iraq 
would result in a wider, messier regional war. a 
defeat for the united States would be more than 
a national humiliation; it would adversely affect 
trade, our economy, our domestic comity, and the 
willingness of other nations to ally with us. losing 
is not an option.

So what is the mission today? to train Iraqi 
security forces capable of restoring a modicum of 
enduring stability. Whether this will be accompa-
nied by a Western-style democracy or by a military 
controlling things behind the scenes, as was the 
case in turkey and South korea a few decades ago, 
remains to be seen.

Highly respected generals like retired Marine 
tony Zinni have criticized the policy that led to 
the war, with the press providing a multiplex mega-
phone, while remaining silent about the military 
strategy for fighting the war. Unfortunately, U.S. 
generals have not distinguished themselves in the 
four years that have led to the current, minimalist 
mission of training indigenous soldiers to take over 
a job we defined poorly and could not complete. In 
Desert Storm in 1991, our generals basked in public 
adulation and accepted it as their due. modesty was 
not a trait to be found in the books, reviews, and 
ticker-tape parades that followed the swift eviction 
of Iraqi forces from kuwait.

After 9/11, U.S. Central Command seemed set on 
a second path of glory. together with Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld, General tommy Franks 
was lauded for routing the taliban. this was followed 
by the impressive march to Baghdad in april 2003. 
Franks retired and, like his predecessors, Generals 

norman Schwarzkopf and Zinni, wrote a best-selling 
memoir that distilled his military wisdom.

that was the high-water mark for public adula-
tion of generals. the iron rule of politics—and all 
generals, like all senior executives, have polished 
political skills—is that courtiers boost winners and 
eschew losers. as Iraq disintegrated in late 2003, 
the press began to distance itself from the generals 
it had feted. 

the press has begun to question the role of the gen-
erals in key decisions. General Franks concurred in 
the White House decision to violate the principle of 
unity of command, agreeing it was proper to relieve 
his deputy, army retired lieutenant General Jay 
Garner, as the director of the Office of Reconstruc-
tion and Humanitarian Assistance in Iraq, and install 
ambassador paul Bremer. this shift established a 
separate chain of command to the president, and 
gave Bremer authority to determine the mission and 
budget of both the new Iraqi army and the police. 
that was a terrible decision. Franks preached unity 
of command, and concurred in its abolition. 

In July 2003, General John abizaid, who followed 
General Franks as the centcOm commander, 
declared an insurgency had emerged in Iraq, yet 
permitted Combined Joint Task Force-7 (CJTF-7), 
the coalition military command in Iraq at that time, 
to flail around with unilateral offensive operations 
for another year and a half. this ignored basic 
counterinsurgency doctrine. CJTF-7 and CENT-
COM ordered a Marine expeditionary force (MEF) 
to assault Fallujah in april 2004, overruling the 
subordinate command’s protests. then centcOm 
ordered the meF to halt the attack when it was two 
days from finishing the mission. The MEF then 
handed the city over to former Iraqi generals, who 
lost control to musab al-Zarqawi. In deciding to 
hand over power to the Iraqi generals, the meF con-
sulted with centcOm, but did not coordinate with 
ambassador Bremer and the State Department, who 
vociferously objected when they belatedly learned 
about the transfer of power inside Fallujah. there 
was no glory in those military decisions.

The next year, 2005, saw repeated offensive 
sweeps driving the insurgents from one city to 
another. In anbar province, there were never 
enough troops for the mission. Senator Joe Biden 
(D-DE) announced on TV that a senior general in 
anbar told him he needed more u.S. forces. yet 

A defeat for the United States 
would be more than a national 
humiliation; it would adversely 

affect trade, our economy,  
our domestic comity,  

and the willingness of  
other nations to ally with us.  

Losing is not an option.
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centcOm, the Joint chiefs of Staff, and the 
command in Iraq all claimed they needed no more 
American troops. Hmm. This is not a reflection of 
character; everyone makes mistakes. Senior officers 
adhere to a code of leadership and honor that should 
be emulated by those senior corporate executives 
who have made a virtue of greed. 

But there has been a systemic flaw that persists 
through today. In conventional war, the objective is to 
defeat the enemy force. this lays the civilian popula-
tion open to occupation, as in World War II, or forces 
the enemy government to accept terms, as in World 
War I. progress can be measured by terrain taken or 
armies shattered. In an insurgency, those measures 
are misleading, and others must take their place. 

In Iraq, our military offered no set of measures 
to the public. So the press came up with its own: 
the degree of daily violence, especially civilian 
deaths. In response, the military pointed to an 
ever-increasing number of “trained” Iraqi forces, as 
the violence escalated. the result was that a large 
portion of the press, the congress, and the foreign 
policy community grew to doubt the wisdom and 
the candor of the generals. 

In 2003, maneuver warfare was brilliantly applied 
in the swift march to Baghdad. When the war 
shifted to an insurgency, though, we persisted for 
18 months with inappropriate maneuver warfare 
tactics. this was phase I: maneuver warfare inap-
propriately applied against insurgents. 

Saddamists directed the Sunni insurgency in 
late 2003 and 2004. Former army officers had the 
skills and drew on a legion of disaffected youths 
galvanized by the seditious preachments of Sunni 
clerics who gained power in the absence of local 
government. the american invaders were the 
target. Simultaneously, al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) was 
targeting Shi’ite symbols and leadership. 

By 2005, AQI was pushing aside the Saddamists 
and emerging as the bellwether among the diverse 
insurgent cells. under General casey, the american 
combat battalions shifted to counterinsurgency, 
aiming to win over and protect the Sunni population. 
practically, this meant fewer heavy-handed searches 
and raids and more attention to dialogue and civic 
works. the counterinsurgency Fm issued in Decem-
ber of 2006 codified the changes that had evolved 
since early 2005. Every American battalion in Iraq 
was practicing counterinsurgency. this was phase 
II: counterinsurgency versus insurgents.

underlying contradictions, though, were never 
resolved. a large majority of Sunnis wanted the 
americans to leave. they didn’t want aQI taking 
over and imposing taliban rule, yet they considered 
it legitimate for the insurgents to kill americans. the 
Americans were infidel invaders that had stripped 
the Sunnis of power and handed it to the Shi’ites 
who had been oppressed for centuries. aQI and 
the “moderate” cells that called themselves “the 
honorable resistance” agreed that the americans 

had to be thrown out. the Sunnis had not 
accepted that they deserved to lose their 
power dominance, or that the loss was 
permanent. For over 18 months, ameri-
can officials have been meeting in Jordan 
with at least seven insurgent groups that 
claimed to want reasonable terms, but 
rejected every offer. Obdurate irrationality 
prolonged anti-american violence.

the u.S. did not succeed in phase II. as 
of November 2006, General Abizaid said 
that anbar province, the stronghold of the 
insurgency, was “not under control.”7 By 
then, the american counterinsurgency 
dictum of “clear, hold and build” had 
been overtaken by events. Beginning with 
the destruction of the Samarra mosque 
in February 2006, the war had shifted 
into phase III—sectarian violence that 

GEN George W. Casey Jr., second from left, commander of Multi- 
National Force-Iraq, with soldiers from the 1st Battalion, 24th Infantry 
Regiment, in Mosul, 27 January 2005.
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demands the police techniques of identify, arrest, 
and imprison. 

the Shi’ite death squads were retaliating with 
increasing ferocity in response to the merciless 
Sunni suicide bombings. Faced with ethnic cleans-
ing, mass murder, and chaos in Baghdad, u.S. troops 
were rushed into the capital. But prime minister 
maliki responded by declaring that Sadr city, the 
lair of the death squads, was off-limits to u.S. units. 
this placed the american forces on the tactical 
defensive, limited to patrolling and pinprick raids 
insufficient to quell the violence. Every day, the 
american press corps in Baghdad reported scores 
of bodies found bound, tortured, and executed. 
the frustration of the american public resulted 
in severe Republican losses in the midterm elec-
tions, followed by the dismissal of the Secretary of 
Defense and publication of the Iraq Study Group 
report. the Group recommended a huge increase in 
advisors, withdrawal in 2007 of U.S. combat units 
as conditions permitted, and aid to the Iraqi Gov-
ernment dependent upon its meeting benchmarks 
of performance. president Bush then declared he 
would adopt a new strategy. “the american people 
expect us to come up with a new strategy to achieve 
the objective which I’ve been talking about,” Bush 
said.8 any comprehensive strategy 
has political as well as military 
components. But the press and 
the White House—strange bed-
fellows—have given the rest of 
the u.S. Government a free pass 
in the war. Iraq’s judicial system 
is broken, unemployment is enor-
mous, and maliki and the Shi’ites 
have to reconcile with the Sunnis 
to substantially decrease the vio-
lence. these are political and 
economic missions. yet the State 
Department, aID, Department of 
Justice, and the rest of the u.S. 
Government never showed up with 
an adequate, professional work 
force. In 2007, it is incumbent on 
the White House to change that.  

the u.S. military strategy must 
also change. Over the next year, 
most of the battle space will be 
handed over to the Iraqi army, 

with u.S. combat units pulling back to be used 
more as quick reaction and raiding forces against 
al-Qaeda in Iraq and death squads. american units 
are not going to continue to occupy Sunni cities and 
try to win the support of the Sunni population or 
protect them from the insurgents that were hiding 
in plain sight among them. counterinsurgency is 
no longer central. the primary task has shifted to 
training Iraqi security forces.

American forces face three tasks: 1) reduce the 
violence in Baghdad while getting control over the 
police; 2) partner with the Iraqi Army in the Sunni 
triangle, cut local deals with the tribes and stand 
up the police; and 3) bring the advisory effort to 
the fore, increasing the numbers from 3,500 to 
15,000. The advisors must have a joint U.S.-Iraqi 
board to appoint the key Iraqi commanders and 
to relieve for malfeasance. lacking this leverage, 
our advisors risk their lives, but cannot affect the 
critical input: Iraqi leadership. We must adapt our 
tactics to the new tasks. Our forces are not attriting 
the enemy in firefights. The enemy has learned not 
to engage americans. I recently met with several 
squads of grunts who were completing their second 
tours. Of 40 riflemen, about six or seven were fairly 
positive they had shot an insurgent. the common 

A U.S. Marine Corps M1A1 Abrams fires its main gun into a building to pro-
vide suppressive counterfire against insurgents who fired on other Marines 
during a firefight in Fallujah, Al Anbar Province, Iraq, 10 December 2004.

DOD
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reference for battling insurgents was “it’s like fight-
ing ghosts.” Firepower isn’t the answer because it 
cannot be applied. 

about 20 percent of the effort of a combat bri-
gade goes into raids, mostly at night. these yield 
most of the results in terms of detainees. eighty 
percent of the effort is devoted to self-protection 
and patrols, patrols, patrols—most in partnership 
with Iraqi units. the initiative to engage, though, 
lies with the enemy. We drive or walk by, and he 
chooses when and how to attack. patrols keep a lid 
on the violence, but do not change attitudes or the 
balance of the war. patrols buy time. this is not a 
strategy; it is a holding action.

Holding for what action, and by whom? The enemy 
has used the same tactics of mass sectarian murder-
by-suicide and intimidation-by-assassination for four 
years. The hard-core killers must be identified, arrested, 
and put away for life. the war has passed through the 
counterinsurgent phase and into the police phase.

The first tactical imperative is to identify the 
insurgent who hides in plain sight among the civil-
ians. Four years after the war began, we have no 
reliable means to identify insurgents in Baghdad 
or the Sunni triangle. Our u.S. Border patrol car-
ries handheld pDas that take a thumbprint of a 
pedestrian or driver, send it over the radio, and 
inside two minutes have the individual’s history 
on the screen. If there is no prior data, the print is 
entered into the database. the procedure is simple, 
fast, and has an acceptable success rate. We and the 
Iraqis conduct thousands of patrols and stop tens 
of thousands of cars each day. If our forces were 
equipped with these pDa devices, all military-aged 
males in Baghdad and the Sunni triangle would be 
registered inside six months. 

But in Iraq, our military-industrial complex has 
successfully fought every effort to introduce any 
such simple fingerprinting system. The intelligence 
community, not known for conducting patrols, 
insists on an elaborate, convoluted system called 
BatS—the Biometric automated toolset System. 
every time BatS falters, more money is heaved 
at it. Improvements have been slowly made, but 
the system is reserved for americans only, and run 
on computers cleared for sensitive data. So at the 
battalion level, to include all Iraqi battalions and 
police stations, we go without the most basic tool 
of population control: identification. 

the Iraqi police arrest practically no one. One in 
every 318 americans is in jail for violent crimes; one 
in 869 Iraqis is in an Iraqi jail for committing a crime 
or for insurgency. the united States holds another 
14,000 in Iraq. Added together, one in 719 Iraqis is in 
jail—two to three times less than in the united States. 
yet the chances of a civilian being killed in Iraq are 21 
times greater than in the united States, and 43 times 
greater if you are in the security forces in Iraq. 

Iraq is holding fewer prisoners than Saddam 
released in late 2002, when he opened the jail gates 
and let loose tens of thousands of criminals that 
society had incarcerated over the decades. today, 
eight out of ten detainees walk free—and they are 
paid $6 a day for their inconvenience. 

By 1969, South Vietnam had 40,000 guerrillas in 
kho tang Island and other prisons. adjusting for 
differences in population, to match that Iraq should 
have in prison at least 60,000, rather than the 14,000 
it does have. the reason we are not affecting the 
enemy is because we let him go. the “catch and 
release program” is frustrating to american and 
Iraqi Soldiers in Iraq; the farcical “rule of law” 
aids and abets the insurgents and death squads. 
this war is going to drag on unnecessarily because 
our senior commanders, military and civilian, do 
not understand that the war effort is being system-
atically undercut by not arresting and imprisoning 
insurgents and death squad members for the dura-
tion of the conflict. The greatest single defect—and 
it may be mortal—in the effort to restore stability 
is the refusal of the Iraqi and american systems to 
imprison the criminals, insurgents, and death squad 
members. Sending more u.S. troops into Baghdad 
and letting the death squads walk free makes no 
sense. If you cannot identify the insurgent, and 
you are on the tactical defensive waiting for him to 
shoot, and you cannot imprison him when you do 
arrest him, you are not going to prevail. and that’s a 
military reality, not an economic or political one.

So how do we prevail? We don’t. Our troops keep 
a lid on the violence until the Iraqi Shi’ite leadership 
reaches a political agreement with the Sunnis, who 
in turn essentially cease to support the insurgents or 
kill al-Qaeda in Iraq. In other words, our strategy is 
for someone else to implement a strategy. 

the united States does not control the central actors 
in Iraq. We are like a powerful trader in a volatile 
market faced with alternative trading models. General 
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abizaid and president Bush are doubling-down their 
bet on Maliki. He has been weak so far, and by putting 
in more u.S. troops and ceding him more control over 
Iraqi forces, they are betting he will improve. 

the Iraq Study Group took the opposite tack. they 
recommended tying u.S. assets to the market perfor-
mance. If the market met expected benchmarks, add 
assets. If it underperformed, reduce the assets. 

So where are we headed? Down two tracks: the 
one is the development, under american advisors, of 
the Iraqi security forces; the other is the emergence of 
a responsible Iraqi Government. General abizaid has 
assured the congress that maliki will move against 
the Shi’ite militias and emerge as a true leader by 
February, March, or April 2007. It may be that Maliki 
is on the verge of a character-altering epiphany. But 
if maliki is incapable of moving against the militias 
or effecting reconciliation, Bush will face the choice 
of sticking with a failed democracy the united States 
created, or tolerating a behind-the-scenes power play 
by a fed-up Iraqi military.

Four years ago, al-Qaeda in Iraq did not exist. But 
it does now, and it’s damn dangerous. Due to our 
own fecklessness, Zarqawi took over Fallujah in the 
summer of 2004, and it took a bloody battle to expel 
him. His successor cannot be allowed to set up a sanc-
tuary in another city and impose taliban-like rule. We 
must be prepared to let maliki fail, and we must not fail 
with him. We are training Iraqi troops to be the cement 
holding Iraq together in place of americans. We should 
hedge our bet and leave open a government model like 
South Korea or Turkey in the ‘60s and ‘70s—both 
emerging democracies with weak national assemblies 
and strong armies that insured order prevailed. 

Beyond Iraq, one long-term result from this 
confusing war is clear: the combatant commanders 
have lost power. For over a decade after the Gold-
water-nichols act, the theater commanders were 
called commanders in chief, or cIncs, and they 
had authority independent of the Joint chiefs and 
Washington. General Franks, for instance, delighted 
in the story of calling the Joint chiefs “title X m-
f’s” and recounting how they responded after his 
seemingly victorious march to Baghdad in april 
2003 by taking off their blouses to reveal purple 
t-shirts with the same words emblazoned. 

this act of self-deprecation and homage marked 
the apex of the bureaucratic power of the theater 
commanders. In the next conflict, the Joint Chiefs 

will yield no such deference to the strategic deci-
sions of any one commander. neither will the press, 
the congress, or the public. 

The Social Contract 
all is not healthy within the body politic. Given 

the Desert Storm victory in 1991 and the march to 
Baghdad in 2003, the press expected swift victory 
and were not cautioned otherwise. Since 2003, the 
mainstream press has relentlessly featured front-page 
stories of gore and chaos in Iraq. It is not the scale of 
the violence that is affecting public attitudes: 58,000 
american Soldiers died in Vietnam, compared to 
about 3,000 deaths to date in Iraq. Rather, the polls 
suggest that public morale is sapped by years of 
effort without demonstrable progress.

How Iraq will turn out is problematic: no Iraqi 
soldier or cop dares go home in uniform. a govern-
ment is not in charge when its security forces must 
hide their identity. 

If history is a guide, even dramatic improve-
ment in Iraq will not turn around the negative 
impression now held by a majority of americans. 
as I said earlier, facts don’t change attitudes, and 
that’s especially true when egos and reputations are 
attached. We’ve seen it before. In the early years 
(1965-1967) of the Vietnam War, the U.S. high com-
mand in Saigon was so unremittingly optimistic in 
shaping every report that the press referred to the 
daily press briefing as “The Five O’ Clock Follies.” 
the military had lost credibility. 

nevertheless, the press did credit General creighton 
abrams with the success his counterinsurgency cam-
paign achieved. In 1969, I took a public bus to visit 
a district 15 miles south of Da Nang in Quang Nam 
province; today, there is no way an american will take 
a bus in Iraq. But the popular histories of the Vietnam 
War stopped with the dreadful strategy of General 
William Westmoreland. abrams’s dogged, successful 

Due to our own fecklessness, 
Zarqawi took over Fallujah 

in the summer of 2004, and 
it took a bloody battle  

to expel him. 
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pacification campaign from ‘68 to ‘70 became a codicil 
to a foregone conclusion foretold by journalists who 
became part of the story. David Halberstam’s The Best 
and the Brightest, neil Sheehan’s A Bright Shining Lie, 
Robert n. mcnamara’s self-justifying memoirs, and 
other fabled accounts essentially ended at Tet ‘68. The 
rest of the war became a journalistic footnote. 

the same will be true of Iraq. to read the main-
stream press, Iraq had shattered irreparably by the end 
of 2006. Tomorrow can bring only further descent into 
bloody civil war and chaos. that’s the storyline upon 
which editors have staked their reputations, and if Iraq 
calmed down and achieved the violence level of cali-
fornia, there would still remain enough mayhem to 
continue calling the country a mess. there will be no 
Iraq ending that causes Democrats and Republicans, 
journalists and politicians alike to acknowledge that 
the war enhanced long-term national security. 

Because america has tuned out the war, it has 
left dangling what it expects of its Soldiers. unlike 
Vietnam, the vast majority of citizens respect the 
individual Soldiers and the military as an institution. 
lurking behind that respect, though, there is more 
pity for the Soldiers serving in Iraq than pride or a 
sense of shared commitment and sacrifice. Iraq is not 
accepted as the nation’s burden to resolve. the White 
House and the military high command bungled that 
by assuming a quick victory that did not require 
demanding a commitment by the public at large. 

By the fifth year of fighting, the prevailing popu-
lar attitude seems to be, “Oh you poor Soldiers, 
you’re away from home too long, and you risk 
being killed or wounded.” many, including retired 
generals, are opposed to the mission in Iraq, but 
support the Soldier, who does believe in his mis-
sion. this creates a contradiction that is alleviated 
by saying, in essence, “Well, do your duty, but don’t 
take undue risks.”

the unspoken social contract between the people 
and the Soldier has changed, at least temporarily. 
Duty, obedience, and separation from family are 
expected of the Soldier, but valor—risking one’s 
life—is not publicly esteemed. the press attaches 
valor to names from past wars—murtha, kerry, 
Webb—when there is a political agenda. acts of 
astonishing bravery in Iraq pass with scant notice. 

War means taking the risk of dying in order to kill 
the enemy. the price of courage, in turn, is casual-
ties. Both the public and our armed forces have 

become accustomed to comparatively low risk and 
few casualties, while inflicting comparatively little 
damage. to carry over such public expectations 
against a future enemy would be disastrous.

Holding forth uncommon courage as the common 
virtue must remain the watchword of those who 
choose to serve. But in america, bile about Iraqi 
policy has lessened praise for valor, lest it be taken 
as endorsement of the policy. We must publicly 
salute courage if we expect it to remain a core 
American value. As the poet W.H. Auden once 
wrote, “teach the free man to praise.” the new 
secretary of defense has a chance to turn the public 
climate around by routinely singling out the valor-
ous. the press will pick up the signal.

Strategy and Budgets
Supporting the annual operations in Iraq and 

Afghanistan consumes $90 billion while the esca-
lating costs of education and health care, combined 
with infrastructure repairs too long deferred, 
demand the attention of legislators. the Defense 
budget is a competition among the services under a 
fixed ceiling that is too low and unlikely to rise. 

How the military and the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense reach budgetary agreement is an arcane 
art, but it is related to strategy. three strategies 
are competing for funds. The first is the high-tech, 
standoff-strike model, an example of which is the 
80-days 1999 bombing campaign to inflict economic 
pain and force Serbia to withdraw from kosovo. 
this strategy has the decided advantages of zero 
casualties and few boots on the ground. It focuses 
upon “near peer competitors” (read China) and by 
itself can devour the entire defense budget.

Second, the navy, underfunded in shipbuilding, 
has initiated a well-publicized national campaign 
(funded by wealthy donors to the Naval War College 
Foundation) to construct a new maritime strategy. 
In the ‘80s, navy Secretary John lehman unveiled 
an anti-Soviet maritime strategy that the Reagan 
administration embraced, leading to a sharp increase 
in the navy budget. the current effort will result in 
a thoughtful document with influential support. 

The third strategy entails fighting the long war 
against Islamic extremists plus having sufficient 
forces and equipment to hedge against land wars 
requiring hundreds of thousands of american Sol-
diers (e.g., another war in Korea). 
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all three strategies have putative validity, and so 
funding will be spread among them. Ground forces 
for the long war are in trouble, though, because 
emotional reaction to the Iraq imbroglio will cloud 
judgments about funding. after Saigon fell, the 
congress cut army and marine funding, prompting 
then-Secretary of Defense James R. Schlesinger 
to claim that the cuts “were deep, savage and arbi-
trary.” President Ford then fired Schlesinger, and 
the cuts held amidst an atmosphere of ennui that 
persisted for several years. 

Given a defense budget hurtling toward a train 
wreck, strategic choices have to be made. political 

distaste for Iraq will severely affect the long-term 
funding of the army and marine ground forces 
unless there is forceful, respected military leader-
ship that articulates a coherent strategy. the army 
and marines should replicate the navy model 
and not make separate pitches based on weapons 
systems. land forces need a general—General 
casey or petraeus leap to mind, but there may be 
others—who has a vision that acknowledges mis-
takes, incorporates lessons from Iraq, and moves 
beyond that belabored country. 

Summary
Four lessons from Iraq are clear. First, senior mili-

tary leaders in Iraq should convey a common set of 
expectations about aggressive mission behavior for 
the duration of this politically divisive war. Second, 
we have to evaluate our military performance with 
candor, and not copy the politicians who refuse to 
acknowledge error—no one gets through life, war, 
or a football game without a lot of mistakes. Iraq is 
a police war and the american and Iraqi systems are 
not identifying, arresting, and imprisoning at rates 
guaranteed to shorten and perhaps win the war. that 
these errors, acknowledged throughout the ranks, go 
uncorrected year after year tarnishes the reputations 
of our generals. third, the social contract between the 
Soldier and the american public needs to be restored. 
the new secretary of defense should go out of his 
way to reaffirm the virtue of valor and urge the press 
and congress to do the same. courage, aristotle said, 
is the virtue that makes all other virtues possible. as 
a nation, we have forgotten that. Fourth, the competi-
tion for defense resources is going to be fierce. To 
lessen the budgetary cuts that follow after an unpopu-
lar war, a credible general officer must articulate a 
convincing strategy for land forces. MR 

We must publicly salute  
courage if we expect it to  

remain a core American value. 

“Praise for valor”:  GEN Peter Pace presents the Gold 
Medal of Remembrance to the son of U.S. Army SFC Paul 
Smith at the “A Time of Remembrance” ceremony in 
Washington, D.C., 21 May 2006. Smith was killed in Bagh-
dad, Iraq, and posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor. 
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The War on Terror pits the United States and its allies against 
violent ideologues who would replace secular governments or (to their 

minds) apostate states with theocratic regimes hostile to the values upon 
which inclusive democratic societies are based. our enemies’ strategies and 
tactics collectively amount to a global series of insurgencies, competing for 
the right to govern in predominantly Muslim nations around the world. In 
many ways, we can usefully characterize the war as a counterinsurgency 
(CoIn) campaign against an ideologically driven collection of insurgents 
who act transnationally, are highly networked, and, like cancer, are adapting 
and metastasizing. If we are to prevail in the long war, we must mobilize 
and synchronize all elements of our national power—diplomatic, military, 
economic, social, and informational—to develop antibodies to and eventu-
ally find a cure for this new and dangerous kind of enemy.

our national security system provides us with overwhelming capability to 
defeat conventional, state-based threats, but it is not organized to deliver the 
coordinated support to political, economic, civil, and educational institutions 
that our foreign partners need to prevail against locally based insurgents. 
During the Vietnam War, General Creighton abrams said to a group of 
diplomats that “in the whole picture of this war, battles don’t really mean 
much.” This was an exaggeration, but only a slight one. national security 
and defense communities around the world agree that successful coun-
terinsurgency is primarily political in nature, focusing on ameliorating or 
counteracting conditions that lead to popular support for insurgency, support 
without which no insurgency can hope to succeed. 

Despite its inherently political nature, CoIn theory has been almost 
entirely developed within military circles. This work, such as the new 
Army-Marine Corps COIN field manual, recognizes that every insurgency 
has a specific geographic, political, and social context, but all insurgencies 
have characteristics in common. every insurgency originates in a competi-
tion for governance and/or resources, the perpetration of real or perceived 
injustices by a governing entity, competing visions of social and cultural 
equities in the affected society, or some combination thereof. any effective 
CoIn campaign, therefore, must address the political, economic, and social 
problems that gave rise to the insurgent movement in the first place. Although 
direct military action against insurgent leaders may be necessary when an 
adversary perpetrates destabilizing violence and does not respond to other 
means of engagement, military action in and of itself is not likely to result 
in redress of the local conditions that gave rise to the insurgency.
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It is a potentially crippling irony that the parts of 
the U.S. Government best suited to deliver essential 
CoIn capabilities are those least engaged in current 
efforts to frame CoIn policy and doctrine. This 
must change; the civilian departments and agen-
cies of our government must make a deliberate, 
concerted effort to apply CoIn principles to their 
policies, plans, programs, and operations where 
their missions and competencies can make a dif-
ference between success and defeat in the various 
battles of this war.

 That’s not to say our agencies aren’t trying to adapt 
to the world in which we operate. Indeed, several 
seem to have contracted CoIn fever, although that is 
not the term of art by which they refer to their efforts. 
The Department of Defense’s Quadrennial Defense 
Review Building Partner Capacity and Irregular 
Warfare roadmaps and the State Department’s new 
Coordinator for reconstruction and Stabilization 
and Director of Foreign assistance all seek to build 
what arguably could be considered CoIn capacity 
in Defense and capability at State. The U.S. agency 
for International Development has created a new 
Office of Military Affairs and is rethinking its strate-
gic approach to development, clearly understanding 
that development is key to building and protecting 
responsible governance in underdeveloped regions 
of the world. 

Moreover, in our efforts to realign and reform 
institutions, we should all be seeking to contribute 
resources and capabilities to President George 
W. Bush’s national Strategy for Combating Ter-
rorism (nSCT). This comprehensive document 
elaborates in great detail what executive Branch 
departments and agencies must bring to the fight 
against terrorism. enormous amounts of intellec-
tual capital and other resources are being devoted 
to implementing the strategy in our individual and 
collective venues. a national CoIn strategic frame-
work would complement and further the nSCT by 
allowing us to knit together various instruments of 
national power on an operational basis in specific 
national, regional, and local contexts. a national 
CoIn framework would serve our national goals 
in real and immediate ways, in places plagued by 
or at risk of destabilizing insurgencies.

There is growing awareness in the national secu-
rity community that civilian capacity to plan and 
conduct interagency operations does not exist in the 

U.S. Government and must be created. This is easier 
said than done; it will require each agency to look 
beyond its own domain to a shared understanding 
of problems and then agree on shared approaches 
to solving them. The lack of a strategic CoIn 
framework inhibits interagency coordination of 
responsibilities for CoIn operations, undermines 
our ability to build partner capacities, and detracts 
from our ability to build international coalitions 
dedicated to defeating enemy insurgents. Until we 
create such a framework, we will have no basis 
for organizational or curricula design that would 
institutionalize lessons learned and support the 
development of the skill sets, tools, and policies that 
would make us successful CoIn operators.

In his excellent article “Best Practices in Counter-
insurgency,” published in the May-June 2005 issue of 
Military Review, Kalev Sepp identified the key actions 
that must be taken in order to counter insurgency. 
These are—

● The provision of basic human needs, such as food, 
water, shelter, health care, and a means of living. 

● Development of an adequately sized and 
trained police force able to gather and act upon 
intelligence at the community level, supported by 
an incorrupt and functioning judiciary. 

● Enactment of population control to separate 
insurgents from indigenous support. 

● Political and information campaigns that give 
people a stake in the success of their government and 
encourage the peaceful reintegration of insurgents. 

● Deployment of military forces, both indig-
enous and supporting, organized and trained to 
support the police and fight insurgents. 

● Adequate border controls to prevent the flow of 
foreign fighters and weapons that fuel the insurgency.

A national COIN framework 
would serve our national 

goals in real and immediate 
ways, in places plagued by  

or at risk of destabilizing 
insurgencies.
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● Empowerment of a single legitimate executive 
authority that can direct and coordinate counterin-
surgency efforts. 

Clearly the majority of these efforts involve work 
we associate with “civilian” skill sets and even agen-
cies—but the uniformed military is often placed in 
the position of having to undertake such activities. 
Moreover, many conventional military units and 
commanders do not consider some non-kinetic 
CoIn tasks to be core competencies—and that’s 
not necessarily a bad thing.

We need to be able to field interagency teams of 
experts to assist and advise foreign governments 
and military forces in developing appropriate CoIn 
strategies, operations, and tactics, particularly with 
regard to modifying local government behaviors 
that build support for insurgents and erode popular 
support for counterinsurgent goals. These inter-
agency teams, whose members would be deeply 
experienced in their primary agency competencies 
(intelligence, policing, security sector reform, 
development, public information, and direct action), 
would be specially trained in counterinsurgency 
techniques and able to work in close concert with 
military forces in hostile or semi-permissive envi-
ronments. In fielding these teams, U.S. agencies 
would strengthen their capacity for “jointness” and 
gain valuable, deployable expertise. To this end, we 
are developing CoIn handbooks for use by both 
strategic planners and interagency field operators 
and will capitalize on existing programs to collect 
and disseminate lessons learned among current and 
future CoIn practitioners.

Through advocacy and education, we must build 
support in the Congress for the authorities and fund-
ing that would create deployable capabilities and 
capacity in the U.S. Government to conduct CoIn 

operations. Such capacity would complement and 
reinforce the Civilian response Corps being devel-
oped at the State Department by the Coordinator for 
reconstruction and Stabilization. While stabilization 
and reconstruction (S&r) capacity building focuses 
on post-conflict environments, COIN capacity, by 
definition, would be engaged before or during con-
flict. Although there is certainly significant overlap 
between the skill sets required for CoIn and S&r, 
they are not identical, and there will be great value 
in developing each community in tandem to avoid 
duplication and achieve synergy of effort.

As a first step, we are committed to establishing 
a national Center for Complex operations that will 
work closely with entities, both inside and outside the 
government, that specialize in training and education 
on governance, development, rule of law, transitional 
security, S & r, and related issues. This center would 
help rationalize the many related and important, but 
currently uncoordinated, ongoing U.S. efforts to 
deliver CoIn capabilities more effectively. State 
recently launched a CoIn website, www.usgcoin.
org, which we plan to expand to a robust informa-
tion clearinghouse and virtual collaboration center 
for COIN professionals and public policy officials, 
perhaps under the sponsorship of the center.

In September 2006, the Departments of State and 
Defense co-hosted a seminal conference on “Coun-
terinsurgency in the 21st Century,” bringing together 
experts in diplomacy, defense, foreign policy, media 
relations, foreign assistance, irregular warfare, 
homeland security, development, stability opera-
tions, and conflict transformation. We are planning a 
similar event in europe in early 2007 that will focus 
on building an understanding among partner nations 
of our effort. Such an event will encourage other 
nations to adopt and enable a similar approach to our 
shared security problems. We are working closely 
on this effort with the government of the United 
Kingdom, with which we share a vision on how best 
to deal with our shared security challenges.

In summary, State has assumed leadership of 
this important new national security initiative, 
one grounded both in the study of history and in 
recent painful national experience. We will seek to 
encourage and support the development of a holis-
tic, robust national capacity to engage and defeat 
enemy insurgents as we seek peace, security, and 
prosperity for all in the 21st century. MR  

We need to be able to field 
interagency teams of experts 

to assist and advise foreign 
governments and military 

forces in developing  
appropriate COIN strategies,  

operations, and tactics…
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Captain Travis Patriquin, U.S. Army
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officer, served as a brigade civil affairs 
officer, Ready First Combat Team 
(1/1 AD), in Ramadi, Iraq. A graduate 
of Campbell University and the U.S. 
Army Officer Candidates School, he 
served in conventional and Special 
Operations units in the United States, 
South America, Europe, the Middle 
East, and Central Asia. 

_____________

PHOTO:  A Soldier from TF 2-37 AR 
approaches the 14th-century Ottoman 
Castle in old Tal Afar. (DOD)

In an era that appreciates the power of statistical probabilities, Occam’s 
razor is especially useful when access to all the facts necessary to arrive 

at absolute certainty is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. The problem 
at hand to which we might apply the principle involves discerning the 
most significant factors from among the many complex elements fueling 
the insurgency in Tal Afar, Iraq, and elsewhere in the country. The rational 
conclusions derived may seem glaringly obvious to some, but a sudden 
epiphany or even a total surprise to others. 

The Turkoman of Tal Afar
A good way to begin to apply Occam’s Razor to the situation in Tal Afar is 

to examine the city’s history and demographic distribution from the perspec-
tive of city planning. Such an examination exposes compelling clues about 
the underlying nature of the insurgency there and points to the most likely 
leaders of the opposition to the coalition and the Iraqi government. 

Ethnic background. We start by observing that the population of Tal Afar 
has historically been virtually 100 percent ethnic Turkoman—not Arab.1 The 
Turkoman people first arrived in Iraq through successive waves of migra-
tion accompanying invading Turkic armies. They established themselves 
in permanent communities that became insular, xenophobic enclaves. A 

Occam’s Razor is a rule in science and philosophy stating that entities should not be multiplied need-
lessly. It is interpreted to mean that the simplest of two or more competing theories is preferable, and that 
an explanation for unknown phenomena should first be attempted in terms of what is already known. In 
other words—the simplest explanation is most likely the best.
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general suspicion of outsiders continues today: a 
city of at least 250,000 people, Tal Afar has never 
had a hotel and has no current plans to build one. 
Turkoman distrust of “uninvited guests” is indica-
tive of a closely knit culture that neither desires nor 
welcomes outside interference.  

In contrast to the more restive and predominantly 
Arab groups elsewhere in Iraq, Tal Afar’s Turkoman 
population had, until relatively recently, a long 
history of comparatively peaceful relations despite 
sectarian divisions. This was mainly because they 
saw themselves as kinsmen within an ethnic group 
defined primarily by origin and language, not by 
affiliation with any religious sect. As a result, for 
over 1,300 years, millions of Turkoman Sunnis, 
Shi’ites, and Assyrian-Christians lived side by 
side in relative peace, frequently marrying across 
sectarian lines and, as a group, remaining relatively 
united politically against those perceived as outsid-
ers. Occam’s Razor therefore allows us to eliminate 
ethnic or religious friction as the principal cause of 
the ongoing conflict in Tal Afar. It leads us to con-
clude that the insurgency must have somehow been 
triggered by other—outside—motives or actions. 

The Turkoman and outside influence. The 
mistake that most would-be occupiers have made 
in dealing with the Turkoman was to marginalize 
them on one hand while on the other leaving them 
enough autonomy to avoid assimilation. As a result, 
a resilient sense of Turkoman ethnic identity not 
only emerged, but intensified over time.  

Starting with the British Mandate of 1921, colonial 
administrators went about carving up Middle Eastern 
lands to accord with schemes involving great-power 
spheres of influence. They created a host of arbi-
trarily drawn nation-states, mainly to keep emerging 
Middle Eastern entities docile and dependent on 
their former colonial masters. Turkoman enclaves, 
however, were clearly viewed as incidental to great-
power politics, and so the British showed little regret 
when expediency dictated ceding control of Turkom-
ani regions to the Ottoman Empire. In a similar vein 
after World War I, the British, having gained nominal 
rule over territory in which Turkoman enclaves sur-
vived, did little to help the Turkoman satisfy their 
independent ethnic aspirations.  

One consequence of this policy was that Iraq’s 
Turkoman population frequently and ferociously 
fought the British to expel them from what they 

regarded as a hereditary Turkoman homeland. They 
fought as a generally unified ethnic front, heedless 
of sectarian religious differences. 

Ba’athist Co-optation
Following the departure of the British, the 

Turkoman enjoyed a brief period of relative regional 
autonomy that lasted until the rise of the Ba’athist 
Party under Saddam Hussein. In contrast to the 
former colonial powers, Saddam’s regime took 
severe measures to extinguish minority identity in 
Iraq. In their attempts to stamp out non-Arab differ-
ences in the name of a unified Iraq, the Ba’athists 
sought to absorb the Turkoman into Iraqi society.

As coalition partners now know well, Saddam’s 
Ba’ath Party, for better or worse, became the uni-
fying sociopolitical force that held Iraq together. 
Ba’athism was an unswervingly secular movement. 
ruling with an iron grip for several decades until 
Saddam’s overthrow in 2003, the Ba’athists brutally 
oppressed sectarian religious parties to prevent 
them from blocking the creation of a single Iraqi 
national identity. The Ba’athists maintained overall 
control of the population through a combination of 
policies that promoted fierce loyalty among party 
members while instilling terror in all who opposed 
them. Ba’athists manifested their loyalty to the party 
by performing without question ruthless and horrific 
acts aimed at keeping the party in power.  

The fanatic loyalty of Ba’athist members was 
coupled with an incredibly diverse and efficient 
internal intelligence network that spied on every 
sector of Iraqi society. Together they created a 
society in which state-sanctioned acts of murder and 
intimidation aimed at eliminating internal political 
opposition became commonplace. The end result 
was a Ba’ath Party habituated to using domestic 
terror as a “legitimate” tool of governance, and 
a traumatized Iraqi public with deep and lasting 
psychological scars that remain as barriers to trust 
and faith in any central government today.

So deeply seated was the general public’s fear of 
the party and its reprisals that there is no serious 
challenge to the proposition that, had the coalition 
not intervened in Iraqi affairs, the Ba’athists would 
still be firmly in charge today.  In fact, many Iraqis 
believe the party would rapidly and mercilessly 
emerge to resume power if the coalition were to 
leave Iraq tomorrow. 
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Although the Ba’athists were widely loathed and 
feared, they were also envied in many quarters, 
mostly because of the power and privileges they 
enjoyed. Thus, one effective way to reduce the 
influence of ethnic minority identity was to recruit 
members of ethnic minority groups into the party via 
service in the Iraqi Army, and then co-opt those with 
the most promise by offering them economic oppor-
tunities, special status and privileges, and the abil-
ity to participate in administering coercive power. 
Under this policy, many soldiers recruited from the 
Turkoman population became ardent Ba’athists and 
supporters of Saddam’s government.  

The policy helped develop a loyal cadre of grass-
roots party members of diverse ethnic origin. These 
adherents were used to neutralize political and 
ethnic enclaves like the Turkoman. To hedge his 
bet, Saddam did not go so far as to promote minority 
Iraqi soldiers to high responsibility on the basis of 
merit—promotion to high rank in the military was 
reserved for those who were most politically reliable 
and had specific reasons for showing extreme loyalty 
to Saddam personally, such as being a close family or 
clan member.  Nevertheless, despite these discrimina-
tory practices, the Turkoman proved that they were 
very good soldiers and loyal to the regime. They 
often ended up in highly sensitive units, frequently 
serving as technical specialists for handling special 
weapons or for collecting internal intelligence. 

To help motivate soldiers like the Turkoman 
and to ensure their loyalty, Saddam put in place an 
extended system of perks and privileges for those 
who had served the government faithfully. One of 
these perks was the right to live in specially built, 
Ba’athist-only communities equipped with ameni-
ties and privileges (e.g., priority for power and 
water service) not accessible to common Iraqis. 
That such privileges might arouse the ire of other 
Iraqis was unimportant to Saddam; in fact, the 
internal animosity and jealousy created may have 
been viewed as a positive benefit, since any chance 
to sow division among potentially rebellious ethnic 
groups would have been viewed as desirable.

In what amounted to resettlement schemes, many 
loyal Turkoman Ba’athist soldiers were rewarded 
upon retirement with land grants or given the right 
to purchase land cheaply, so that they might estab-
lish such communities. These settlements were 
strategically located among populations of suspect 

loyalty. Tal Afar was the site of one such Turkoman 
resettlement. 

Ethnic Strife via City Planning 
In applying Occam’s Razor to the situation in Tal 

Afar, it is important to understand that Ba’athist 
policies divided the city, effectively pitting the north 
against the south. Tal Afar had been a significant 
urban center since the early Ottoman Empire. The 
pattern of construction and physical layout of the 
southern and eastern areas of town continues to 
reflect the priorities of a medieval city’s political 
and community concerns. The city center is a com-
munal gathering place with wells (harkening back to 
a time before running water was piped to individual 
houses), a marketplace, and houses of worship. The 
streets through this area are narrow and difficult to 
negotiate with modern vehicles.  They are easily 
congested. Freedom of movement is also limited 
because the streets were originally laid out not to 
aid movement, but to channel potential enemies 
into vulnerable locations. Today, not only the 
physical layout in south and east Tal Afar, but also 
the demographic tendencies engendered by current 
city planning, reflect medieval patterns of family 
associations, tribal law, and social traditions.  

By contrast, the northern part of the city is char-
acterized by more or less modern city planning and 
a cosmopolitan sense of secularism reflected widely 
in the attitudes and habits of its relatively new set-
tlers—the loyalist NCO retirees of Saddam’s army. 
The vast majority of these men were Turkoman, and 
after the end of the ill-fated invasion of Kuwait, they 
represented more than half of the military-age males 
in north Tal Afar—approximately 20,000 men. 

The location of the new Ba’ath Turkoman com-
munity in the north was not selected arbitrarily; it 
was purposely situated to increase Ba’athist pres-
ence, influence, and control in key areas where 
loyalty to the central government was suspect. It 
was no accident that a community of Ba’athists of 
proven loyalty, consisting mainly of highly skilled 
military technicians who could be readily mobi-
lized, was built on key terrain overlooking the vital 
Mosul-Sinjar Highway. 

The Ba’athist neighborhoods of Hai al Sa’ad, 
Qadisiyah, and Hai al Bouri have central plumbing, 
square blocks, and wide streets built to accommo-
date motor vehicles. Unlike neighborhoods in south 
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The southern, predominantly Shi’a section of town remains crowded and unimproved. 1st Armored Division Soldier 
SPC Anthony Bouley conducts a combat patrol in Tal Afar, Iraq, on 13 February 2005.

Wide streets, good wiring, and plumbing mark Tal Afar’s northern “retirement communities.” U.S. Army Soldiers from 
the 1st Brigade, 1st Armored Division, on a combat patrol in Tal Afar, Iraq, on 9 April 2006.
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Tal Afar, they are ethnically diverse, with a mix of 
religious persuasions and secularist viewpoints. 
Thus, for reasons both ancient and modern, the more 
contemporary and secularist population of north Tal 
afar is at odds on many different levels with the 
population of south Tal Afar, which remains domi-
nated by traditional tribal and religious relation-
ships rooted in older traditions. Clearly, Saddam’s 
policies effectively split Tal Afar both physically 
and spiritually, giving him the ability, if he needed 
it, to convert the north’s residents into networks of 
Ba’athist agents for the purpose of armed insur-
gency and terrorism.

Instigating Sectarian Strife
In apparent accord with other state policies aimed 

at broadening and deepening ethnic and religious 
divisions, Sunni imams began arriving in Tal Afar 
in 1988, not long after the Ba’athist Party had 
established its retirement community in the north.2 
These imams began to have considerable success 
in spreading extreme Wahhabi and Takfiri versions 
of Islamic beliefs, both of which are intolerant of 
the values and beliefs not only of Westerners, but 
of Shi’a Islam as well. 

Owing to the tight control that Saddam exercised 
over every aspect of Iraqi life, such potentially 
divisive activity had to have been sanctioned in 
some way by the government itself. The social and 
political fractures engendered by Wahhabi zealots 
dovetailed so well with Saddam’s overall divide-
and-conquer tactics that coincidence seems out of 
the question. The imams’ actions would have been 
especially attractive to Saddam since they served to 
stoke suspicion primarily against the Shi’a, a group 
the dictator personally loathed and had long consid-
ered to be a potential fourth column for Iran. 

In the face of such a dramatic reversal of the former 
conditions of religious balance and tolerance among 
the Turkoman in Tal Afar, most Shi’a continued to 
attend their own mosques. Meanwhile, the majority of 
the Sunni population in the city’s northern neighbor-
hoods responded to the fiery message of the Wahhabi 
zealots and began to act with animosity toward the 
Shi’a. Not surprisingly, serious sectarian tensions and 
divisions emerged where none had existed before. 
Today, the legacy of tensions between Tal Afar’s Shi’a 
and Sunni communities continues to exacerbate the 
political and social discord that prevails in the city.  

The Insurgents Unmasked
Looking back at the conscious creation of north Tal 

Afar and other areas in Iraq as bastions of Ba’athist/
Sunni loyalty, it is somewhat surprising that in the 
aftermath of Saddam’s overthrow in 2003, various 
coalition leaders expressed astonishment, confusion, 
and even denial over how quickly a fairly well orga-
nized insurgency emerged. Some coalition figures 
still refuse to acknowledge the obvious, and assert 
instead that the insurgency is in the main a terrorist 
conspiracy fueled by foreigners working for Osama 
bin Laden. The major problem with this assertion 
is that very few of the insurgents captured or killed 
have been foreigners. Outsiders are certainly play-
ing a role, especially as suicide bombers, but hardly 
in the numbers one would expect if they were to be 
regarded as the driving force of the insurgency. 

Other coalition leaders claim that the insurgency 
is mainly the result of support from Iran through 
a network of Shi’a contacts. This theory, too, is 
flawed. Although Iraqi Shi’a militias are only too 
glad to accept help from anyone offering it, for 
the most part the Iraqi Shi’a have little love either 
for Iran or the Iranians’ fundamentalist brand of 
Shi’ism. Even more problematic is that the Shi’a 
appear to be the insurgents’ main target. The vast 

Three days after he arrived in Iraq, Bremer dispatched 
an aide to Jay Garner’s office with a copy of the de-Baath-
ification policy.…

Garner read it. Holy Christ, he thought to himself. We 
can’t do this.

He contacted the CIA station chief and asked him to 
meet him in front of Bremer’s office right away. As Garner 
walked down the hall to the viceroy’s suite, he ran into one 
of the State Department ambassadors and explained what 
was happening. 

“We’ve got to put a stop to this one,” Garner said. “It’s 
too hard, too harsh.”

Garner and the station chief barged into Bremer’s office.
“Jerry, this is too harsh,” Garner said. “Let’s get Rums-

feld on the phone and see if we can’t soften it.”
“Absolutely not,” Bremer said. “I’m going to issue this 

today.” 
Garner asked the station chief what would happen if the 

order were issued. 
“You’re going to drive fifty thousand Baathists under-

ground before nightfall,” he said. “Don’t do this.”3

—Rajiv Chandrassekaran, Imperial Life in the Emerald City
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A U.S. Army M1 Abrams tank from the 1st Armored Division conducts a combat 
patrol in Tal Afar, Iraq, on 27 February 2005.
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majority of civilian casualties since 2003 have been 
Shi’a. This would seem to eliminate them from 
being the principal force behind the insurgency.  

Why the identity and motivation of the insurgents 
should be regarded as such a mystery by some, given 
what we know about the history of Tal Afar under 
Saddam, is itself a kind of mystery. Nevertheless, 
many in the coalition still wonder aloud who the 
insurgents are, how they are able to coordinate their 
campaign, and how many of them there are, espe-
cially since the insurgency has proven to be virtually 
impenetrable to coalition infiltration efforts. Although 
it may be convenient to blame the rise in violence 
following the collapse of Saddam’s regime solely on 
foreign fighters or on meddling by Iran, to do so is 
to overlook the simplest, most logical explanation, at 
least as far as Tal Afar is concerned—that the insur-
gency is being conducted through a deeply entrenched 
network of Ba’athists who are still connected via 
positions of authority and privilege held long before 
the coalition invaded. This network would logically 
include a large number of Ba’athists who show an 
outwardly benign, even cooperative face to the occu-
pying forces, enabling them to move about openly in 
public. Thus, questions about the insurgents’ identity 
and manpower can be answered simply by counting 
the number of Ba’athists who used to have power 
in each region prior to Saddam’s overthrow, then 
subtracting the number of former Ba’athists who 
have proven themselves to be pro-government. This 
should give anyone a good estimate of the size of the 
insurgent force, including its supporters. 

Unfortunately, this easiest 
explanation leads to a politically 
ominous conclusion: the insur-
gency numbers not in the thou-
sands or tens of thousands, but 
in the hundreds of thousands, 
even though only a relatively 
small number might actually 
be engaged in fighting at any 
one time. Applying this logic 
in Tal Afar, we are probably 
looking at over 20,000 former 
Ba’athists involved in support-
ing the insurgency in some way, 
shape, or form.  

Writer Scott Taylor provides 
support for this conclusion in a 

first-hand account of his captivity during Operation 
Black Typhoon. Taylor describes the resistance in 
Tal Afar as “purely Turkoman” and notes that his 
first encounter with a foreign fighter was when 
Ansar al Islam handed him over to an Arab terrorist 
in Mosul.4 Colonel H.R. McMaster, commander of 
the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) in Tal 
afar during Operation restoring rights, seems to 
second Taylor’s observation. According to McMas-
ter, the vast majority of fighters captured during 
Restoring Rights were Iraqis, not foreigners.5 It is 
also hardly coincidental that such foreign fighters 
as there are enter Iraq mainly from the last Ba’athist 
country in the world, Syria, which had many unof-
ficial and familial ties to Iraq’s Ba’ath regime prior 
to Saddam’s ouster, and to where many of Saddam’s 
supporters have fled.6 Furthermore, a host of influ-
ential Tal Afaris who had close ties to the deposed 
regime still travel relatively freely between the city 
and Syria to those very areas that continue to supply 
foreign fighters and suicide bombers.   

Thus, although there is no doubt that foreign 
fighters have provided many of the foot soldiers 
(and a lot of the cannon fodder) for the insurgency, 
a reasonable person who looks at things broadly 
and from the perspective of prior history will arrive 
at a simple conclusion: a network of Ba’athists 
established long before the 2003 overthrow of the 
regime is clearly active, and it enjoys widespread 
popular support in key areas of Tal Afar.  

Strong secondary evidence supports this conten-
tion. When foreign fighters turn up in the insurgency, 
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they often appear as suicide bombers. Several U.S. 
commanders have likened these bombers to “human 
cruise missiles.”7 actually, they are more like laser-
guided bombs, directed to their targets by someone 
on the ground who has done reconnaissance, figured 
out where the bomber might have maximum effect, 
and then taken pains to smuggle the bomber into 
Iraq, arm him, and direct him to the attack site. 
Without that ground support, each individual sui-
cide bomber would have a difficult time becoming 
a significant threat. Which, then, should we regard 
as the more important component of such a threat, 
the foreign suicide bomber, or the insurgent network 
that devises the campaign for employing him and 
facilitates his attack? Peeling problems back to their 
essentials, Occam’s razor suggests that it is the 
local Iraqi insurgent—the plan synchronizer, bomb 
maker, attack coordinator, and propagandist—who 
is the actual center of gravity in the suicide bomber 
scenario. In Tal Afar, the principal threat is the 
former Ba’athist Turkoman put in place by Saddam 
long before the current war began. 

In summary, a long history of ethnic resistance and 
cross-border smuggling, combined with Ba’athist 
resettlement policies and measures of control prior 
to 2003, provided the social dynamics, cadre, and 
physical infrastructure conducive to organizing 
resistance to the occupation. In the chaos following 
the regime’s fall, Saddam’s agents could easily have 
exploited the status quo in Tal Afar to establish and 
fund covert networks of loyal intelligence operators 
who would then organize resistance fighter cells. 

Organizational efforts would no doubt have included 
gathering weapons caches, establishing networked 
contacts to aid insurgent movement and activity, 
giving instructions and assistance to foreign volun-
teers, funding public relations efforts to sow discon-
tent, and training others in the art of insurgency. 

The above hypothesis jibes with the chronol-
ogy of the insurgency in Tal Afar as related to me 
personally by a 30-year-old Sunni male resident of 
the city. This man stated that in late 2003 and early 
2004, the first foreign fighters started to arrive in 
Tal Afar from across the nearby border with Syria 
and from other areas in Iraq, which they had had to 
flee.  Welcomed and housed primarily in the Sunni 
neighborhoods, these fighters described themselves 
as mujahadeen and bragged in the local mosques and 
streets that they had come to fight the “invaders.” 

They could not have arrived en masse uninvited 
and unassisted. 

My contact also stated that the town leaders were 
primarily responsible for giving the foreigners the 
go-ahead to commence operations. Among those 
operations were activities aimed at intimidating 
Shi’ite families into fleeing from specific areas 
in northern parts of the city. The foreign fighters 
would then occupy many of the former households 
to gain control of key routes and ground, which they 
would exploit in future actions. At the same time, 
the insurgency initiated targeted assassinations 
and other terror attacks. One of the first citizens 
of Tal Afar killed in a terrorist attack was a Sunni 
contractor working with the United States who 
was murdered because he was getting “too rich.” 
Another early casualty was Sheik Dakhil, of the 
Marhat clan. Significantly, his position was quickly 
filled by one Mullah Marhat, an individual of murky 
and suspect background.  

Marhat entered the scene under a cloud of suspi-
cion. As a rule, coalition forces routinely investigate 
the background of individuals stepping forward 
to assume public office. They interview would-be 
leaders and do background checks, especially with 
regard to previous military service in Saddam’s 
army. Experience shows that most Iraqis are glad, 
even proud, to describe what they did in the army. 
Marhat, however, was very reluctant to discuss 
his background or his military service. Moreover, 
despite a three-year search, coalition forces found 
no official record of his former activities. He was 
later arrested on accusations of being a Ba’athist 
operative. Interestingly, immediately following his 
arrest, Tal Afar experienced a sudden and precipi-
tous decline in violent insurgent activity. 

The Marhat case ended successfully for the coali-
tion, but it demonstrates a technique on the rise among 
the predominantly Ba’athist insurgency: the murder 
of certain prominent Sunni leaders clears the way for 
former Ba’athists to assume key leadership positions 
in Tal Afar’s government, business sector, and tribes. 

Coalition Mistakes with  
Iraqi Leaders

The coalition’s experience with Mullah Marhat 
highlights a potential vulnerability in its approach to 
situations like those found in Tal Afar. This key vulner-
ability stems from a typically american overeagerness 
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to make friends in the local community and to quickly 
establish a cooperative working relationship with 
locals. U.S. units initially engaged with anyone calling 
himself a sheik. Unfortunately, it now appears that they 
were frequently duped by persons who took advantage 
of U.S. ignorance of the Turkoman community gener-
ally, and of Tal Afar specifically, to successfully pass 
themselves off as sheiks. 

Our naive and clumsy approach to community 
relations was particularly apparent in our initial 
dealings with the Marhat and Jolaq tribes, formerly 
relatively minor entities within the hierarchy of 
regional tribal-clan affiliations in and around Tal 
Afar. Ill-conceived coalition engagement with the 
sheiks of these groups, such as buying weapons from 
them or delivering food to them, proved to be a stra-
tegic error. Arbitrary as they were and undertaken 
without considering the impact such intercourse 
might have on the entire local situation, these acts 
were interpreted as favoritism aimed at undermin-
ing the prestige and authority of other, traditionally 
dominant, tribal groups. As a result, we angered and 
alienated groups that could have acted as key agents 
in working with the coalition to stop insurgent ele-
ments and establish stability in the community. 

We also empowered many supposed sheiks who 
were more interested in personal gain than in aiding 
their fellow Iraqis. The paucity of real progress in 
tamping down the insurgency and rebuilding parts of 
Tal Afar revealed that these unscrupulous men had 
no influence to guarantee compliance with the law 
and no ability to provide accurate information on 
insurgents in our area of responsibility. For example, 
we engaged with one Sheik Mullah because we had 

heard through the indigenous grape-
vine about his great concern for his 
people’s safety and the economy. 
When we examined his activities 
closely, however, we discovered 
that he was primarily involved in 
reconstruction contracts for personal 
gain and empowerment.

Such activity is especially perni-
cious since resources diverted from 
helping the Iraqi people build their 
economy frequently find their way 
not only into the pockets of greedy 
men, but into the hands of insurgents 
themselves. It is well known that 

insurgents attempt to obtain money from coalition 
forces for supposedly legitimate ends and then use 
the money to fund their activities. 

To uncover and counter such practices, Occam’s 
razor should be ruthlessly employed by enforcing an 
audit trail of the money paid to current sheiks. Failure 
to account for significant sums of money, or to pro-
duce the quality or quantity of products called for in 
a contract, are strong indicators that funds are being 
skimmed or pocketed for later use by insurgents. 
another simple analytical tool might be to correlate 
the visits a sheik makes to Syria with the incidents 
of terrorist attacks upon his return to Tal Afar. 

Unfortunately, hasty engagement with the lesser 
or even spurious sheiks continued for some time and 
contributed to increasing dissension and insurgent 
activity in the Turkoman community. Eventually, 
Shi’ite leaders felt compelled to call upon the Min-
istry of the Interior to send forces from Baghdad. 
In an effort to maintain their power, the Sunnis in 
turn called for foreign fighters, and this precipitated 
a surge of violence.  

The upshot was a conflict between Turkoman 
Shi’ites who rallied around the Jolaq sheiks and 
their American supporters, and Sunni (Ba’athist) 
insurgents who initiated a wave of attacks that 
successfully, albeit temporarily, gained control of 
the northern part of the city. Although the foreign 
fighters were chased out of Tal Afar during Operation 
Black Typhoon in 2004, they later returned unmo-
lested when U.S. forces left the city proper.  

The speed and ease of the insurgents’ return speaks 
volumes about the quality and source of inside infor-
mation they clearly were being provided by local 
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Military officers meet with city officials in Tal Afar.
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supporters. Not surprisingly, the mayor and chief of 
police, both former Ba’athists, did nothing to stop 
the return of the insurgent fighters, who once again 
plunged the city into chaos. Thereafter, the stream of 
foreign combatants increased until the 3d ACR arrived 
in Tal Afar and began Operation Restoring Rights in 
August of 2005. However, even though the 3d ACR 
completely encircled the fighters, many of the latter 
simply disappeared from Tal Afar. This could not 
have happened without significant assistance from 
residents and the prior preparation of escape routes.8 
Clearly, the insurgents had a lot of indigenous support, 
much of it not apparent to outside observers.  

In the final analysis, anyone applying Occam’s 
razor to the situation must conclude that the insur-
gents could not have moved in and out of the areas 
around Tal Afar without widespread assistance from 
persons well-versed in arms cache techniques, and 
without a functioning intelligence network manned 
by those with intimate knowledge of the area’s 
geography. It is likely, too, that a large number of the 
insurgents were not foreigners at all, but members of 
the local population who could ditch their weapons 
and melt easily back into the general population.  

The Razor and  
Cultural Awareness 

During the 3d ACR’s ensuing civil-military 
operations, many supposed sheiks and other figures 
came forward claiming to control key areas of the 
northern part of town. This was especially interest-
ing—and suspect—because up until that time, most 
residents of northern Tal Afar had openly derided 
tribalism and its tradition of sheikdom, and no 
sheiks were known to have existed in the north.  

However, investigation revealed that many resi-
dents of Tal Afar’s northern neighborhoods had close 
ties to relatives living in the older, southern part of 
Tal Afar, where the city’s traditional sheiks resided. 
These sheiks were usually modest men who will-
ingly sheltered their relatives and friends fleeing the 
sectarian violence in the northern part of the city. 

Originally, the identity of many of these sheiks 
was kept from coalition forces, but after evaluating 
the probable influence of the Ba’athist program of 
“Arabization” on Turkmenian cities, we concluded 
that tribes with Arabized names in north Tal Afar 
were, in fact, connected to tribes in the south with 
which the coalition had already developed a relation-

ship. We discovered, for example, that “Hawday,” 
a name prominent in the north, was an arabized 
version of Jarjary, the name of a tribe in the south. 
The north Tal Afar Jarjarys had had to Arabize their 
name when they entered the army, to accord with 
Saddam’s policy of forced assimilation. Thereafter, 
whenever we wanted information on members of 
the Hawday tribe, we went into south Tal Afar to the 
neighborhood of the Jarjarys. Understanding this 
imposed cultural anomaly assisted us in engaging 
sheiks and concerned citizens, who later helped us 
ferret out hostile Hawday tribal members.

Conclusions
Despite some officials’ wishful thinking, a sig-

nificant portion of Iraqis do not want democracy. 
For them, the conflict is driven mainly by Ba’athist 
loyalists who want some measure of power back 
without the limiting shackles of the democratic 
process. Any solution we formulate to the current 
insurgency must take this into account. We must 
acknowledge that the predominantly Sunni Ba’ath 
party is playing a major role in directing the insur-
gency, and then make our plans accordingly. 

In Tal Afar, this is certainly true. Our enemy 
there consists mainly of Ba’ath party members who 
were trained as Saddam’s soldiers and are prepared 
to wage war until they regain some measure of 
the status they lost. Ethnic and sectarian religious 
strife is certainly complicating the picture, but the 
insurgency is being fought primarily by former 
Ba’athists. After fading into the background, these 
men stimulated disaffection and division in Iraq for 
their own purposes. It is more out of expediency 
than religious conviction that they have adopted 
“Allah Hu Akbar” as their current battle cry instead 
of “Saddam, Saddam.”

If the problem in Tal Afar is essentially the prod-
uct of an increasingly well-organized network of 
residual Ba’athist members operating in cooperation 
with Iraqi Ba’athists currently living in Syria and 
elsewhere, the way ahead seems clear: formulate a 
solution that will satisfy their aspirations, perhaps 
by giving them a share of power, while also taking 
effective action to deconstruct their network. 

Occam’s razor would suggest that engaging 
the insurgents and supporters in north Tal Afar 
through the real sheiks who control Sunni families 
in the south part of the city is the simplest and 
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most feasible way to defeat the insurgency.  Deal-
ing realistically with these leaders will be more 
productive than our current practice of engaging a 
handful of sheiks whose names were passed on to 
us by previous units. 

We must also embrace the concept of amnesty 
for those who are willing to come in out of the 
cold, even for those who have killed coalition 
members. Insurgents who have no prospect of a 
job or a place in the new Iraqi society will have 
no reason to stop fighting; in fact, they will have 
every reason to continue. We will also benefit by 
engaging radical imams in a similar manner, if for 
no other reason than to gather intelligence on them 
and their followers.  

Finally, the single-minded objective of such 
engagement must be to secure the Shi’ite popula-
tion’s safety and the Sunni population’s compliance 
with the law. Joint meetings with Sunni and Shi’ite 
sheiks might help the Turkoman reunite, and the 
sooner this happens, the sooner law and order will 
be restored. Tal Afar’s unrest has been the result of 
insiders trying to build a power base, not random 
acts by terrorists. Bringing in a key leader from 
Baghdad to unite the town, agree on blood money, 
and settle tribal disputes (some of which we unwit-
tingly took part in) should be our next step. Another 
key move should be to identify former Ba’athists 
and individuals with prior military experience. 

A close look at former Ba’athists may uncover 
surprises as well. It is reasonable to assume that at 
least a few Kurds and Shi’a had a role in Saddam’s 
secular army. Are Shi’a and Kurds operating against 
us in Tal Afar today? We won’t know until we vet 
the population for former Ba’athists. 

Tal Afar could become a shining example, a 
working Iraqi democracy in miniature. But we 
must first use Occam’s Razor, tempered with cul-
tural understanding of the Turkoman, to adjust our 
course. Only non-sectarian engagement in which 
the coalition does not take sides will lead to the 
intelligence and operational breakthroughs neces-
sary to stabilize Tal Afar. A substantially larger, 
more loyal Iraqi security force now exists in Tal 
afar, and the town has a powerful and popular 
mayor, but the future threat to the city should not be 
understated. We cannot, in good faith, turn Tal Afar 
over to the Iraqi Security Forces until the coalition 
has stabilized the security situation. MR 
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The challenges a battalion commander faces in Iraq are as great 
as any U.s. battalion commanders faced in other wars. after a year of 

combat, from March 2005 to March 2006, I developed an assessment of my 
area of Operations (aO) in southern Baghdad that, based upon discussions 
with my peers, encapsulates many of the challenges other battalion command-
ers face elsewhere in Iraq. This article attempts to explain those challenges 
and my conclusions about them, as well as my perspective of what we need 
to do to win, at least in my former aO. 

To prepare myself and my unit, the 3d squadron (Thunder squadron) of the 
3d armored cavalry Regiment for combat in Iraq, I read historical descriptions 
of counterinsurgency (COIN) operations, the draft field manual on COIN (FM 
3-7.22), and all the lessons-learned I could find. I discovered that counterin-
surgency is almost universally defined as the combined military, paramilitary, 
economic, psychological, and civic actions taken by a government to defeat an 
insurgency. In such a fight, the host country’s population is the strategic and 
operational center of gravity; thus, winning the people’s confidence and sup-
port is the centerpiece for operations at those levels. Although there aren’t any 
centers of gravity at the tactical level, gaining the local population’s confidence 
and support is just as important as in the higher echelons of operations.

The Problem
The Army’s Military decision Making process (MdMp) offers a template 

for solving problems. The first step in the process is to conduct mission 
analysis in order to scope the military problem and identify its components. 
subsequent steps in the MdMp seek to solve the military problem by leading 
to the execution of activities according to a plan or order. although I began 
my tour using only a few components, or bullets, to outline my military 
problem, the number of bullets increased as my tour wore on. By the end, 
I had 16: 

● The enemy blends into the population.
● The enemy learns and adapts and is usually about a week behind us 

tactically.
● The enemy rapidly reseeds its leadership and is diverse—there are 

multiple different groups operating in the aO with multiple cells.
● The enemy uses Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) as an offensive 

weapon. 
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● The terrain does not easily support tracked 
movement and forces the use of predictable routes.

● The AO is an enemy support zone with caches, 
meeting places, training, etc. 

● There are no large population centers in the AO.
● The population is at best neutral, but seems to 

support the insurgents.
● The majority of the population is Sunni, with 

small enclaves of Shi’a spread throughout the AO.
● Wahabbists/Salafists are operating along the 

Tigris River. 
● There are five different tribes in the AO, each 

with multiple sheiks. 
●  Coalition engagement with the AO’s popula-

tion was spotty prior to our arrival.
● Unemployment is high.
● We have multiple Iraqi Security Force (ISF) 

partnerships.
● There are effectively no funds to buy and use 

informants.
● We are fighting a fight the squadron did not 

train for.
I anticipated that the number of components defin-

ing my problem would initially increase as I con-
ducted operations and learned more about my aO, 
but I thought that by the end of my tour they would 
be dramatically reduced. not only did they increase, 
but even with a much greater understanding of the 
complexities of my area, I was unable to solve my 
problem prior to being relieved by my successor. The 
fact is that we could have continued to fight the war 
in my area for the foreseeable future. everything was 
contingent upon the population allowing the conflict 
to exist and their continued willingness to replace 
the insurgents we killed or detained.

The Enemy
When we left our AO, we were fighting multiple 

known insurgent groups, the most infamous of 
which was Al Qaeda in Iraq. In terms of battlefield 
geometry, I defined the battle zone in Multinational 
Division-Baghdad’s (MND-B’s) area of responsibil-
ity as central Baghdad. The capital is the strategic 
focus for the enemy in Mnd-B and where he 
benefits his cause the most by killing civilians and 
ISF. His mayhem there undermines the credibility 
of the government, spreads fear, sows the seeds of 
a sectarian divide, and generally attracts the most 
international interest. The areas that surround central 

Baghdad, particularly my aO in the south, are best 
characterized as support zones where the enemy 
lives, trains, plans, and prepares for operations. 
While the enemy did conduct operations against my 
cavalry squadron, I characterized these as tactical 
operations, lower in priority to the strategic opera-
tions in central Baghdad and the more beneficial 
tactical operations against the ISF. Although the 
insurgent groups we faced had different political 
objectives, I concluded that there was some syn-
chronization between them since attacks were not 
sporadic and tended to following discernable trends 
from month to month. I also came to believe that the 
groups were linked logistically, and we attempted 
throughout the year to disrupt all the groups’ activi-
ties by limiting their logistical support.

The People
Understanding the history, language, customs, 

and traditions of the people among whom you are 
fighting is essential in a counterinsurgency. Most of 
the cultural preparations for our operations in Iraq 
amounted to a few classes on Iraqi customs and one 
on basic language. Our officers worked through the 
3d Armored Cavalry Regiment’s recommended 
reading list, designed to broaden our understand-
ing of the Iraqi people and their country, but there 
were few discussions about the readings—there 
simply wasn’t much time available after regular 
predeployment training and maintenance. The 
relative lack of cultural training wasn’t critical, 
however, because 60 percent of the soldiers in my 
squadron had served in Operation Iraqi Freedom I. 
having returned from Iraq only 11 months before, 
my soldiers already had a working knowledge of 
Iraq’s customs and language.

I concluded that the people in our aO would 
allow the insurgents to move freely through them 
and live among them unless we or the ISF were 
physically present 24 hours a day. I also believe that 
the people are withholding their loyalty to both the 
newly elected government and the insurgents until 
they think they know who is going to win. From 
my perspective, the majority of the people have 
survived by “going along to get along” throughout 
the years, and they are convinced that to commit to 
either side too early could cost them their lives.

In my dealings with the Iraqi people, I was 
struck by their penchant for interpreting everything 
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through the lens of individual self-interest. This 
applied to both the civilians and the ISF. The con-
cept of putting community or country first was less 
important than individual best interest. I also had the 
sense that they didn’t care much what kind of gov-
ernment they’d ultimately have, whether it would be 
a democracy, theocracy, or autocracy. The people’s 
priority was to ensure that their basic needs were 
satisfied, and the government or group that could 
best do that would gain their favor. Throughout my 
year in Iraq, I used this premise of “satisfying basic 
needs” to allocate funds and prioritize projects. In 
the end, Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Needs” was a 
very applicable tool for understanding the people’s 

requirements and prioritizing civil-military 
projects. It also led to my minimizing discus-
sion on the benefits of a democracy. If you 
drink the same water as your cows, you’re 
likely not interested in a U.s. soldier explain-
ing the advantages, theory, and practice of 
Jeffersonian democracy.

It is important to understand the tribal 
structure of Iraq and your aO, and I knew 
little about either when I first arrived in 
Baghdad. What I learned over time was that 
first and foremost, tribes will protect their 
own. Individuals willing to provide infor-
mation about insurgents or criminals would 
do so about members of other tribes, but 
never about members of their own. another 
thing I learned was that despite a forest of 
satellite dishes pumping popular arabic 
media into every home and hut in my aO, 
word of mouth was the most trusted form of 
communication within the tribes. It became 
something that I would try to influence in my 
discussions with sheiks and tribal elders. I 
also came to realize that sheiks had no real 
power and therefore, I didn’t spend too much 

time wooing them. a trusted sheik told me that he 
could influence the perspective of those 40 years 
and older, but had very little influence over younger 
tribe members. since the vast majority of those 
I was fighting were younger than 40, the sheiks 
couldn’t help me much.

some cOIn thinkers believe that civil-military 
projects can influence the loyalty of the people. I 
concluded that while the Iraqis in my aO would 
accept gifts, money, and projects, such perks did 
little to sway them to our side. as a result, I used 
the very limited project money I was given to build 
soccer fields for kids (in the hopes that we’d have 
better luck with the next generation), to satisfy basic 
human needs like clean water per Maslow’s Hier-
archy, and to make it easier to do my mission by, 
for example, improving roads. In the end, I told my 
subordinates that all project money would be used 
for our mission first and the Iraqi people second. 

The ISF
during my tour, our squadron was partnered with 

two Iraqi Ministry of the Interior (MOI) battalions 
and two Iraqi Army (IA) battalions. While each 

SFC Kim Bradshaw, NCO in charge of the author’s personal se-
curity detachment, inspects one of the patrol bases the squadron 
used to control its area of operations, September 2005.
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unit had different strengths and weaknesses, there 
were some commonalities among them. For one, 
very few of the Iraqi officers or NCOs we worked 
with had had any formal military training. We are 
currently building a professional education infra-
structure with the Iraqis, but in the meantime, U.s. 
commanders need to know who and what they are 
working with. 

Since most ISF leaders are chosen from within the 
ranks, sycophancy is valued more than education, 
effectiveness, or professionalism. The result, at least 
in our case, was ineffectual units and frustration 
among those Iraqi soldiers who wanted to lead, 
fight, and win. Additionally, the units we worked 
with were either all Shi’a or all Sunni, and there 
were no Kurds. This led to a bias for or against 
the populations in which the units were operating. 
One of our IA partners was a Shi’a battalion whose 
commanding officer was also sheik of the tribe from 
which the battalion’s soldiers came. His executive 
officer was his son. He told me that if we left Iraq, 
he would move his battalion south to defend the 
community that he and his soldiers were from. 
Unfortunately, I believe that as long as we have 
sectarian-based units comprised of soldiers from 
the same communities, we won’t be able to develop 
a viable national army whose loyalty to country is 
greater than loyalty to community and religion.

a commander new to theater must also under-
stand the prevailing mindset of his Iraqi partners. 
While the MOI special commando units we sol-
diered with were very offensive-minded, our Ia 
partners were more defensively oriented. Ia lead-
ers were generally more comfortable establishing 
checkpoints or working out of forward operating 
bases (FOBs) than conducting raids. Nevertheless, 
we found that when we had Iraqis under our com-
mand during U.s.-initiated offensive operations, 
they proved to be tough, capable soldiers. 

Another challenge was that our ISF units had very 
limited planning, command and control, and logis-
tics capabilities. Our internally generated military 
transition teams (MiTTs) focused their energy on 
developing these capabilities at the company and 
platoon level while my own headquarters focused 
on the ISF battalion staffs. We introduced our coun-
terparts to the MdMp, helped them create logistics 
systems, and augmented their very limited and 
ineffective communications architecture. 

When working with the ISF, Operations security 
(Opsec) is a consideration that shapes all opera-
tions. a prudent commander will always keep in 
mind the fact that some of his ISF partners could be 
insurgent infiltrators or sectarian sympathizers, and 
he will take the steps necessary to ensure Opsec. 
When we worked with the MOI, all planned targets 
for an operation had to be vetted by MOI headquar-
ters before permission was given to my partnership 
unit to proceed. This requirement caused one of my 
largest and most complex operations to fail when an 
insurgent spy in MOI headquarters gave the enemy 
our target list (thankfully, this leak did not result in 
the loss of life of any of our soldiers). The Minis-
try of defense is more supportive of multinational 
operations and didn’t require permission above the 
Ia brigade headquarters for our operations. 

When I left Iraq, the ISF in my area were clearly 
incapable of providing security or conducting 
operations without our support and guidance. I 
often wondered whether they were as interested in 
winning the war as we were or whether they just 
needed a paycheck. I’m glad to report that, in spite 
of my apprehensions, the ISF improved consistently 
throughout our tour of duty.

How to Lose
as a result of suffering casualties and, at one time, 

feeling as if we were losing the war, I came to several 
conclusions about how a unit can lose in Iraq. The 
surest way to lose is to be predictable. leaving the 
FOB at the same time every day, using the same 
routes or vehicles, reacting to attacks or events in 
the same way—all offer the enemy predictable 
behavior that he can then target. closely related to 
being predictable is failing to learn and change. To be 
effective, units must create an environment in which 
initiative is rewarded and everyone is committed to 
learning and changing in order to maintain the initia-
tive. I set up weekly skull sessions in my squadron 

…we found that when we had 
Iraqis under our command 

during U.S.-initiated offensive 
operations, they proved to be 

tough, capable soldiers.
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battle-rhythm during which commanders and staff 
sought to solve the problems we were facing. The 
sessions were free-wheeling, combative—and pro-
ductive. There is no place for group-think in combat 
and particularly in counterinsurgencies. I am most 
proud of the fact that the organizational energy of my 
squadron was focused on winning by seizing the ini-
tiative and creating as many problems for the enemy 
as possible. It’s not easy to do this, but the battalion 
commander can begin by creating an environment 
that leads to a learning organization.

another way to guarantee that you will lose is to 
conduct U.s.-only operations and presence patrols. 
putting an Iraqi face on all operations reinforces the 
legitimacy of the government and the ISF while also 
making it easier to identify foreign fighters and con-
duct effective tactical questioning. The Iraqis can 
quickly discern different arabic accents, and they 
can get the most out of potential detainees and locals 
through tactical questioning. The people feared the 
ISF much more than U.S. Forces and were generally 
more willing to talk to their countrymen and provide 
information about the enemy. sometimes we used 
this to our advantage by threatening to allow the 
ISF to talk to potential detainees in our place. The 
Iraqi people in my aO knew that our treatment of 
them was guided by the Law of Land Warfare and 
our rules of engagement, but they weren’t sure if 
the new Iraqi Army had transitioned from Saddam’s 
army and its abusive treatment of the people. 

all patrols in Iraq are combat patrols. I told my 
leaders in Kuwait that if there was no military 
necessity for a patrol or no clearly defined purpose 
for an operation, then we wouldn’t do them. To con-
duct a presence patrol and lose a Soldier’s life was 
grounds for relief or worse in my view. I gave patrol 
leaders the authority to cancel a patrol until they and 
their soldiers clearly understood what their objec-
tive was and what was expected of them during and 
at the end of the patrol. although only one patrol 
was cancelled by a patrol leader during our year in 
Iraq, I believe the empowerment my subordinates 
felt ensured that our combat patrols had the proper 
focus and value in defeating the enemy.

senior-level commanders in Iraq have stated that 
U.s. forces will increasingly operate from large 

FOBs. To do so without also establishing patrol 
bases in the aO would have caused our squadron to 
lose and to suffer far more casualties than we did. 
not only do we provide the enemy predictability by 
operating from large FOBs, but we are also unable 
to establish or maintain a secure environment in the 
aO if we are constantly moving in and out of it. The 
U.s. Marines in Vietnam, the British throughout 
their recent military history, and my own squadron 
in Iraq proved that living among the people is the 
most effective way to establish a secure environ-
ment and to protect our own forces. 

Mass and its application in a counterinsurgency 
is probably worthy of an article in and of itself. My 
own conclusion is that the sequential application of 
mass along all lines of operations (lOOs) in an aO 
will fail. Unless the enemy is planning to attack, 
he will move to other, safer, places once a friendly 
offensive operation is communicated or initiated. 
We have only to look at the results of operations in 
Fallujah and Tal Afar for examples of this. While 
some insurgents decided to stay and fight in both 
of these cities, others left to fight another day in 
another place of their own choosing. To be effective 
in my aO, I had to spread resources equally among 
my subordinate units and then conduct precision 
offensive operations based upon intelligence from 
informants. had I massed in one area and then 
sequentially massed in another with the expectation 
that once clear an area would remain clear, then we 
would have lost in our AO. We simply can’t mass 
and “win in the west” and then, based upon a deci-
sion point, mass and “win in the east” if we are to 
be victorious in a counterinsurgency. 

There is a requirement, then, to mass simultane-
ously along all LOOs throughout an AO. We had four 
lines of operation in our area: combat operations, ISF 

The surest way to lose is to be predictable. 

…living among the people is the 
most effective way to establish 

a secure environment and to 
protect our own forces.
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operations, information operations, and civil-military 
operations. To be effective, we couldn’t just focus on 
one or two lOOs; we had to integrate all four lines 
into each of our operations and the overall campaign, 
and we had to apply them simultaneously. as an 
example, when we  executed a raid, we included our 
ISF partners, used tactical psychological operations 
teams and our own soldiers to ensure the public 
knew what our intent was, and then followed up 
the raid the next day by making goodwill gestures 
to the population, such as distributing soccer balls, 
repairing roads, or providing clothing and food. The 
integration and simultaneous application of all four 
lines in each operation during the campaign prevents 
the enemy from focusing on one line. Over time, it 
creates depth along each line of operation.

How to Win
By the time we redeployed, I thought we were 

winning the war in our AO. Although I don’t believe 
we could have completely extinguished the insur-
gency with the limited resources we had available, 
we were winning. To get to where we were, we 
came up with 10 commandments for winning the 
cOIn war in south Baghdad:

● Keep instructions clear and operations simple.
● Constantly modify tactics to maintain the 

initiative.
● Use civil-military ops for the mission, not the 

people.

● Mass throughout the depth of the battlespace 
and along all LOOs—create multiple problems for 
the enemy.

● Establish patrol bases throughout the bat-
tlespace to disrupt, control, project, and defeat.

● Execute continuous and complementary air 
assault, mounted, and dismounted operations.

● Conduct precision offensive operations based 
on multi-sourced human intelligence.

● Use Special Forces to complement conven-
tional operations and augment intelligence.

● Engage sheiks to gain intelligence and execute 
info ops. 

● Clear–Hold–Build/Project to create interior 
lines.

We have already discussed most of the bullets 
above, but I would like to highlight a few more. 
I began operations primarily using M1114s (up-
armored humvees). although the M1114 is a very 
capable vehicle, our tanks and Bradleys proved 
to be much more effective in protecting the force 
and deterring or destroying the enemy. during 
our year in Iraq, 30 of our combat vehicles were 
destroyed, to include 6 tanks, 10 Bradleys, and 14 
M1114s. had we not used mainly heavy tracked 
vehicles, we would have had many more casual-
ties. some may argue that a tank or Bradley deters 
effective interaction with the public. My priority 
was to protect the force first, knowing that once 
our soldiers and our Iraqi partners were talking to 

the people on the ground, their mode of 
transportation wasn’t important. I’d also 
like to highlight that if we used tracked 
vehicles for an operation, we always put 
our Iraqi partners under armor, either in 
M113a3s or Bradleys, to protect them 
and ensure they knew that we thought 
their lives were as important as our own 
Soldiers’ lives.

as our tour wore on, our dismounted 
operations increased. although we were 
a heavy armored cavalry squadron, the 
demands of counterinsurgency in Iraq 
require all ground maneuver soldiers to 
be physically tough, capable of conduct-
ing long dismounted operations in tem-
peratures over 100 degrees Fahrenheit 
and under body armor. We also executed 
over 30 air assaults, using anywhere from 

The author, right, with SFC Kim Bradshaw and CPT Robert Guillen, 
attempts to identify the position an insurgent observer used to deto-
nate an IED about an hour earlier, September 2005. 
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2 to 18 aircraft. I concluded that the helicopter is 
decisive in Iraq. Transports can speed soldiers to 
the right locations, and attack aviation can acquire, 
kill, or otherwise deter the enemy. In the end, the 
continuous sequencing and complementing of air 
assault, mounted, and dismounted operations maxi-
mized the element of surprise, disrupted the enemy, 
and ensured we were not predictable.

so how did we know we were winning? Measures 
of effectiveness are among the most hotly debated 
issues in Iraq. everybody has an opinion, but we 
set stock in the following:

● A decrease in the number of attacks against the 
squadron and Ia forces in the aO.

● An increase in the number of informants offer-
ing targetable information.

● An increase in the number of caches located.
● Demonstrated willingness of locals to work on 

or support projects initiated in our aO.
● An increase in the number of local leaders 

willing to support our initiatives or start their own 
(e.g., neighborhood watch with Ia support).

As the ISF matured, they increasingly conducted 
independent reconnaissance patrols and area secu-
rity operations. Based upon their interaction with 
the population during these patrols, and after the 
establishment of patrol bases permanently manned 
by an Iraqi infantry company (with a small squadron 
MiTT) throughout the aO, the number of infor-
mants increased tenfold. Information from these 
informants provided the intelligence necessary to 
gain and then maintain the initiative in our aO.1 

after receiving information about enemy activi-
ties or locations, we would launch a raid to destroy 
or detain insurgents and their caches. To win, bat-
talion commanders must develop an informant 
network that will drive their operations. although 
a lack of funds to buy informants prevented us from 

challenging the insurgents to the degree 
that we wanted, the ISF proved invalu-
able in developing an informant network 
that my subordinate commanders, tactical 
human intelligence team, and intelligence 
officer could leverage.

at some point in the rotation, I read an 
article about Andrew Krepinevich’s argu-
ment for adopting a “clear-hold-Build” 
strategy in Iraq.2 While I liked this basic 
concept, I further modified it and inte-

grated the establishment of patrol bases, which we 
had used in Ranger school and I had observed the 
British using in Bosnia. Ieds were our greatest 
threat, and although we were attempting to kill the 
emplacers and manufacturers and destroy the means 
to make Ieds, we knew we would have to delib-
erately clear routes in the aO before establishing 
patrol bases. My subordinate commanders together 
developed a technique that integrated ground-pen-
etrating radar, dismounts, an explosive ordnance 
detachment, tanks, Bradleys, and aviation. not a 
single soldier was killed or seriously wounded 
utilizing this technique, and we discovered and 
destroyed over 50 Ieds.  

after the route had been cleared to an abandoned 
house or one belonging to a known insurgent, we 
occupied the home and rapidly established security 
and a permanent traffic control point. We manned 
the route leading to the patrol base with permanent 
mounted or dismounted patrols in depth, and we 
never relinquished control of it. as a result, we 
severely disrupted the enemy’s ability to emplace 
Ieds. after establishing patrol bases throughout 
our aO and securing the routes that led to them, 
we did not lose a soldier to an Ied. additionally, 
by securing the routes that led from our FOB to our 
patrol bases, we effectively created interior lines that 
allowed us to mass quickly, move relatively securely, 
and provide logistical support expeditiously. 

After establishing patrol 
bases throughout our AO and 

securing the routes that led 
to them, we did not lose  

a Soldier to an IED.

For a more detailed explanation of recommendations 
dealing with convoy operations and IED avoidance,  
to include schematics and recommended march order, 
see the 3/3 Armored Cavalry After Action Report,  
dated March 31, 2006, which can be found on the  
Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) database  
at the following webpage address:    
                          https://call2.army.mil/focus/pubs/index.asp
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although the interior lines were valuable for 
defense and logistics, we were offensively ori-
ented, and so we also used the secure lines and 
bases to project our influence further into the AO. 
conducting offensive operations from our patrol 
bases, we severely disrupted the enemy’s lines of 
communication to Baghdad as well as his ability 
to plan and prepare for operations against us. con-
currently, we built upon our success by focusing 
civil-military projects on the locals’ quality of life 
while the continuous security we were now able to 
provide led to increased, albeit limited, economic 
activity. The enemy responded to our patrol bases 
with more ambushes, snipers, and mortar fire, but 
we met them with massed direct fire and indirect 
fires. When the Lightweight Countermortar Radar 
was digitally linked to our paladin battery, we lim-
ited the enemy’s ability to fire mortars. At the same 
time, we created a niche in the COIN fight for our 
superior firepower and artillery. 

Conclusion
As the ISF became more confident and capable, 

they conducted more independent security opera-
tions while we conducted combined/multinational 
offensive operations. This modus operandi played 
to both our strengths and, coupled with opera-
tions along the other lOOs, severely hindered the 
enemy’s ability to move freely in the population; it 
put him on the defensive. according to the measures 
of effectiveness we had compiled, at the end of our 
tour we were winning the war in our aO. To turn 
winning into lasting victory, however, we needed 
additional assets that weren’t available. 

I used the graphic below to explain our challenges 
to the sheiks in my aO:

Violence

Lack of
Security/Stability

Insurgency
Thrives

No Economic
Investment

In general terms I told them that an unstable, violent 
environment all but prohibited economic investment 
and ensured unemployment, which were the sheik’s 
greatest long term concerns. no long term investment 
and no jobs then led to a thriving insurgency as the 
people supported and participated in the fighting to 
express dissatisfaction with their ineffectual govern-
ment and the U.s. occupation. The result was more 
violence directed against the people, their property, the 
ISF, and our squadron. I suggested to the sheiks that we 
break this cycle along the lack of stability/security line. 
I told them that being partners against the insurgency 
was the only way to establish the secure environment 
that would break the insurgency’s back and deliver the 
economic benefits their people deserved. 

as I look back now, I have to say that the greatest 
hurdle we had to overcome in our area was the Iraqi 
people’s reluctance to partner with us and the ISF 
against the insurgency. In the end, we could continue 
to provide a certain degree of security and to disrupt 
the insurgency, but without the people’s moral resolve 
and support, any hope of decisive victory was scant. 
The people’s lack of commitment spilled over into 
the ISF—our military partners were never as com-
mitted as we were to building the new Iraq. Our own 
side is culpable, too. as I stated earlier, we were never 
really resourced to defeat the insurgency in our aO. 
nor was our commitment to victory matched by the 
other representatives of national power. There was 
very little if any contribution from the diplomatic, 
financial, and law enforcement agencies of the U.S. 
and Iraqi governments. Their help either trickled 
down in tiny amounts or didn’t come at all. 

In sum, I was convinced upon leaving Iraq that 
given the circumstances we faced and the resources 
that were committed, we would have continued to fight 
the war in my aO for the foreseeable future. MR

NOTES
1. almost no reliable information for executing operations came from our higher 

headquarters. they contributed by fusing intelligence from multiple headquarters in 
an attempt to identify enemy trends across the larger aO, and by providing resources 
that helped answer my priority intelligence requirements.

2. andrew F. Krepinevich Jr., “How to win in iraq,” Foreign Affairs (September-
October 2005), <http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20050901faessay84508/andrew-f-
krepinevich-jr/how-to-win-in-iraq.html>.

http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20050901faessay84508/andrew-f-krepinevich-jr/how-to-win-in-iraq.html
http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20050901faessay84508/andrew-f-krepinevich-jr/how-to-win-in-iraq.html
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PHOTO:  In hill areas of Chiangrai 
Province, northern Thailand, in 1987, 
the author uses Mandarin to speak to 
Yao tribesmen. Yao and Mandarin are 
related, which allows communication. 
Tribesmen had reported illegal log-
ging, which was hurting crop yields; 
the government was seeking to dis-
cern whether insurgents were using 
the activity to generate funds.  

ALL PHoToS CoUrTESy 
of THE AUTHor

For students of war, historical cases relevant to the present 
united states counterinsurgency in Iraq are plentiful, though not always 

immediately obvious. The Vietnam War is a case in point. That conflict 
provides numerous lessons regarding counterinsurgency, but many of them 
have been overlooked because analysts typically study the war as if it were a 
purely local affair, occurring amidst a regional vacuum. they forget that the 
fighting in Vietnam was only part of a wider regional struggle encompass-
ing other national theaters of operation. each of those theaters had its own 
unique character and distinct ways in which the united states was involved. 
Hence, each offers us a discrete set of lessons for today’s campaigns. the 
counterinsurgency in thailand (roughly 1950-1983) was one such related 
but distinctive struggle. 

the thai case is particularly relevant for us because it was, from start to 
finish, more akin to our 1955-65 advisory experience in Vietnam than to 
the main force employment era in the decade that followed (1965-73). Thus 
there is much that veterans of el salvador, Colombia, Peru, afghanistan, 
and Iraq would recognize. this is important, because the conventional side 
of the Vietnam War (depicted in such films as We Were Soldiers, Platoon, 
and Hamburger Hill) occurred only after earlier efforts to strengthen state 
capacity failed. By contrast, such efforts did not fail in thailand, which makes 
the circumstances and nature of our involvement there such an important 
case study for serious students of counterinsurgency today. 

that said, the usual caveat, as we shall see, is perhaps even more the 
case here. every insurgency has its unique elements, none more so than 
thailand’s. In the end, peculiarly “thai” factors drove events, but the abil-
ity of the counterinsurgency (with or without american input) to operate 
successfully within the distinctive parameters of thai culture, even as the 
insurgents did not, offers particularly instructive lessons.1 

Constructing the Counterstate
As in other regional conflicts, the Thai conflict grew out of a Communist 

bid for power. In a challenge to the royal Government, the Communist Party 
of Thailand (CPT) shed its pre-Second World War adherence to orthodox 
Marxist-Leninism, embraced Maoism, and adopted people’s war as its strat-
egy. from the outset, societal transformation was the CPt’s goal. Its strategy 
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was to negate the state’s greater mili-
tary power by mobilizing the people 
against it through the creation of a 
counterstate. direct mobilization of a 
popular base and indirect mobilization 
through front organizations were to be 
the party’s main lines of operation. 
Violence would be but one tool among 
many in an armed political campaign 
designed to march steadily towards 
seizure of the capital, Bangkok. 

tactically, the Communist Party 
used local guerrilla units (main forces 
were never formed) to challenge 
government control of certain areas. 
operationally, the link between the 
party and the guerrillas was the clan-
destine infrastructure, the counterstate, 
rooted in CPt control of local areas 
that functioned as its bases for further 
expansion. To establish authority in 
such areas, the CPt employed terror. 
recalcitrant villagers, or those whose 
community standing made them sym-
bols of government authority (e.g., 
village headmen and schoolteachers), 
were selectively targeted. 

simultaneously, to attract and unify 
popular support, CPt political themes 
and propaganda concentrated on pro-
moting the perception that the party was the thai 
people’s sole champion, its only effective means to 
address grievances. Hence the CPt concentrated its 
activity mainly in rural areas beset by poverty and 
politically estranged from the central government. 

following  Maoist doctrine, the CPt began devel-
oping its counterstate in peripheral areas of the king-
dom, in the unincorporated space of what became 
three largely autonomous campaigns: the north, 
northeast (Isaan), and south. although thailand is 
not especially large, neither is it small. Its 514,000 
square kilometers (198,500 square miles) and 28 
million people (in 1962) put it in the same league 
with a unified Vietnam (smaller in population than 
Vietnam, but larger in area). 

northeast thailand was especially susceptible to 
such revolutionary activities, due in part to economic, 
cultural, and political characteristics that distin-
guished it from other regions.2 It was the kingdom’s 

largest and most populous region, yet its poorest 
(thanks mainly to an ecology that limited agricultural 
and other forms of economic development). It was 
politically alienated from the central government 
because of its population’s Thai-Lao ethnicity and 
culture. Thai-Lao personalities had dominated radi-
cal politics immediately after world war II, and the 
region’s delegates in thailand’s military-dominated 
parliamentary system had incurred the ire of the 
ruling elite by supporting neutralist sentiments even 
as thailand moved closer to the west.3 

Government repression allowed the CPt to tap 
the latent grievances already present owing to the 
northeast’s economic and social predicament.4 to 
focus the resulting outburst, the CPt constructed 
its counterstate along standard Leninist lines. At 
the apex was a 7-man Politburo, below it a 25-man 
Central Committee. Central Committee members 
performed various staff functions, one of the most 

Base 800605 (B00150) 2-88
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important being supervision of the military appara-
tus and creation of a united front (as called for by 
Maoist doctrine). Committee members frequently 
served as heads of Communist Party provincial 
(changwat) committees, which oversaw CPt 
district (amphoe) committees that, in turn, guided 
“township” (tambol) and village (muban or ban) 
party structures.5

the resulting alternative government structure 
emerged as a serious clandestine challenge to state 
authority and legitimacy in outlying areas. robert 
F. Zimmerman, a U.S. official with long experi-
ence in thailand, observed the following about this 
quasi-government’s basic component, the village: 
“the party’s greatest strength…lies in its elaborate 
organization at the village level in those areas where 
Communist insurgents are strongly entrenched. an 
excellent illustration of this organization at its best 
is the infrastructure that existed in Ban Nakham vil-
lage, Ubon Ratchathani Province, in 1966. Although 
government Communist-suppression operations 
destroyed this infrastructure, there is little reason to 
doubt that it remains typical of communist practice 
in areas where the insurgents are in control. the Ban 
nakham village organization was headed by a village 
committee consisting of a chairman, two assistant 
chairmen, and four other members, with one of the 
assistant chairmen and the four ordinary members 
responsible for directing the activities of eight spe-
cialized committees of 15-30 members dealing with 
such matters as youth and military affairs, political 

propaganda, labor and business, women’s affairs, 
etc. this structure functioned within the village but 
was responsible to a ‘zone commander’ and two 
assistant commanders based in the jungle.

“through this apparatus operating at the local 
level, the Communists have been able not only to 
recruit and motivate active adherents but also to 
mobilize sufficient popular support in the major 
insurgent areas to generate sources of manpower, 
food, shelter, and finances (in part through local 
tax levies), and to develop an effective intelligence 
network. They have also benefited from a certain 
amount of illicit ‘assistance’ in the form of accom-
modation or even bribes offered by government 
officials or by private construction firms engaged 
in building roads into the insurgent areas.”6

According to former CIA officer Ralph W. McGe-
hee, this infrastructure became quite extensive: 
“Using all the index cards and files, I wrote a final 
report. I prepared name lists of all cell members, 
including their aliases, by village. In this district the 
list contained the names of more than 500 persons. 
those 500 persons did not appear anywhere in the 
agency reporting at the time. the CIa estimated 
there were 2,500 to 4,000 Communists in all of 
thailand. But our surveys showed the Communists 
probably had that many adherents in sakorn nakorn 
Province alone.”7

It appears, however, that in some ways McGehee 
and his superiors might have been comparing apples 
and oranges. The CIA’s 2,500-4,000 figure seems 

to have been an estimate of 
armed guerrillas, while the 
500 individuals in McGe-
hee’s district were part of the 
mass base. when a village 
came under control of the 
CPt shadow government, its 
mobilization included pro-
viding manpower for a mili-
tia. only the best members 
of this body joined the actual 
guerrillas in the CPt’s bases, 
located in inaccessible areas. 
In other words, by counting 
only the full-time guerrillas, 
the CIa overlooked the much 
larger number of individu-
als actually involved in the 

Captured photo of CPT combatants at a camp in the Thai south.  As was typical of 
the era, the insurgents sought to imitate the uniforms and symbols of the People’s 
Liberation Army of China.  
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movement. It is also important to note that, in con-
trast to the romantic Maoist vision promulgated by 
CPt literature, the guerrillas’ weapons and equip-
ment did not come from raids conducted against 
government forces, but from other southeast asian 
Communist sources.

with reliable sources of supply from abroad 
and recruiting made easy by repression at home, 
the CPT expanded steadily. By the early 1970s, 
a majority of the provinces in the kingdom had 
been classified as “infiltrated,” meaning some sort 
of CPt activity was present.8 still, this activity 
remained confined mainly to areas outside the 
heartland, beyond the central plain that was the 
social, economic, and political center of thailand. 
Penetration of urban centers of power on the central 
plain would occur later.

The State Responds
to counter the rising threat, the thai government 

adopted a strategy directed against the combatants 
of the insurgent counterstate.9 this was an inap-
propriate response to the CPt challenge because 
it sought to suppress the opposition by brute force 
rather than attempting to assuage the popular dis-
content fueling the insurgency. In December 1965, 
the highest levels of the government ordered the 
formation of a Communist suppression operations 
Command (CsoC), later to become the Internal 
security operations Command (IsoC). saiyud 
Kerdphol, a respected officer whose background 
included covert operations in Laos against Commu-
nist forces, was placed in charge of this new com-
mand. what the government had in mind, though, 
was not counterinsurgency, but better management 
of the counterguerrilla campaign. 

saiyud later recounted, “the rta [royal thai 
army] then was run by ‘the old school,’ the 
pre-World War II officers. They had tremendous 
difficulty understanding counterinsurgency, rebel-
lion, and the fundamental causes which fed revolt. 
Praphas [former deputy Prime Minister and the 
muscle behind the government that ultimately fell in 
1973], for example, named CSOC the ‘suppression 
command.’ He could understand that the fight had to 
be coordinated—that’s why he set up CsoC—but 
he wasn’t talking about CPM [civil-police-military; 
essentially, the coordinated application of all 
resources to the insurgent problem, as done by the 

British to defeat the Communists in Malaya during 
the emergency]. some of the younger generation 
of officers, though, were more attuned to reality. 
among them was Prem [later Prime Minister].

“we understood immediately that what we were 
dealing with was a political problem. we applied 
CPM to the problems of the northeast, yet we knew 
more was needed than simply a response. Coordi-
nation is the key to winning, but all must look at 
the problem through the same eyes. You need a 
common blueprint on which to base the plan.

“two things were obvious: there was nothing 
worse than to fight the wrong way, and the key is the 
people. we had to ask ourselves, why do the people 
have a problem, why are they taking up arms? we did 
a lot of mechanical things, such as setting up Village 
defence Corps and special training centers through 
which we could run all regular companies. 

“the crucial point, though, more than numbers, 
is orientation. You have to keep analyzing a target 
area. You have to keep asking yourself, ‘what are 
the reasons for popular discontent? what are the 
problems?’ figure out the solutions, then implement 
and coordinate.”10 

More or less disregarding his superiors, saiyud 
began to organize CsoC for a genuine counterin-
surgency, one that would seek to get at the roots 

Saiyud Kerdphol talks with tribespeople in Pua, Nan Prov-
ince, northern Thailand, in May 1973. Civic action activi-
ties are being carried out in the background. Then a major 
general, Saiyud had attracted attention early in his career 
for his insights into insurgency and counterinsurgency.
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of the conflict. To clearly define the nature of the 
problems, he did two things immediately. first, he 
set up an intelligence analysis center with branches 
in the field. Copies of all government reports (and 
any other data that could be gathered up) were then 
fed into the intelligence system and analyzed with 
the aid of borrowed computer time—a novel meth-
odology for thailand at the time. this weeded out 
typical bureaucratic misstatement and inaccuracy 
and expedited distribution of a definitive assess-
ment of various problems to pertinent agencies. 
Second, he established an extensive research and 
analysis branch under the brilliant and at times 
controversial scholar, somchai rakwijit. under 
rakwijit’s guidance, the branch soon produced 
comprehensive assessments based on sound data. 
rather than relying on suspect reports passed from 
outlying regions through the official bureaucracy, he 
sent researchers into the field, often alone, to study 
insurgent-infested areas.

using the data generated by these systems, saiyud 
developed a response that called for a mix of civil 
and military measures. His modus operandi consti-
tuted a textbook approach to classic counterinsur-
gency: identify the problem; move in with solutions, 
using the military to shield the effort; and send 
specially trained forces to seek out the guerrillas. 

although saiyud’s approach seemed logical, it 
encountered resistance. CSOC was at first given 
authority only over the small CPM task forces 
deployed to insurgent-affected areas. In 1967, 
guided by a comprehensive intelligence network 
set up by saiyud, the task forces began to show 
promise in uncovering and dealing with the CPt 
infrastructure. But when CsoC asked for more 
units, military opponents, jealously guarding their 
own turfs, demurred. Before long, authority over 
field units was transferred back to regional army 
commanders. 

Consequently, this first attempt at establishing a 
counterinsurgency program was rendered largely 
ineffective. Most commanders simply would 
not deploy their forces on what they viewed as a 
secondary mission. Instead, they concentrated on 
personal political and economic concerns. when 
actually called upon to move against insurgent 
forces, commanders did so in the traditional mili-
tary fashion most resented by local peoples: search 
and destroy. 

nowhere was the ineffectiveness of the tradi-
tional approach more obvious than in the north. 
There, beginning in December 1967, a number 
of land quarrels between Hmong tribesmen and 
Thai in Chiangrai and Nan provinces exacerbated 
longstanding hill tribe versus lowlander tensions. 
the thai government’s initial response was 
heavy-handed and succeeded primarily in making 
more enemies. the security forces responded 
to ambushes with artillery and air strikes that 
destroyed villages and threw still more recruits to 
the insurgency. A flood of refugees ensued, devas-
tating the economy of a large area of the north.11 
Concerted attempts by more enlightened officials to 
adopt alternatives were brushed aside or enmeshed 
in red tape to ensure they were not resourced. 

saiyud realized the inappropriateness of heavy-
handed suppression and fought to implement his 
CPM strategy, as detailed in a plan titled The 
Struggle for Thailand, Section II, A Solution for the 
North. His approach was initially rejected by key 
government officials—“body count” remained the 
order of the day. not surprisingly, as the number 
of villages destroyed grew, so did the number of 
guerrillas. some CPt propaganda sessions report-
edly involved as many as 200 armed guerrillas. 
although its total strength in the north was still only 
an estimated 3,000 by 1973, the guerrilla movement 
managed to make life there extremely unsettled in 
many areas.12

this remained the general pattern of events for 
some time. while many thai appeared to com-
prehend the socioeconomic nature of the north-
ern insurgency, the government’s wrongheaded 
response ensured the failure of its misdirected 
counterinsurgency efforts. 

An Alternative to Brute Force 
the root of the problem in the north was that 

the hill tribe people concerned, the Hmong, not 
being ethnically thai, were treated as second-class 
citizens. the government’s discriminatory racial 
attitudes, reflected by the average Thai soldier, fre-
quently translated into hostile acts against members 
of the population. the CPt took advantage of the 
hostility generated. 

nevertheless, it is important to note that regardless 
of structural conditions, villager loyalty remained 
very much up for grabs during this period. despite 
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the CPt’s efforts to paint itself as the people’s 
champion, communist ideology had limited popular 
appeal. In fact, setting aside the ham-fisted strategy 
employed by their rulers, most thai preferred to 
side with the government and the status quo unless 
traumatized by specific grievances. 

using “other war” means, saiyud sought to 
exploit this Thai inclination to side with the gov-
ernment or to remain neutral, particularly in the 
northeast, where the target population, although 
culturally distinct, was nonetheless regarded as 
within the “thai” family. He and other like-minded 
officials pushed through programs to meet popular 
needs through regional development. 

Publicly, at least, Bangkok was under no illu-
sions concerning poor conditions in the coun-
tryside.13   during the early to mid-1950s, before 
the outbreak of actual violence, the government 
had begun a number of development programs 
to address the conditions. By 1958, this approach 
had been broadened to include the first community 
development pilot projects; and in 1960, a National 
Community development Program was put into 
effect, consolidating many of the already existing 
programs (which had been scattered among various 
departments). according to government literature, 

national Community development was designed to 
bring about the partnership of the royal thai Gov-
ernment (rtG) and its people at the local level.14 It 
aimed “to encourage the people to exercise initiative 
to improve their communities and ways of living 
through cooperative efforts on the self-help basis” 
and to “bring the coordinated support of the vari-
ous ministries concerned to assist the villagers in 
carrying out their projects.”15 By the end of 1961, 
at least on paper, most northeastern villages were 
covered by the program, even, it should be noted, 
as repressive measures sent activists fleeing to the 
CPt for protection. 

while national Community development was 
directed at villages throughout the kingdom, 
additional measures to deal specifically with the 
northeast were also implemented. the overall 
effort was facilitated by the united states, which 
had established an economic aid mission to the 
kingdom in 1950. Much of the $300 million in 
planned expenditures was provided by Washing-
ton. the principal vehicle for american assistance 
in this field was the Accelerated Rural Develop-
ment (ard) program. ard created, trained, and 
equipped a local organization to plan, design, 
construct, and maintain rural roads and other small 

A staging point for small unit patrols in Nan Province, northern Thailand. Vehicles were used to move troops to jump-
off points and to push bulk supplies. Harsh terrain meant tedious foot patrolling under dangerous circumstances.
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village projects. Provinces selected for ard were 
those most in need of immediate developmental 
help. In practice, this meant those provinces threat-
ened by Communist insurgency as designated by the 
thai national security Council. once a changwad 
was designated an “ard province,” the governor’s 
staff and equipment were augmented. simultane-
ously, the governor was authorized to implement 
village-level projects on his own. 

By 1969, the governors of the 24 ARD-designated 
provinces—most of them in the northeast—had 
progressed from having virtually no resources with 
which to mount any type of development program 
to having 250-member staffs, millions of dollars 
worth of equipment, and vastly increased budgets. 
the government had committed a cumulative total 
of $58,824,000 to the program, supplemented by 
$49,308,000 from the united states. How these 
funds were expended, it should be noted, reflected 
economic priorities. road building and mainte-
nance were the dominant categories. other ard 
activities included mobile medical teams, district 
farmer groups (cooperatives), and youth and potable 
water programs.

Mixed Results of “Development”
In terms of achieving politico-military objectives 

to end the insurgency, ARD’s results in 1969 were 
mixed. Although physically and statistically there 
was a great deal of economic progress to show, the 
ultimate objective had been to “reduce, or even 
eliminate, insurgency through the development 
effort.”16 this had not happened. to the contrary, 
american and thai evaluations consistently noted 
that ard made no meaningful difference in the 
target population’s overall disposition toward 
the government even though the actual activities 
involved were generally appreciated.17 even where 
the villagers’ lot improved demonstrably (e.g., per 
capita income increased), the rosy statistical picture 
often did not reflect the continuing realities of the 
poor security situation. 

Hence ard failed to achieve a great deal toward 
realizing its objectives. this should not have been 
surprising, since the government had adopted a pre-
dominantly economic response to a fundamentally 
political problem. what should have been one sup-
porting element in an overall program became the 
main effort due to the government’s one-dimensional 

vision of “development” as panacea. the outcome 
was as predictable as it was ineffective. 

the Communist insurgents wanted to restructure 
the existing systems of social stratification and to 
redistribute political power by seizing the reins of 
the state. Because there were no peaceful means to 
employ—they had been officially frozen out of the 
system—violence became their principal instru-
ment. Noncommunist opponents of the existing 
order were similarly precluded from real participa-
tion. their only choices were to sit on the sidelines 
or join the insurgents.

the solution to such a structural dilemma, then, 
should have been political reform. But this Bang-
kok could not see. although political reform was 
mentioned as a goal, it was completely overshad-
owed by the program’s economic aspects, such as 
infrastructure development. the skewing of goals 
was reflected in ARD’s unsatisfactory results.

Role of the United States 
Ironically, both the “hard” military and “soft” 

development sides of the thai approach were gener-
ally attributed to u.s. direction.18 such a view was 
simplistic and misleading. Certainly U.S. influence 
was significant, but Thailand’s collaboration with the 
united states during this period was a marriage of 
convenience for both parties. It was driven by a shared 
security perspective whereby both states sought to 
maximize their gains. In fact, when the drawbacks 
of partnership came to overshadow the advantages, 
the thai government asserted its independence and 
backed away from greater collaboration.

What was on display, amidst a context of Ameri-
can strategic dominance, was the thai capacity for 
assessment and adaptation, as demonstrated by 
saiyud. the thai government’s approach matured 
in a manner that reflected peculiarly Thai charac-
teristics and concerns. 

In terms of grand strategy, the thai sought two 
ends: national development and security, especially 
from external threats. 

national development proceeded along a path 
that emphasized economics. a thread of ameri-
can thought asserted that western-style economic 
modernization would result in social and political 
“modernization,” the product being the maximiza-
tion of national potential for domestic peace.19 the 
thai came to accept this formula. 
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security demands were assessed as most pressing 
in the post-world war II world due to the perceived 
menace posed by Chinese and Vietnamese expan-
sionism. the thai, therefore, negotiated american 
guarantees and military presence. they watched the 
evolution of american attitudes toward (and capacity 
for fighting) “brush fire wars,” an evolution that began 
in earnest during the Kennedy presidency.20 Inevita-
bly, key thai personalities such as saiyud studied 
and were influenced by American and other Western 
(especially British) counterinsurgency concepts. 

western doctrine, regardless of origin, posited 
three essential tasks for successful resolution of 
insurgency: security force operations against the 
insurgents, population and resource control, and 
elimination of grievances.21 Institutional predispo-
sitions of the thai military led to emphasis upon 
security force operations, as well as population and 
resource control. Within the national context of an 
economics-driven development strategy, elimina-
tion of grievances emphasized providing resources 
and resolving economic complaints as opposed to 
rectifying the weaknesses of the political system. 
this approach played out in ard, wherein goals 
such as “roads built” and “wells dug” quickly over-
shadowed more abstract objectives such as fostering 
popular participation in the political process.

thai development efforts, then, did not begin 
at u.s. behest, but rather evolved from a shared 
perspective towards an appropriate approach. 
nevertheless, the impact the united states had on 
the nature of thai programs was considerable. this 
became even more the case as American officials 
formulated a plan with the thai government for a 
coordinated response to insurgency. 

a u.s. Military aid Program (MaP) and a Joint 
u.s. Military assistance Group (JusMaG) had 
been in thailand since the Korean war (during 
which thailand deployed a regimental combat 
team and various sea and air assets), with the Mili-
tary assistance Command-thailand (MaCtHaI) 
added in 1962 for “operational combat assistance.” 
the mechanisms needed by the americans to sup-
port thailand’s counterinsurgency plan were fully 
realized during the tenure of ambassador Graham 
Martin (1963-67). Programs, budgets, and U.S. 
personnel increased substantially. In mid-1966, 
Martin created the position of special assistant for 
Counterinsurgency to coordinate and regulate all 

u.s. military and civilian activities directly related 
to the problem of insurgency in thailand.22 

the number of personnel who administered such 
support fluctuated constantly. George Tanham has 
provided useful figures, all for the late 1973, early 
1974 time frame (later than the period under discus-
sion, but still illustrative): 101 embassy personnel; 
179 U.S. Agency for International Development 
personnel in the united states operations Mission 
(USOM), a plurality working with ARD; 26 person-
nel in the field element, United States Information 
service of the united states Information agency; 
550 personnel in JusMaG/MaCtHaI (a portion 
of whom were assigned to special forces thailand); 
and approximately 200 personnel assigned to a 
field unit (in Bangkok) of the Advanced Research 
Projects agency, most of whom were contractors. 
other units, such as the 4,000 men of u.s. army 
support thailand, could be used as appropriate for 
missions within thailand.23

Compared to the force levels in south Vietnam, 
those in thailand were minuscule. Yet these forces 
were very effective. Although specifically prohib-
ited from participating in combat operations, they 
performed the functions we now associate with 
stability operations.24 

By the end of 1966, 60 percent of American aid 
funds were going to the northeast. Mobile devel-
opment Units—16 units of 120 men each that car-
ried out civic action projects—received an initial 
investment of $1.5 million. The significant ARD 
input through Fiscal Year (FY) 1969 has already 
been mentioned (just over $49 million). 

active as the united states was, a delicate balanc-
ing effort was required between providing support 
specifically to Thailand and support to the war 
effort elsewhere in Indochina. By the end of 1967, 
33,369 U.S. Airmen and 527 aircraft were in the 
kingdom (by 1970 the personnel figure would reach 
48,000), carrying out missions principally against 
north Vietnam. a thai division of 11,000 men (14 
percent of the army’s total strength) was in south 
Vietnam, and a substantial 20,000-man “covert” 
force (27 light infantry and 3 artillery battalions) 
was in Laos.25 In sum, “Vietnam war activities” 
were substantial and had a significant impact upon 
the economy and society of thailand. 

even as the united states took a more active 
interest in the thai counterinsurgency effort, there 
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was a conscious effort to avoid the missteps made 
in Vietnam. u.s. personnel might goad the thai 
and offer funds, but they did not co-opt Bangkok’s 
strategic direction, as they had with the saigon 
regime. while the thai did adopt many programs 
modeled after american counterinsurgency efforts 
in south Vietnam, their approach to dealing with 
the CPT maintained a distinctly Thai flavor and 
pace, both of which often proved exasperating to 
the americans. 

as one of the few asian states that had avoided 
becoming a colony, thailand responded to interna-
tional and domestic challenges with thai designs 
and imperatives. american aid and presence, 

although certainly increasing the viability of the 
thai counterinsurgency (to include individual pro-
grams such as ard), did not instigate or control 
it. Indeed, the american contribution to the thai 
campaign, for better or worse, followed much the 
same trajectory as the larger Indochina conflict. 
the gradual winding down of the u.s. presence 
in southeast asia led to diminishing resources and 
removal of the sense of urgency that had marked the 
American advisory effort. By 1976, there were only 
4,000 americans left in thailand, most providing 
communications or logistics support and not con-
nected to the thai counterinsurgency. 

Changes in National and 
Regional Context

In thailand, unlike in Vietnam, american assis-
tance primarily worked to improve the thai capac-
ity for action. on the ground, thai emphasis on the 
economic development approach, coupled with 
the overemphasis on military operations, allowed 
the CPt not only to survive, but also slowly to 
expand. As the 1970s began, Thailand found its 
agriculturally based economy unable to meet rising 
economic demands and its narrow political system 
unable to accommodate demands for increased 
popular participation. the government bureaucracy, 
monopolizing power, crushed efforts to form a 
viable democratic system. Calls for reform could 
not be dealt with in any substantive fashion because 
the mechanisms to do so simply did not exist. 

In October 1973, the government finally reached 
a crisis point: a wave of student demonstrations 
ended with the arrest of activists demanding greater 
democracy. Violence erupted, and the military 
regime collapsed with startling rapidity. for the 
next three years, a succession of weak democratic 
governments sought to come up with a viable form 
of popular rule. 

as the unstable situation persisted, demands by 
the left for the mobilization of marginalized ele-
ments of the population aroused fears of mob rule 
among traditional segments of the thai polity. those 
segments, in turn, made common cause with mili-
tary factions favoring a return to authoritarian rule. 
In a coup on 6 October 1976 that featured a bloody 
assault on thammasat university, the perceived 
center of leftist influence, the military bureaucracy 
returned to power. Many individuals, ranging from 

A Thai soldier on guard duty at a patrol base of 4th  
Company, 5th Battalion, 5th Infantry Regiment, during 
operations in Betong district of Yala Province, May 1985.  
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students to activist workers to politicians, fled into 
the jungles or made their way to Indochina. 

eventually, these political refugees numbered 
in the thousands. their numbers, their representa-
tion of virtually all major societal strata, and their 
profound bitterness towards the system all spoke to 
a spectacular opportunity for the CPt. Here at last 
was the systemic crisis for which the Communists 
had long hoped. after years of laboring in margin-
alized areas, unable to penetrate the heartland, the 
CPT finally found itself with the political vacuum 
it had sought that accompanied a state of political 
and social polarization. 

as the acknowledged leading opposition group, 
the party was ideally situated to become the key 
agent for shaping and directing the forces demand-
ing change. Presented with at least 4,000 new 
recruits from diverse backgrounds and occupa-
tions, many of whom were “progressive” in their 
orientation, the CPt saw a chance to replicate the 
popular front strategy that Mao had realized with 
his anti-Japanese united front. 

Banking on anti-government and anti-american 
sentiment fostered by more than two decades of CPt 
propaganda labeling american imperialists and their 
reactionary thai allies as the people’s great enemies, 
the CPt called upon all sectors of society to rally 
to it and launched an assault on all aspects of the 
old regime, even the king.26 after decades of slow, 
difficult expansion, the party (and many knowledge-
able observers) felt that the events at thammasat 
university had revealed to all, at last, the true fascist 
character of the military regime and its obedience 
to imperialist american instructions. thus the CPt 
thought the way was paved for mass insurrection. 

the party’s resulting attacks, directed against 
both the government and Bhumipol adulyadej, the 
ninth king of the Chakkri dynasty, represented a 
significant change of strategy. Virtually all aspects 
of the “old feudal order” were now fair game 
and were denounced in favor of a proposed new 
society—a Communist one. Externally, too, the 
situation seemed to favor this open attempt to seize 
power: Cambodia, China, Laos, and Vietnam all 
gave the CPt support.

What the CPT thought was as an extremely 
advantageous situation suddenly collapsed under 
the weight of other, unanticipated, events in 
southeast asia. Most important, the Vietnamese 

invasion of Cambodia (1978) rekindled fears of 
Communist territorial expansionism into Thailand 
itself and stoked thai nationalism. then, in early 
1979, China’s thrust into Vietnam dramatically 
heightened anxieties that the kingdom was about 
to become involved in internecine conflict among 
two Communist powers vying for political influence 
in southeast asia. 

Doubt and fear extended beyond the government 
into the ranks of the CPt itself. with its close ties to 
both China and Vietnam, the CPt leadership found 
itself caught between thai nationalism and ideo-
logical commitment to other communist movements 
and sponsors. Ironically, perceived expansionism by 
the Communist Vietnamese, not american impe-
rialism, now seemed to pose the greatest threat to 
the survival of the thai nation and thus to the thai 
revolution. when the CPt refused to go along with 
Vietnam’s plans, the party paid the price. 

In January 1979, even before the Chinese attack 
on Vietnam, CPt backing for Beijing led the Central 
Committee of the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, 
which took its directions from Hanoi, to order the 
CPT to vacate its bases in Laos. Coming on the heels 
of the loss of sanctuaries in Cambodia due to contin-
ued fighting along the Thai-Cambodian border, this 
was a substantial blow. the CPt was wracked by a 
bitter internal battle complete with defections to the 
Vietnamese side and formation of a rival, pro-Viet-
namese, organization, Pak Mai.27 High-ranking CPt 
members began to defect to the government. 

although the sino-Vietnamese split had dislo-
cated base areas and disrupted supply lines, result-
ing in serious setbacks, it was ideological issues 
that tore the CPt apart. the causes of such serious 
internal turbulence stemmed from what dissidents 
cited as overly rigid adherence to the Chinese ver-
sion of people’s war and failure to learn from (in 
particular) Vietnamese success. dissidents within 
the party argued vigorously that had the CPt been 
ready—had it mobilized in the urban areas instead 
of strictly following Maoist doctrine and staying in 
the countryside—it could have moved decisively 
amidst urban chaos. for the Politburo, this position 
represented a dangerous doctrinal deviation. 

Battle was joined at the long-delayed fourth 
Party Congress, held in regional sessions through-
out 1982. during the Congress, dissident accusa-
tions of “old guard” ballot tampering split the party, 
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thereby signaling the beginning of the end for the 
CPt. Battered from within and without, especially 
by an increasingly effective government coun-
terinsurgency strategy, the membership became 
disillusioned. what had been a trickle of defections 
became an uncontrollable hemorrhage.

The Government’s  
New Approach

In a sense, the CPt had self-destructed. However, 
internal disaffection and external fratricide were not 
the whole story. Individuals were willing to leave 
the party only because the state had given them 
somewhere to go. ultimately, changes in the gov-
ernment’s political policy and the environment that 
such changes engendered created such a haven.28 

the needed changes were begun shortly after the 
events of October 1973. In November, Prem Tinsula-
nond, then a relatively obscure officer, was made the 
deputy commanding general of the second army, 
charged with security in the thai northeast. among 
his many duties was responsibility for directing the 
northeast region’s counterinsurgency program. 

Modifying saiyud’s original CPM approach (the 
two men knew each other well) by enhancing its 
political aspects, Prem soon began to see results. 
Psychological operations, persuasion, and heavy 
use of the civilian provincial governors and their 
resources constituted a marked departure from the 
normal emphasis on firepower. By 1975-76, the 
second army had become a model of sorts in deal-
ing with the insurgency.

second army’s approach can be characterized as 
development-for-security, with development under-
stood to be a socio-economic-political process. “It is 
the weakness of the system which allows guerrillas to 
grow,” Saiyud stated flatly. “The target, therefore, is 
the population, not areas or enemy forces. Problems of 
the system must be addressed. the popular base of the 
insurgents must be destroyed. strengthen the villages 
first, then go into the jungle after the guerrillas.”29

this Prem did, acting within his own area of 
control. eight years had passed, however (from 
Saiyud’s 1965 assignment to CSOC/ISOC until 
Prem’s assignment to the northeast), before 
saiyud’s philosophy could blossom full force. 
during the interim, those who did not see repression 
as the answer to the insurgency were forced to be 
content with doing whatever they could. 

once in charge, Prem did things differently. His 
methodology was not unlike that used success-
fully in numerous other areas around the world by 
counterinsurgent forces. first, a target area was 
blanketed with troops, who drove off the CPt’s 
armed units. then, all particulars of the popula-
tion were learned and the insurgent counterstate 
dismantled through systematic intelligence collec-
tion and exploitation. At the same time, civic-action 
programs were instituted and local forces formed, 
while special operations against strongholds kept 
insurgent forces at bay. finally, civil authorities 
again assumed complete control.

what gave substance to the form, however, was 
the growth of the democratic system. Prem’s forces, 
rather than being the law, became the administrators 
of the law. In effect, they became the embodiment 
of the Buddhist ideal of how things ought to be. 
the democratic process they insisted on accorded 
with traditional demands by the populace for a just 
order, thereby legitimizing the government.

Prem’s initial success attracted attention. from 
then on, his rise was rapid. In 1976, he became 
commander of the entire second army region. only 
two years later, in September 1978, he assumed com-
mand of the army as a whole. By february 1980, he 
was prime minister. under him, saiyud ultimately 
became supreme commander of the armed forces. 

throughout his rise, Prem drew his key support 
from the “Young Turks,” officers of battalion-com-
mand level influenced by their counterinsurgency 
experiences (especially in Indochina) and a desire 

Prem’s forces…became the 
administrators of the law. 

…The democratic process 
they insisted on accorded 

with traditional demands by 
the populace for a just order, 

thereby legitimizing  
the government.
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to move the military toward more professional 
concerns. the Young turks were joined by another 
group calling themselves the “democratic sol-
diers.”30 the latter were to be equally important. 

If the Young turks provided the brawn, the dem-
ocratic soldiers provided the brains. the major dif-
ference between the two was that the Young turks 
came from the line while the democratic soldiers 
had been staff officers. Learning from Communist 
defectors and their own study, the democratic sol-
diers advanced “democracy,” which they left quite 
undefined, as the key weapon against insurgency. 
among their main supporters were Major General 
Chaovalit Yongchaiyuth, Prem’s aide-de-camp, 
who would later head the army and oversee the 
destruction of the CPt, and Major General Harn 
Leenanond, head of army operations (G3), later 
to command the fourth army in the south and to 
destroy the CPt there as he had helped Prem to do in 
the northeast while a member of the latter’s staff. 

these two individuals were apparently the prin-
cipal authors of an extraordinary document, Prime 
Minister (PM) Order No. 66/23 (the 66th order in 
the Buddhist era Year 2523, or 1980), “the Policy 
for the fight to defeat the Communists,” subse-
quently augmented by PM Order No. 65/25 (1982), 
“Plan for the Political offensive.”31 what they 
set forth was a politically driven strategy to meet 
the Communists. As 66/23 unequivocally stated, 
“Political factors are crucial [to the success of the 
counterinsurgency], and military operations must 
be conducted essentially to support and promote 
political goals.”32 

The follow-up 66/25 left no doubt what Prem 
had in mind:

“Let the development of democracy be the 
guiding principle .... we estimate that the CPt has 
slowed our democratic development, using weak 
points as propaganda subjects to deceive the people. 
simultaneously, the CPt itself has pretended to give 
democracy to the people. what the CPt has in mind, 
however, is tactical democracy... [to meet them,] all 
patterns of dictatorship must be destroyed.”33

Put in other terms, if lack of “development” in 
an all-encompassing socio-economic-political sense 
was the cause of insurgency, then it was the army’s 
task to foster just such development as a counter. 
that such a view could come to the fore would have 
been impossible without the old-regime crisis that 

erupted in October 1973. Rising out of the turmoil, 
Prem, in concert with like-minded individuals, 
completely reoriented the thai counterinsurgency 
approach. asked much later what had been the prin-
cipal factor that changed the campaign after he had 
spent years fruitlessly trying to convert his fellow 
officers, Saiyud responded simply: “Prem. What 
made the difference was having someone who could 
order support. this made all the difference in the 
world. we already had the ideas and the concepts. 
they had been in place for years.”34

to implement them, Prem took CsoC/IsoC out 
of its advisory role and placed it again in the opera-
tional chain of command. not only was it given the 
power to direct CPM task forces, as had been the 
case initially under saiyud, but the regional army 
commanders, who had always been independent, 
were fully integrated into the structure. Gradually, 
all regular army and security force units in opera-
tional areas were likewise placed under the CPM 
task forces, where they worked intimately with 
civil authority.

Bangkok Wages People’s War
operationally, local forces were the foundation 

upon which all else was built. this concept was 
not new; it had been an integral part of saiyud’s 
counterinsurgency plans. Yet saiyud’s response 
had been premature. His call for self-defense forces 
and local participation were ahead not only of the 
bureaucracy, but even the populace. tradition-ori-
ented thai peasants were not yet receptive to the 
idea of defending themselves. “the villagers were 
more afraid of the police than the enemy,” saiyud 
has noted.35 This ended with October 1973 and its 
aftermath. It was democracy that thrust popular 
concerns to the fore and stimulated the people’s 
willingness to defend what was theirs.

what was theirs? that which was “thai.” Here, 
we begin to pull together the many loose ends that 
have appeared in the course of this discussion. we 
can cite no particular point at which the people 
came to think of the system as “theirs.” october 
1973 was surely a benchmark, but the events that 
followed, with the left and right battling for con-
trol of the emerging democratic system, were just 
as important. In every sense, the contest became 
a campaign of the streets. the CPt—the illegal 
left—erred in not recognizing the need to get into 
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the battle directly (because its doctrine told it to 
stay in the rural areas). the legal left, which was 
on the streets, erred in adopting foreign cultural 
idioms and forms. 

In particular, proponents of rapid change made 
the mistake of interpreting the situation in terms 
alien to the bulk of the population. the left saw 
the military as a creature of the west rather than 
recognizing that its structural position was a logical 
consequence of thai historical factors. as a result, 
the left was quite unprepared for the reaction its 
actions sparked.

It was no accident that what have normally been 
termed “right wing pressure groups” achieved the 
strength they did in the post-October 1973 era. They 
built upon those cultural idioms salient to popular 
existence: “Buddhism, Nation, Monarchy.” In a 
sense, the second of these subsumed the other two: 
to be a thai was to be a Buddhist within a hierar-
chy that culminated in the monarch. to lose one’s 
place in this hierarchy was to lose one’s identity 
as a thai. 

Yet the CPt leadership, joined by that of the 
legal left, little understood just how far it had 
strayed from thai cultural idioms. the two groups 
assumed that the conditions that had given them an 
alternative worldview would automatically produce 
the same worldview in others. they projected their 
individual cases onto the whole, and by so doing, 
they analytically distorted thai reality.

supporters of the status quo used the years 
1973-76 to rally the populace against those who 
would destroy their world. although the left prided 
itself on its mobilization abilities, its forces soon 
found themselves swamped by mass mobiliza-
tion carried out by the right. the Village scouts 
organization alone, which had a paramilitary com-
ponent and drew its membership through appeals 
to nationalism (defined particularly as loyalty to 
the monarchy and Buddhism), reached a member-
ship of 2.5 million, or over 5 percent of the total 
population, by mid-1978.36 the CPt counterstate 
could not begin to match this strength.37 nor could 
the legal left, for all its organizational skills, attract 
such numbers.

and the Village scouts were but one of several 
anticommunist organizations, with others, such 
as Nawaphol and Krathing Daeng (“red Gaur”), 
though fewer in numbers, far more militant. when 

the legal left was perceived to have taken the logical 
next step in its “anti-Thai” approach—threatening 
the monarchy by attacking the Crown Prince—the 
carnage of October 1976 resulted. Specifics of 
the episode become, in such a context, virtually 
incidental. Given the shape of the emerging cul-
tural confrontation, the clash would have occurred 
eventually. 

CPt attacks on the monarchy all but sealed the 
party’s doom. the subsequent reactionary mush-
rooming of popular mobilization by rightist groups 
enabled regular forces to be reassigned to face 
external threats. The population aroused became 
“a people numerous and armed.” 

thus were born the “rangers.” Begun while 
Prem was army commander, the local-forces 
ranger concept turned the communist methodology 
of mass mobilization on its head. It used locally 
recruited manpower, often drawn from already 
existing organizations such as the Village Scouts, 
to operate against the insurgents, while nationalist 
mass organizations in the villages fostered systemic 
loyalty. Controlled by regular army personnel, the 
Rangers had, by the end of 1981, grown to 160 
companies, about 13,000 men, more than the CPt 
armed strength of 12,500 at the time.38 

So plentiful were recruits that they were difficult 
to absorb properly. Lack of control at times forced 
the disbandment of units, but others were formed 
to take their place. soon, the local-forces structure 
covered all areas of the kingdom. this develop-
ment occurred with almost startling rapidity. In a 
sense, it capped another complementary effort. as 
the government pushed to integrate all areas of the 
kingdom, growing numbers of former soldiers who 
had fought in the Indochina conflict were hired as 
security forces by construction companies charged 
with building strategic roads. as such, they engaged 
in regular combat with the insurgents.39 Other ex-
soldiers were recruited as settlers and relocated 
into contested areas with their families, creating 
strategic hamlets.

all of these measures met with success. that 
CPt people’s war should be buffeted by Bangkok 
people’s war was irony of the first order. What 
followed was almost anticlimactic. Because the 
change in government strategy coincided with the 
larger changes in the international situation and 
with the intra-party strategic debate, all elements 
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necessary for the demise of the CPt came together 
simultaneously. 

Prem’s political strategy, which held that insur-
gents would not be treated as prisoners, but as those 
returning to the fold, established an environment 
that became especially important in promoting a 
willingness among Communist guerrillas to lay 
down their arms. offered amnesty with minimal 
security precautions, demobilized insurgents were 
enticed to resume normal lives.40 By mid-1983, the 
vestiges of the CPt had, for all practical purposes, 
become a nuisance rather than a threat.41 

those insurgents laying down their arms 
returned to a different thailand. not only had the 
democratic system created a new political envi-
ronment, but Prem’s administration had paved the 
way for an economic boom by abandoning statist 
policies in favor of greater integration within the 
world economy. reform formalized under Prem 
resulted in a period of significant national vitality 
that continues to the present. Consequent rapid 
industrialization and urbanization spawned a whole 

host of new challenges and problems, but ones so 
different to those being discussed by radicals that 
the CPt became essentially irrelevant. throughout, 
the united states remained an important player by 
promoting these developments, though on a much 
smaller scale than during the Vietnam war era. 

Thai “Rangers,” or local forces, examine a captured CPT camp in Nan Province. The Rangers experienced explosive 
growth once the CPT directly attacked the Thai monarchy. Surveys consistently showed that more than half of all rural 
people still viewed the royal couple as divine, a reality completely missed by a materialist movement committed to Maoism.  

Prem’s political strategy, which 
held that insurgents would not 

be treated as prisoners, but 
as those returning to the fold, 

established an environment 
that became especially impor-

tant in promoting a willingness 
among Communist guerrillas 

to lay down their arms. 
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Conclusions
In the end, thailand won its battle with the CPt 

insurgents. noteworthy as the victory was, however, 
particularly in light of the results in Cambodia, Laos, 
and Vietnam, it would be incorrect to see the thai 
example as a template for employing elsewhere a 
particular combination of tactical techniques. to the 
contrary, the thai victory was largely a result of its 
strategic approach being realized in an operational art 
shaped to thai realities, particularly political realities. 
Had the various elements not been carried out in accor-
dance with those realities, the outcome could have been 
very different. In this sense, the counterinsurgency 
existed in symbiotic relationship with its society. 

as saiyud stated, the weaknesses of the thai 
system provided the opportunity for the CPt. an 
imperfect system itself “threw up” the manpower 
that became the CPt. a people’s war strategy, com-
bined with a plenitude of manpower produced by 
government abuses, allowed the CPt to grow. seek-
ing structural change to pursue socialist develop-
ment, the CPt established itself in remote areas and 
worked to build the sanctuaries it needed to achieve 
critical mass. It then sought to make its counterstate 
viable by pushing into the central heartland. 

In each of its three main campaign areas—the 
northeast, north, and south—the Communist Party 
had the benefit of working in unique circumstances 
that favored the recruitment of marginalized indi-
viduals. In the northeast, particularly, building a 
counterstate seemed possible. But these conditions 
were not replicated in the heartland, where u.s. 
assistance played an important role in strengthen-
ing state capacity. 

unable to penetrate the central core of the king-
dom, the CPt had to wait for new developments. 
These came with the explosive ouster of authoritar-
ian rule and subsequent chaotic efforts to fashion a 
democratic system by implementing parliamentary 
mechanisms and increasing local government. 
sudden allowance for popular democratic partici-
pation naturally enough produced different views 
of how this should occur and what shape the result 
should take. to that end, the forces of the left and the 
right became locked in conflict. If this democratic 
political space was midwife to societal conflict, it 
also produced salvation for the system. new mili-
tary leadership emerged, and it saw democracy as 
the means for countermobilization.

Political mobilization, however, is a dangerous 
business in the absence of institutions into which 
unleashed popular forces can channel their energies. 
In Thailand’s counterinsurgency campaign, exist-
ing cultural practices and idioms provided these. 
numerous mass organizations in support of the 
traditional pillars of society—Buddhism, the nation, 
and monarchy—were formed. at times, their energy 
amounted to millennial fervor, as would be antici-
pated in a time of profound structural upheaval. By 
voicing their support of the pillars, members could 
opt for utopia, a perfect Buddhist world, even while 
remaining firmly fixed in reality—supporting the 
system that protected the pillars. 

that the security forces were able to mobilize 
this outpouring while the Communists could not 
resulted, of course, from the fact that the Commu-
nists never really attempted to do so. Instead, their 
ideological worldview overpowered their strategies. 
Mao would have condemned them, for the essence 

Royal Thai Army M-60 machinegunner operating in  
Uttaradit Province, northern Thailand. The CPT built its 
northern theater of operations by exploiting grievances 
that had long festered among highland tribes over low-
landers intruding into their traditional areas.   
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of the united front strategy he passed on called for 
the exploitation of structural reality as the would-be 
revolutionaries found it. this, the government, rather 
than the insurgents, was able to accomplish.

“Government” in this context must be used with 
some reservations. Before October 1973, a funda-
mental weakness of the thai counterinsurgency 
was that it was not a national reform effort, but the 
strengthening of an imperfect system (with substan-
tial u.s. assistance). although this reinforcement was 
important, when all was said and done, the old order 
responded to insurgent violence with violence. some, 
to be sure, were more enlightened than others and 
recognized the counterproductive nature of repres-
sion, but they were neither in positions of power nor 
citizens of a system that could behave otherwise. 

this is not to say that countermobilization 
against the insurgents could not and did not occur 
on a tactical scale. It did, particularly when saiyud 
was given authority through the mechanisms of 
CsoC/IsoC. Yet this could only be a short-term 
solution given the long-term structural dilemma at 
hand: how to ask the populace to fight for “their” 
system when they had little direct stake in it (aside 
from the lifestyle offered by the status quo). defense 
became possible only when a faction of the military, 
represented most prominently by Prem and saiyud, 
became the government and could mobilize the 
populace behind democratic institutions.

this process further highlighted the importance 
of cultural idioms. the bureaucratic polity was not 
necessarily predatory, because it was kept in check 
by the same cultural dicta that had in the past checked 
the absolute power of the monarchy. CPt efforts at 
mobilization could overcome the traditional world-
view and replace it with an alternative construct 

only where the representatives of the authoritarian 
polity had crossed the bounds of acceptable conduct. 
Because of specific decisions made by men like 
saiyud and Prem, these transgressions never reached 
the level necessary to negate existing popular conser-
vatism and latent support for the ideal order. 

In a phrase, saiyud and Prem rescued the system 
from itself. that rescue was not preordained. Prem 
and saiyud wandered in the bureaucratic wilderness 
for years before their moment came. then, too, they 
were produced by the same system that “made” 
their opposite numbers, whether in the authoritarian 
polity (rival officers) or in the developing radical 
system (the insurgents). that they saw reform as 
the more proper course resulted from individual 
choice. when the moment came to be heard, they 
acted. Had they given heed to opposing counsel, the 
situation could well have deteriorated to the point 
where even the CPt’s mistakes would not have kept 
it from becoming a key player in the drama of thai 
political transition.

It follows naturally enough that the precise 
techniques adopted by Prem and his cohorts, 
while necessary, were certainly not sufficient to 
ensure the victory of the parliamentary option in 
the democratic system. the counterinsurgency 
methodologies implemented, from local-forces to 
special-unit operations, had been in existence, but 
they had never been brought into play in support of 
a viable political goal. Predictably, attending simul-
taneously to the entire range of irregular warfare 
demands, from tactics to politics, within a strategic 
approach that is correct and sustainable was—and 
still is—the key to successful counterinsurgency. 
support of such an approach is ultimately in the 
interests of the united states. MR
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For almost 70 years, the U.s. military has possessed and employed 
a capability to conduct strategic, operational, and tactical maneuver by 

air with light forces through airborne operations. Nearly 50 years ago, the 
army expanded that capability by developing the means to conduct air 
assault operations with dismounted units. readers of Military Review can 
easily visualize these kinds of operations and recognize the advantages they 
provide to joint and ground commanders. However, their limitations are 
also well known. once positioned by air, dismounted forces are limited in 
tactical reach, lethality, and survivability. In most situations, commanders 
must quickly reinforce air-delivered light forces with other capabilities to 
fully exploit the positions of advantage achieved and to generate meaningful 
operational momentum. this effort often requires considerable time and is 
dependent as well on the availability of strategic airlift and the improved 
airfields needed for their employment.

In contrast, imagine having the ability to move mounted forces by air 
directly to positions close to objective areas, then having that mounted force 
seize critical objectives without extensive pauses or the need for immediate 
reinforcement. For roughly the past 10 years, the Army has devoted significant 
efforts to investigating the near-revolutionary effects it might achieve with 
such intra-theater operational maneuver and tactical vertical maneuver. 

mounted vertical maneuver (mVm) is the army’s concept of a future capa-
bility to move mounted, protected forces by air across extended distances, 
from positions either outside or inside the boundaries of the joint operations 
area (Joa), to strike directly against critical enemy objectives throughout 
the depth and breadth of the battlespace. If realized, mVm will provide 
extraordinarily versatile new options that will extend the reach and power of 
future joint force commanders (JFCs). It will enable JFCs to respond more 
effectively to opportunity or uncertainty, to conduct forcible entry, to isolate 
portions of the battlefield, to exploit success, and to expose the enemy’s 
entire force to direct attack by mobile ground forces at any point. Further-
more, mVm could be one of the key means future JFCs use to accelerate 
the defeat of the enemy by combining the defeat mechanisms of dislocation 
and disintegration, as described in both joint and army futures concepts. 
The operational benefits that this kind of capability affords are so great that 
the army thinks mVm should be pursued as a national program.

mounted vertical maneuver is a fundamental component of the army’s 
family of future concepts for the future modular Force. It provides a means 
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to fully exploit the advanced capabilities of the 
army’s medium-weight forces, including existing 
stryker Brigade Combat teams (BCts) and BCts 
that will be equipped with the Future Combat sys-
tems (FCss) in the next two decades. the concept 
is equally applicable to the maneuver and air-based 
sustainment of any light, motorized, or medium-
weight mechanized forces that may be mission-
tailored into future combined and joint task forces. 
as this article will demonstrate, mVm is relevant 
across the full range of military operations, includ-
ing homeland security. moreover, it is not merely an 
army idea, but has substantial support from other 
elements in the U.s. defense community.

Historical Background
How new is the idea of mVm?  one hesitates to 

mention the imaginative “mobile infantry drops” 
of robert Heinlein’s Starship Troopers (1959) 
simply because critics of the mVm concept often 
dismiss the book’s ideas, quite wrongly, as pure 
science fiction. Brigadier General Richard Simkin’s 
highly admired book Race to the Swift: Thoughts on 
21st Century Warfare, published in 1985, is prob-
ably the best known early work that addresses the 
capability.1 In it, one finds a scholarly treatment, 
well grounded in military theory, of the need for 
a mounted vertical maneuver capability. to quote 
simkin: “the rotor is to track as track is to boot.” 
simkin clearly viewed the development of an 
mVm capability as both feasible and necessary 
to maintain a maneuver and mobility advantage in  
future conflict.

the former soviet Union actually developed a 
capability for mounted vertical maneuver within its 
airborne forces. soviet airborne divisions included 
three airborne regiments, each containing three 
airborne battalions equipped with light armored 
assault vehicles (BmDs). In the soviet-afghan 
War (1979-1989), the soviets used these forces 
most often in direct action against the mujahideen, 
almost always deploying them into action by heli-
copter. soviet air assault brigades were similarly 
structured, with two parachute-trained and two 
heliborne battalions, the latter equipped with BmDs 
and employed in the same manner. a variety of 
authoritative sources note the extraordinary mobil-
ity and agility of these forces during that war and 
uniformly confirm their effectiveness, character-
izing them as the units feared most by the afghan 
resistance.2 soviet doctrine at that time also envi-
sioned using these formations for deep operational 
maneuver in theater war (a feature the U.s. army 
touts as fundamental to the mVm concept).

The German Army, too, experimented with the 
concept of mounted vertical maneuver during the 
cold war. Viewing the soviet capability for deep 
penetrations by armored formations as a major 
threat, the Germans examined the utility of moving 
battalions and brigades equipped with light armor 
and anti-tank guns rapidly by helicopter, to block 
any deep penetrations by mobile soviet forces. 

serious U.s. army investigation of what was 
then called air-mechanization began in the mid-90s 
under the auspices of the U.s. army training and 
Doctrine Command (traDoC). With the initiation 
of the army after Next (aaN) program under Chief 
of staff of the army Dennis reimer, traDoC 
began a series of annual war games, supported by 
pre- and post-analytical excursions, that featured a 
variety of air platforms and organizational structures 
employed in mVm over operational and strategic 
distances. Concept exploration was pursued through 
the Army Transformation War Game series from 
2000-2003 and subsequently continued through 
the Unified Quest series of annual war games in 
support of Future Force (and future modular Force) 
development. 

since 2001, traDoC has imported the mVm 
concept into war-gaming venues with the marine 
Corps, Navy, air Force, Joint Forces Command, and 
Office of the Secretary of Defense. The concept has 

Artist’s rendering of a mounted vertical maneuver operation.
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also informed three Defense science Board (DsB) 
panels (2004-2006) and been identified as one of 10 
critical future capabilities recommended for devel-
opment by the DsB sea-basing task Force. 

During the course of this eight-year period, 
traDoC examined a variety of rotary, tilt-rotor, 
and fixed-wing platforms with Vertical and Super 
short take-off and landing (Vtol and sstol) 
profiles, as well as various organizational struc-
tures and equipment complements.3 the command 
projected an assortment of other joint enablers, 
such as airborne lasers, persistent and pervasive 
Isr (Intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance), 
networked joint fires, and advanced escort aircraft, 
that would support large-scale vertical maneuver. 
Concept planners also examined vertical maneuver 
within the context of joint sea-basing and produced 
a maturing parallel concept for the temporary 
basing of advanced vertical-lift capabilities on 
board a variety of sea platforms, such as con-
verted container ships and aircraft carriers. this 
supporting concept, known as the Afloat Forward 
staging Base, was explicitly incorporated into the 
sea-basing Joint Integrating Concept (JIC). It is 
currently influencing several naval research and 
design efforts.4

In short, the mVm concept is founded on a com-
prehensive body of work carried out over a long 
period of time and exposed to a wide variety of 
experimental conditions, within a broad spectrum 
of service, joint, and defense forums.

Conceptual Foundations
lessons learned from active operations around 

the globe comprise one of the primary foundations 
of the mVm concept because they reveal known 
operational shortfalls that mVm capabilities can 
address beneficially. Among the more important 
known shortfalls are—

● Absence of an agile heavy-airlift capability that 
can deliver forces and stocks to the point of need.

● Runway-dependent fixed wing airlift, leading 
to excessive dependence on improved airfields.

● Unsuitability of fixed-wing aircraft to conduct 
air-based sustainment into forward operating areas.

● Virtually non-existent capability to conduct 
forcible entry operations by air with mounted forces 
(except in a follow-on, airlanding framework).

● Tactical vertical maneuver and operational 

maneuver by air limited exclusively to light, dis-
mounted forces because of the non-existence of 
suitable aircraft.

● Limited capability for ground force self-deploy-
ment over operational distances directly to the fight.

● Absence of capability to conduct vertical 
maneuver or sustainment by air from sea-based 
platforms except by dismounted forces, limited to 
tactical depths.

● Shortfalls in air refueling capability that could 
extend the depths to which non-strategic airlift can 
operate.

These deficiencies have serious operational con-
sequences. overall, they severely curtail the options 
available to joint force commanders to exploit the 
vertical dimension with ground forces. In addition, 
they reduce the operational agility of the joint force 
and limit simultaneity, while increasing the predict-
ability and vulnerability of operations to enemy 
interdiction. Finally, they exacerbate the need for 
operational pauses and simplify the operational 
challenges facing any future adversary.

Assured access challenge. the emerging Joint 
operational environment (Joe) also drives the 
mVm concept.5 For several years, the Joe strongly 
emphasized that future U.s. forces will likely face 
an increasingly complex challenge to regional 
access. the significance of this challenge was 
explicitly recognized by the 2001 National Defense 
Panel and the 2002 and 2006 Quadrennial Defense 
reviews. several components of this challenge 
were clearly apparent in recent operations.

The first component is political in nature. The 
United states can no longer take for granted that 
it will have the political access to theater staging 
bases, ports, or overflight rights that it has enjoyed 
in the past. adversaries will, in fact, take overt 
action to limit U.s. regional access through a variety 
of means, including diplomatic action, threats, and 
coercion. even erstwhile allies may deny the United 
states political access, as turkey did during the 
force build-up for operation Iraqi Freedom. In the 
future, responsible joint planners must avoid overly 
optimistic assumptions about regional access. they 
must prepare for the likelihood that U.s. forces will 
have to conduct deployment, forcible entry opera-
tions, and sustaining operations from more distant 
intermediate staging and forward operating bases 
than has been the case in the past.
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mere geography can also pose 
access challenges. although it is rea-
sonable to expect that U.s. forces will 
continue to operate largely within the 
littoral regions of continental land 
masses, that may not always be the 
case. operation enduring Freedom 
(oeF), for example, represents a 
notable exception to that rule. Had 
the United states not been able to 
secure basing rights in Pakistan and 
Central asia, its ability to carry out 
oeF objectives would have been 
gravely compromised. 

Complex terrain and immature 
infrastructure within operational 
theaters further complicate assured 
access. a long-range vertical maneu-
ver and sustainment capability could 
be one of the most important means 
of overcoming these kinds of access 
limitations.6  (See figure 1.)

third, future adversaries will chal-
lenge U.s. access at the strategic, 
operational, and tactical levels. Stra-
tegic preclusion may rely primarily 
on diplomatic action, coercion of 
U.s. regional allies, or direct use of 
force against strategic deployment 
capabilities. Operational exclusion involves enemy 
use of physical means to deny, degrade, and delay 
the entry of U.s. forces into the theater. adversaries 
will likely also conduct tactical denial to prevent 
U.s. use of air and sea entry points anywhere within 
the joint operations area. 

Physical methods and capabilities to deny access 
will range from high- to low-tech and be applied, 
potentially, at any point in the U.s. land-sea-air 
power projection chain of operation from home 
base to tactical assembly areas. at the high end, the 
most capable enemies will employ theater ballistic 
missiles (tBms), air- and ground-launched cruise 
missiles, advanced integrated air defense systems, 
sea mines, submarines, space and undersea denial 
operations, and NBC munitions. Farther down the 
scale, anti-access measures could include inten-
tional contamination, wide-spread employment 
of landmines and complex obstacles, direct action 
by special operations forces, terror strikes, use of 

human shields to deter attack of key anti-access 
capabilities, and information warfare to degrade 
automated elements of the U.s./coalition deploy-
ment command, control, and planning process. 

all of these challenges—political, geographic, 
and enemy anti-access action—will be exacer-
bated by the existing shortfalls enumerated earlier. 
thus, it is imperative that the defense community 
empower future JFCs with capabilities that enable 
U.s. forces to adjust to and overcome such chal-
lenges. mounted vertical maneuver that is not 
dependent on easily targeted airfields is one of the 
best means of meeting those challenges.7

Joint concepts. although the mVm concept 
is most closely associated with the army, many 
foundational joint concepts identify capability gaps 
in this area and point to the future need for vertical 
maneuver and sustainment. the Capstone Concept 
for Joint operations and a number of other approved 
joint operating and joint integrating concepts all 

Figure 1. Operational Example of MVM, Task Force 58, Afghan
istan. From a sea base in the Indian Ocean, armored forces could 
have been introduced at night and sustained without forward 
operating base or airfield requirements.
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identify future operational requirements for mVm 
capability.8 these joint concepts recognize that 
future joint operations must account for the assured-
access challenge. In addition, virtually all of them 
project that U.s. joint forces will conduct simultane-
ous, non-contiguous operations distributed broadly 
throughout the Joa. the joint concept of distributed 
operations is predicated on JFCs having the abil-
ity to dispose forces and focus operations against 
those enemy forces and capabilities whose defeat 
will lead most quickly and effectively to overall 
victory. this approach is in contrast to the highly 
sequential and highly phased campaigns of the past. 
It enables the JFC to combine the traditional defeat 
mechanism of destruction with those of dislocation 
and disintegration.9 

Figure 3 below describes how JFCs will likely 
want to conduct campaigns in the future. Clearly, the 
ability to conduct non-contiguous, distributed opera-
tions within the land domain represents transforma-
tional change that will present significant operational 
benefits to the future joint force. Mounted vertical 
maneuver and sustainment are critical to enabling 
this kind of transformational change.

The MVM and  
Sustainment Concept

the centerpiece of the mVm concept is the abil-
ity, by means of advanced theater airlift platforms, 
to maneuver and sustain operationally significant, 
combat-configured, medium-weight mounted 
forces to tactical and operational depths for imme-
diate employment against objectives of particular 
significance. The future Modular Force will execute 
joint-enabled operational maneuver by air to extend 
the reach of the JFC, to enable him to respond to 
opportunity or uncertainty, to isolate or dominate 
specific portions of the battlefield, and to exploit 
success. (see figure 2.) operational movement 
positions or repositions forces to secured positions 
of advantage to dislocate enemy forces or place 
them at a disadvantage for subsequent operations. 
In contrast, operational maneuver repositions forces 
in proximity to objective areas for immediate opera-
tions, potentially exposing the entire enemy area of 
operations to direct attack.10 

originating from either land- or sea-based staging 
areas and terminating in a vastly expanded number 
of entry points, vertical maneuver manifestly enables 

Strike with fires and maneuver throughout enemy’s entire dispositions
– Lift combined arms formations with integrated sustainment throughout the JOA
– Conduct operational maneuver with mounted and dismounted forces
– Conduct air mobile strike operations against high value, high payoff targets
– Deny the enemy key terrain and facilities
– Strike from bases outside the theater

Maintain continuous, high-tempo operational pressure
– Fully exploit the third dimension and the non-contiguous battlespace
– Mass effects without massing forces
– Rapidly move and shift forces and fires against critical objectives by air and sea
– Conduct forcible entry at any point, in any phase of the campaign
– Exploit a ground-air mobility advantage over a ground-bound opponent

Sustain high-tempo, distributed operations within non-contiguous framework
– Augment ground LOCs with air lines of communications
– Sustain by air from sea-based stocks and supplies
– Distribution sustainment directly to units in forward areas
– Significantly reduce sustainment demand

These are the ways and
means to achieve dislocation

and disintegration

Transformational Change










Figure 2. How will the future joint force commander want to fight?
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distributed operations within a non-continuous bat-
tlespace and permits direct attack against enemy 
centers of gravity with maneuver and fires. It can 
also be used to seize key terrain and decisive points. 
Because it compels the enemy to defend in all direc-
tions, it constrains enemy efforts to mass, reinforce, 
sustain, and resynchronize forces and operations. In 
all cases, it is intended to have a definitive impact 
on the course and outcome of major operations, 
often accelerating decision or setting conditions for 
subsequent phases of the campaign.

operational maneuver by air depends on the 
suppression or destruction of enemy air defenses 
and security of the landing area. It will normally 
be most effective when it is supported by the rapid 
advance of ground-mobile forces to reduce risk, 
reinforce, and exploit the results of the air-based 
maneuver. at the tactical level, vertical maneuver 
will often lead to rapid tactical decision, shortening 
the duration of battles and enabling forces to move 
quickly from one engagement to the next without 
a significant operational pause. In all cases, forces 
must be capable of reorientation against follow-
on objectives with minimum delay. subsequent 
to force insertion, the same airlift assets will then 
be employed to sustain those forces until ground 
lines of communication are established. In this 
manner, vertical maneuver changes the geometry 

of the battlespace and mitigates the assured-access 
challenge at the operational and tactical levels. 
(See figure 3.) 

Planners envision that the future modular Force 
structure will conduct operational-level vertical 
maneuver and sustainment by multiple battalions, 
either mounted, dismounted, or mixed. Joint alloca-
tion of advanced heavy-lift VTOL and fixed-wing 
(sstol and current aircraft) assets will be required 
to generate and sustain operational maneuver by one 
or more brigades in close sequence. 

Relevant to All Operations 
the discussion above necessarily focuses on 

major combat operations as the best means of 
describing the benefits of the MVM concept. How-
ever, the broader relevance of mVm across the 
range of military operations is evident. Capabili-
ties that enable mVm will also materially improve 
counter-WmD (Weapons of mass Destruction) and 
other special operations due to extended range, 
higher payloads, improved terrain negotiation, 
greater simultaneity, expanded operational access, 
and increased options for force employment. simi-
larly, the inherent requirement of large-scale stabil-
ity operations for widely distributed sustainment 
and maneuver of rapid, mobile response forces over 
extended distances will be better satisfied by MVM 

C-17 SSTOL/JHL

● Extensively expands the number of possible entry points well beyond those 
accessible by larger aircraft

● Non-dependent on runways; less constrained by complex terrain and austere 
infrastructure

● Requires the enemy to cover more landing areas with forces, fires, and ISR
● Reduced RSOI and rapid unload accelerates immediate employment off the ramp
● Increases force flow and buildup of combat power through increased access

Figure 3. Vertical maneuver addresses the assured access challenge.
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capabilities. their applicability to border-security 
operations against hostile neighbors or to the isola-
tion of enemy sanctuaries is also clear.11 Further-
more, vertical maneuver would improve the U.s.’s 
ability to strike terrorists with mobile ground forces 
when remote, long-range fires won’t suffice.

Vertical maneuver capabilities will also improve 
U.s. responsiveness to natural disasters and humani-
tarian crises. these crises often occur in remote regions 
or in regions hampered by austere transportation infra-
structure (or infrastructure damaged in the course of 
the disaster). recent contingency operations highlight 
the efficacy of MVM capabilities, particularly VTOL 
with extended range and payload. since mVm capa-
bilities can also be employed to move, maneuver, or 
sustain allies who may be hindered by the lack of even 
rudimentary airlift capabilities, they may also be an 
important factor in strengthening coalitions.

Keys to a Concept  
of Operations for MVM

In today’s environment, an operation to move 
mounted forces by air is highly constrained, first 
by the number of C-17 aircraft allocated from 
the force pool, and secondly by the number of 
improved airfields and the maximum-on-ground 
capacity (MOG) of those airfields at both ends. 
Generally, these operations are highly sequential, 
relatively predictable (because of their dependence 
on airfields), displaced a considerable distance from 
objective areas, and long in duration.

In contrast, the airlift platforms envisioned for 
mVm will maximize the simultaneity of an air 
operation by using multiple departure points and 
landing areas—not just improved airstrips, but also 
clearings, roads, agricultural fields, playing fields, 
large parking lots, golf courses, dirt strips, and other 
unimproved sites. moreover, the use of multiple 
flight paths will enable the simultaneous delivery 
of formations in volume rather than sequentially, 
thereby reducing exposure time to enemy detection 
and complicating hostile engagement.

Planners will select landing sites based on their 
tactical proximity to the objective area (roughly 20-
100 km, depending on the enemy’s ability to detect 
and oppose) and to each other in order to enable 
rapid assembly and forward movement for imme-
diate attack. aircraft will move mounted platforms 
internally loaded, fueled, and armed with crews on 

board. although larger insertions will normally be 
desirable, landing sites will be sized no lower than 
platoon level and arranged in time and space to 
permit rapid assembly to battalion strength. aircraft 
characteristics will permit rapid egress to reduce 
exposure on the ground for both air and ground 
elements. If suitable airfields are available, current 
airlift may also be used to move selected elements 
of the committed force that are not immediately 
required for assault. Naturally, planners will con-
sider a variety of factors in building the operation, 
to include the types and numbers of aircraft avail-
able and the need to sustain committed forces by 
air lines of communications through and beyond 
the operation’s initial stages.

as noted earlier, vertical maneuver will be sup-
ported by a suite of dedicated joint capabilities 
to ensure protection from enemy detection and 
engagement during flight and landing, to enhance 
situational awareness, and to establish favorable 
conditions in the objective area. en route updates 
will keep leaders abreast of changing conditions 
and permit adjustments to flight paths and landing 
areas, if required.

Operationalizing the Concept
The first new capability required to operation-

alize mVm is advanced theater airlift. Marginal 
improvement over current theater airlift will not be 
sufficient to enable vertical maneuver. Fundamental 
requirements for new airlift include:

● VTOL or SSTOL capability to avoid reliance 
on improved airfields and to increase the number of 
entry points that can be employed simultaneously.

● Payload weight and volume sufficient to move 
one or more medium-weight armored vehicles with 
crews, fuel, and ammunition (26-30 tons, sized to 
stryker and FCs).

● Extended unrefueled range (500 nautical 
miles) with maximum payload and improved speed 
(250-300 knots/hour).

● Ability to fly at altitude to reduce exposure to 
short-range surface-to-air missiles.

● Suitability for use in air-based sustainment.
VTOL and fixed-wing SSTOL have advantages 

and disadvantages when compared to each other 
in operational scenarios. Generally, fixed-wing 
SSTOL will fly faster, further, higher, and with 
larger payloads. on the other hand, Vtol aircraft 
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provide substantially more access, permit more 
simultaneity, have a higher degree of agility, may be 
more night-capable, and enable insertions closer to 
objective areas. survivability considerations appear 
to be comparatively equal.

Currently, the army places highest value on the 
qualities of access and operational agility, favoring 
Vtol over sstol (or stol) capability for those 
reasons, although the combination of the two capabili-
ties is the most desirable approach. Certainly, the cost 
to research, develop, and acquire Vtol or sstol 
airlift will be substantial, as it is for any new, non-
incrementally developed major system, but numerous 
credible studies have demonstrated reliably that heavy-
lift Vtol development is technically feasible.

Survivability. ensuring aircraft survivability 
throughout the course of an mVm operation is a 
significant challenge that the Army fully recognizes. 
the proliferation of man-portable air defense mis-
siles (maNPaDs) and projected improvements in 
enemy capabilities to detect and oppose vertical 
maneuver are major threats. the complexity of the 
challenge demands a holistic solution set with the 
following components:

● Aircraft equipped with passive and electronic 
protection systems that deny, degrade, or deceive 
enemy detection and acquisition, coupled with 
active protection systems that effectively neutralize 
enemy fires in flight.

● Ability to fly at altitude for the majority of 
transit, with terrain-masking flight profiles nearing 
terminal points.

● Improved capability for joint suppression of 
enemy air defenses and the networks supporting 
them.

● Persistent surveillance of landing areas, tied to 
active means for suppression of enemy capabilities 
to oppose insertions.

● Neutralization of the MANPADS threat.12

● Deception operations.
● En route updates that enable commanders to 

adjust operations in flight.
Naturally, the development of effective tactics, 

techniques, and procedures (ttP) will also be 
important. ttP will address the use of escort air-
craft, pathfinders, and special operations forces to 
monitor and assist in setting appropriately secure 
conditions and to enhance situational awareness of 
landing areas. 

Joint fires. as a joint-enabled operation, mVm 
will require support by long-range and air-deliv-
ered joint fires characterized by high levels of 
synchronization, timeliness, positive control, and 
accurate targeting of enemy capabilities positioned 
to oppose the operation. research suggests that both 
lethal and nonlethal (e.g., electronic suppression) 
munitions will be especially relevant for mVm. 
The quality and diversity of joint fire support must 
also be sustained during the ground assault phase 
of the operation.

Situational awareness. Vertical maneuver opera-
tions demand a high level of situational awareness 
because of their vulnerability, complexity, and 
simultaneity. Conditions in objective areas and 
enemy capabilities to oppose the operation must 
be identified with a high degree of fidelity. Again, 
improvement in capabilities for persistent surveil-
lance and en route updates to situational awareness 
are imperative. although the complete elimination 
of uncertainty is neither likely nor necessary, it 
is reasonable to expect that future advances will 
enable an appropriately high quality of situational 
awareness to support mVm operations.

Recent Analytical Efforts
While it is true that the army has taken the lead 

in developing the mVm concept, joint and multi-
service organizations have recently undertaken 
several significant analytical efforts. the most 
important of these is the Joint Vertical airlift task 
Force (JVatF). Directed by the assistant secretary 
of Defense for acquisition, technology, and logis-
tics (asD/at&l) in 2004, the JVatF was based on 
osD’s assessment that the lack of a heavy-lift Vtol 
capability is the military’s most critical rotary-wing 
capability gap. after several months of preliminary 
study, the JVatF evolved to pursue two parallel 
joint research efforts focused on what is now called 
Joint Heavy lift (JHl). those two efforts—concept 
refinement and requirements analysis—are cospon-
sored by osD and the army, with joint participation 
in integrated product teams enriched by industry 
participation. the eventual goal is to complete an 
Initial Capabilities Document for approval by the 
Joint requirements oversight Council.

The concept refinement effort comprises model-
ing and simulation-based evaluation of five dif-
ferent technical approaches to JHl in a variety of 
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scenarios, missions, and environmental settings.13 
In parallel, a 30-person joint government team of 
scientists and engineers is conducting cost and 
technical feasibility analysis for the five technical 
approaches. overall, these efforts represent the most 
authoritative operational and technical analysis to 
date in the area of heavy-lift Vtol.

Joint sea-basing is another area in which the 
mVm concept has been vetted with some degree 
of joint rigor. this article previously cited the 
incorporation of the Afloat Forward Staging Base 
concept for sea-based vertical maneuver within the 
sea-basing Joint Integrating Concept. In 2005, the 
army also partnered with the marine Corps in a 
bilateral analysis of sea-basing capability gaps that 
has informed the refinement of the Joint Integrat-
ing Concept and been endorsed by the Joint staff. 
that analysis explicitly cites mVm as an existing 
capability gap.

third, the Defense science Board HlVtol/
sstol task Force is nearing completion of its 
18-month study and is expected to release its draft 
report in early 2007. the mVm concept constitutes 
an important component of that study. the army 
eagerly awaits its release.

Finally, the commander of the U.s. transporta-
tion Command directed the initiation of the Joint 
Future theater airlift assessment (JFtaCa) in 
october 2006. Its stated purpose is to analyze poten-
tial joint-force theater airlift implications facing the 
future joint warfighter. JFTACA will examine non-
materiel and materiel solutions such as Joint Heavy 
airlift, the advanced Joint air Combat system, the 
Joint Precision airdrop system, and other emerg-
ing technologies that may be available during the 
2015-2025 time period. targeted for completion 
in late 2007, the JFtaCa concept-based analysis 
study may culminate with prioritized recommenda-
tions for both materiel and non-materiel solutions 
to theater airlift shortfalls. traDoC is leading the 
army’s participation in the study. the mVm con-
cept and the body of analytical work supporting it, 
including the Joint Heavy lift project cited above, 
will inform the study comprehensively.

The Critics
the mVm concept is not without its critics. It 

must be stated forthrightly that some of the objec-
tions emerge from less than a full understanding of 

the concept and often result in its mischaracteriza-
tion or oversimplification. For example, one recent 
evaluation of the concept characterized it largely 
as being a means of rapid strategic deployment, 
whereas the army clearly views mVm primar-
ily for employment at the operational and tactical 
levels. Critics also tend to focus on the significant 
challenges to mVm’s realization without examining 
the ways and means by which these challenges can 
be overcome. overall, the primary objections to the 
concept are—

Slowed rotor tilt rotor

Advanced tandem rotor

Quad-tilt rotor aircraft
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● The risks are too great. this argument rests 
largely on assertions that mVm will be too vulner-
able to enemies employing inexpensive off-the-shelf 
capabilities, such as MANPADS, and that sufficient 
levels of situational awareness to support mVm will 
never be achieved. the army perspective is that there 
is risk in every operation, but it can be dealt with 
effectively by using a holistic systems-of-systems 
approach with redundant capabilities.14 one might 
also observe that the “too risky” argument is an old 
one that often accompanies debate over new pro-
grams. With respect to situational awareness, it would 
be difficult to identify any capability that is receiving 
more attention today for improvement across the joint 
force. the army clearly recognizes the importance of 
situational awareness and understands its challenges. 
Given the ongoing work in this area it is possible to 
be confident about continuing advances despite the 
complex requirements of vertical maneuver.

● MVM is unnecessary. the army considers that 
the need for MVM has been sufficiently established 
by the uniform concern within the defense com-
munity about future assured-access challenges; 
the emergence of a non-contiguous battlefield 
framework characterized by widely distributed 
operations; the operational  demands of the war on 
terrorism; the rising importance of counter-WmD 
operations; the frequent involvement of U.s. forces 
in disaster relief and humanitarian crises; the lessons 
of recent operations; and strong support within joint 
concepts for maneuver and sustainment throughout 
the depths of a theater in conflict.

● History says it cannot be done today; ergo, 
it cannot be done in the future. this is another old 
argument that has accompanied the development of 
almost every major new advance in military capa-
bility, from the tank to the aircraft carrier. History 
is usually a good teacher, but it does not define the 
future. It can be a bad teacher if used selectively or 
if historical examples are mischaracterized.15 Fortu-
nately, the american military experience in modern 
times is to find a way to develop and employ new 
capabilities once they have been determined to be 
desirable and feasible.

● U.S. industry will be challenged to develop and 
build the airlift. While there is no question that the 
U.s. technical base regarding Vtol has atrophied 
over the past 20 years, a national commitment to 
develop new airlift will lead to revitalization. 

● HLVTOL and SSTOL capability are technically 
infeasible. Critics charge that any aircraft built to 
carry heavy payloads into austere landing areas 
will fly too slow or too low to be survivable. This 
conclusion is disputed by a number of objective 
analyses that are readily available, including the 
work of the JHl government technical team cited 
above. In addition, none of the three DsB studies 
that have examined vertical maneuver requirements 
has reached this conclusion. although there is tech-
nical risk, it falls within an acceptable range and no 
major technical breakthroughs are required. 

● Costs will be too high. some critics tend 
to exaggerate the cost of developing advanced 
HlVtol or sstol airlift. one recent article 
cites a unit cost of $250 million per Vtol aircraft, 
which is roughly double the price tag cited in the 
two-year-long JHl study effort. more importantly, 
this argument is premature. the question is best left 
to a later date, after the joint requirements process 
has had full opportunity to determine the need. 
Ultimately, the question of how much cost is too 
much is a direct function of need and desirability. 

A Final Word
the army acknowledges the objections to mVm 

and accepts the need to evaluate them all as it con-
tinues to explore the concept. at the same time, it is 
desirable to encourage all interested parties to fully 
examine the large body of research and analysis that 
underpins the mVm concept. three other conclud-
ing points are noteworthy:  

● First, all should realize that MVM is a matur-
ing concept, not a program. However, the concept 
has broad support that extends beyond the army 
and appears to be growing. mVm is rooted in a 
mindset that looks 15 to 20 years into the future to 
consider what will be feasible and desirable in that 
timeframe; thus, it is focused far more on future 
opportunities than on current challenges. 

● The MVM concept is not just about the Army; 
it is about enabling future joint force commanders 
to fight differently and more effectively. 

● The capabilities MVM promotes are highly 
relevant not just to major combat operations, but 
across the entire spectrum of conflict. 

Given this perspective, one can assert confidently 
that the defense community as a whole will ben-
efit broadly from further exploration of the MVM 
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concept. Its ongoing development is particularly 
timely given the near-term requirement to replace 
the C-130 fleet. If continuing investigations confirm 
the operational significance of MVM and its ability 

to meet the diverse challenges of the future joint 
operating environment, the potential benefits to the 
future joint force could legitimately be character-
ized as near-revolutionary in quality. MR
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For roughly a decade the army has been examining a concept 
widely referred to as air-mechanization. according to the concept, 

some portion of future Army forces would be designed specifically for quick 
transport to a key location on the battlefield (“intra-theater aerial maneuver”) 
using aircraft of roughly c-130 size. In theory, this capability would enable 
Army forces to conduct rapid aerial maneuver of medium-weight mechanized 
units over a distance of several hundred miles to place the units suddenly on 
an enemy’s flank or in his rear areas. Recently, retired Army Major General 
Robert Scales publicly endorsed the theory, asserting that “the challenge of 
future warfare on land cannot be met without building modular FcS [Future 
Combat Systems]-equipped aero-mechanized brigades that form the aerial 
blitzkrieg force of the future.”1 

That this concept has already had considerable influence on the Army is 
apparent in the FCS program, a family of manned and unmanned vehicles 
whose weight has been constrained primarily by the design requirement for 
transport aboard relatively small (C-130-sized) cargo aircraft. 

Our analysis suggests that the air-mechanization concept is flawed in a 
number of areas that make it untenable when more closely examined. More 
specifically, assumptions about the need for rapid deployment and optimism 
about the level of tactical situational awareness that will be available during 
a conflict are questionable, so much so that it is difficult to justify the mas-
sive investment of limited resources required to conduct such maneuver 
operations. It also disregards relevant history regarding past airmobile opera-
tions, ignores the realities of what can be accomplished within plausible 
defense budgets, and is too sanguine about what the u.S. aircraft industry 
can feasibly deliver. The concept’s proponents also gloss over, if they don’t 
ignore altogether, the cheap and easily obtained countermeasures that any 
adversary would likely employ to deal with air-mechanized assaults of the 
kind envisioned in the concept. 

What Is Air-mechanization?
 The concept of air-mech calls for medium-weight ground units to be lifted 

by C-130-class aircraft to key points on the operational battlefield. This 
means that the fighting vehicles transported must be of a size and weight that 
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will allow them to be moved in this type of aircraft. 
Theoretically, air-mech would enable joint force 
commanders to maneuver mechanized forces with 
much greater speed over several hundred miles in 
operations aimed at more quickly attacking enemy 
centers of gravity. Proponents of the concept have 
called for radii of action of up to 500 miles from 
point of take-off to prospective landing zones. 

Questionable Assumptions
The success of air-mech rests on a number of 

suspect assumptions, two of which call into ques-
tion the viability of the entire concept. 

Rapid deployment, quick engagement. The first 
questionable assumption is that the Army will be 
able to deploy rapidly and engage quickly. During 
operation allied Force, NaTo’s operation against 
Yugoslavian forces in Kosovo from March to June 
1999, the primary U.S. Army element was Task 
Force (TF) Hawk, a brigade-size force built around 
two Apache helicopter squadrons. Despite the 
relative lightness of the force, it still took roughly 
20 days to deploy this 5,000-Soldier unit from 
Germany to Albania. Once it arrived in Albania, 
additional training was required to familiarize the 
pilots with flying conditions in the mountainous 
Balkan terrain. By the time the unit was declared 
ready for employment (on 26 April), fixed-wing air 
operations had already been ongoing for some time. 
ultimately, senior u.S. political and military leaders 
decided not to commit the low-flying Apaches in 
Kosovo as they apparently determined that the risks 
outweighed the benefits. After 78 days of fixed-wing 
air attack, the Yugoslavian government in Belgrade 
agreed to evacuate its forces from Kosovo. NATO 
had won without the commitment of army forces, 
including the attack helicopters of TF Hawk.

What did the u.S. army learn from this experi-
ence? The Army, which thinks of itself as the “sup-
ported service” within the U.S. military, concluded 
that if it had only been able to deploy its forces faster 
to Albania, those forces would have been committed 
in an effort to drive the Serb forces from Kosovo, 
with NaTo’s airpower in support. Therefore, the 
lesson was “get lighter, and more deployable.” As is 
true with most large organizations, events (and their 
possible meanings) are viewed through parochial 
institutional lenses. and such was the case with the 
u.S. army in the aftermath of allied Force. The 

fact that NATO’s senior political leaders (with the 
possible exception of Britain’s Tony Blair) were 
unwilling to commit ground forces was apparently 
not included in Army assessments of the event. 
rather, the army concluded that if its forces had 
been able to deploy faster, they would have been 
committed against the Serbs. This interpretation 
of the lessons of Kosovo merely reinforced think-
ing that had already been underway in the army’s 
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) for 
several years before Allied Force.2 Tradoc-
sponsored “Army After Next” wargames had been 
ongoing since 1996. Those in control of the games 
concluded that high-speed intercontinental deploy-
ment and rapid intra-theater operational maneuver 
(by air) were the key capabilities the future Army 
had to acquire to remain relevant. The fact that high-
speed deployment has rarely been needed—Korea 
in June 1950 and Saudi Arabia in 1990 are the only 
two significant post-World War II examples where 
such a capability was critically important—was 
apparently not included in the army’s internal 
assessment.3

after allied Force, some of the authors of the 
air-mech concept argued that if the army had had 
such a capability, it would have conducted a fun-
damentally different operation against the Serbs.4 

Army Apache pilots familiarize themselves with the terrain 
at Rinas Airport, Tirana, Albania, on 23 April 1999 during 
Operation Sustain Hope and NATO Operation Allied Force.

DOD
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When General Eric Shinseki became the 
chief of Staff of the army in the summer 
of 1999, one of his first actions was to ini-
tiate the Stryker wheeled combat vehicle 
program to create a “medium-weight” 
combat-unit capability in the army.5 citing 
the Kosovo experience, Shinseki declared 
that to preserve its relevance, the Army had 
to become more deployable.6 

undoubtedly, the army’s plans to intro-
duce medium units into its force structure, 
first the Stryker and in the future an appropriate 
number of FCSs, are moves in the right direction 
toward greater flexibility and speed of deployment. 
Fundamentally, the introduction of medium units 
means that the Army can provide joint force com-
manders more options. However, the acquisition of 
a fleet of medium combat vehicles should not be 
justified in terms of aerial maneuver. The Army has 
already paid some price in vehicular capability by 
mandating that the FCS be able to fit into aircraft of 
roughly C-130 size. (Later, this article will highlight 
the significant problems associated with the aerial 
maneuver concept.)

Situational awareness. The second major 
assumption that air-mech relies heavily on is the idea 
that future commanders will have a far greater level 
of situational awareness than today’s commanders 
have. This assumption about situational awareness is 
critical for two reasons. First, air-mech calls for flying 
slow, cargo-type aircraft at low altitude up to several 
hundred miles into enemy territory. This means that 
the success of any air-mech scheme of maneuver 
basically depends on avoiding or neutralizing enemy 
air defenses. Second, once the lighter vehicles that 
the aircraft will carry (Stryker or FCS) are on the 
ground, they will be highly vulnerable if they sud-
denly encounter well-armed or heavier enemy forces. 
Because air maneuver necessitates lighter vehicle 
weights, the vehicles’ ballistic armor will be limited. 
Therefore, without what by today’s standards would 
be phenomenal knowledge of the enemy at the lower 
tactical levels (brigade and lower), the aircraft and 
the lighter ground units that are fundamental to air-
mech will be at much greater risk than if employed 
in a more methodical, mutually supporting, though 
somewhat slower, combined arms manner.

If the answer to the vulnerable light-vehicle 
quandary is air-mechanized units armed with 20-

ton or larger combat vehicles, problems remain. 
Moving such vehicles will still require large and 
relatively slow, and hence vulnerable, cargo planes. 
Moreover, heavily loaded aircraft of this kind will 
lack maneuverability and range. 

In response, some proponents see the solution 
in quad tilt-rotor aircraft. These are faster than 
helicopters (roughly 250 knots compared to about 
170 to 180 knots for most helicopters). However, 
even the theoretical speed of 250 knots is quite 
slow by modern aircraft standards. as a point of 
comparison, 240 to 250 knots puts a quad tilt-rotor 
in the same speed class as the biplane fighters many 
air forces still used at the start of World War II. In 
addition, despite various on-board countermeasures 
that could help reduce certain threats, this type of 
aircraft will remain extremely vulnerable to many 
types of ground fire. Such aircraft are also extremely 
expensive and difficult to replace compared to 
conventional cargo aircraft. Even the loss of a few 
could adversely affect any operational plan that 
depended on them. 

aircraft conducting air assaults into enemy terri-
tory will, by definition, be exposed to low-altitude 
defenses. The threat includes antiaircraft guns, 
shoulder-fired infrared missiles, beam riders (such 
as the Swedish-made RBS-90), small arms fire, 
and RPGs.7 low-altitude defenses do not typically 
use emitting radars to locate and track targets; they 
are passive, optically directed systems. The lack 
of telltale electronic emissions means that when 
concealed, these weapons are very difficult to 
locate—until they fire on an aircraft. 

Today, locating and suppressing non-emitting 
low-altitude defenses is very difficult. The problem 
is so challenging that since operation desert Storm 
in 1991, the Air Force and Navy have generally kept 
their strike aircraft well above 10,000 feet. Given 

…without what by today’s  
standards would be phenomenal 

knowledge of the enemy at the lower 
tactical levels (brigade and lower), 
the aircraft and the lighter ground 

units that are fundamental to air-mech 
will be at much greater risk…
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the accuracy of the precision munitions that arm 
today’s aircraft, there is little need for the Navy 
and Air Force to descend into the lethal envelope 
of low-altitude defenses to engage targets. Both 
services recognize the difficulty of locating this 
class of weapon on the ground, and they simply fly 
above the threat. Air-assault aircraft winding their 
way to a landing zone do not have that luxury. 

Because it is difficult to defeat concealed low-
altitude air defenses, an air-mech force would 
almost certainly have to fly only where the enemy 
is highly unlikely to be. The ground force, with 
its lightly protected vehicles, would then have to 
move what may be considerable distances to reach 
its objectives. Such conditions could obviate the 
entire purpose of an air-mech assault. Consequently, 
though the vehicles of an air-mech force would 
give it much greater ground mobility than today’s 
generally foot-mobile light forces, the maneuvering 
ground force would need very high levels of situ-
ational awareness as it moves toward the enemy. 
Recent operations in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and 
Iraq, however, show that we continue to experience 
extreme difficulty consistently locating concealed 
enemy forces, especially in forests, jungles, sub-
urbs, and urban areas. 

to 30 miles into southern laos to sit astride the ho 
Chi Minh Trail. The North Vietnamese Army (NVA) 
response was rapid and violent. Using the jungle 
for concealment, the NVA surrounded many of the 
hilltop ARVN firebases. As the ARVN forces came 
under increasing pressure, large numbers of u.S. 
army helicopters had to be committed for resup-
ply, casualty evacuation, fire support, and finally, 
extraction of the surviving ARVN forces. U.S. 
Army aircraft had to fly over the NVA forces that 
were concealed in the jungles surrounding the South 
Vietnamese firebases.

Losses were heavy. In about seven weeks of 
operations, 106 helicopters were destroyed and 
another 600 damaged, many seriously.8 army per-
sonnel casualties were also high: 65 U.S. helicop-
ter crewmen were killed in action, 818 wounded, 
and 42 went missing in action. These losses were 
inflicted by optically directed small arms, RPGs, 
heavy antiaircraft machine guns, as well as 23-mm 
and 37-mm antiaircraft guns. Importantly, in 1971 
the NVA did not have shoulder-fired missiles.9 

In the spring of 1972, the North Vietnamese 
launched a major offensive to topple the Saigon 
regime. Again, the NVA managed to seriously limit 
U.S. helicopter operations by deploying (for the first 
time) the SA-7 shoulder-fired missile. In the early 
1970s, the SA-7 was state-of-the-art, especially 
since there were few countermeasures available to 
aircraft at that time. The SA-7’s effect was immedi-
ate and profound. combined with the large number 
of 12.7-mm and 14.5-mm heavy machine guns the 
NVA deployed, the SA-7s drove off low-altitude 
observation planes and helicopters. The clear 
result of these developments meant that overflight 
of enemy territory had become prohibitively dan-
gerous for low-altitude aircraft. The kind of bold, 
sweeping vertical maneuvers executed during the 
middle years of the Vietnam War were over.10 

In the mid-seventies, the Army aviation com-
munity struggled with the lessons of the war’s final 
years. When the Army refocused on conventional 
war in Central Europe after Vietnam, it had to 
consider the low-altitude air defenses of the Soviet 
forces. The integrated and sophisticated air defenses 
of the Warsaw Pact made whatever the NVA could 
throw up look amateurish. Therefore, when the 
Apache attack helicopter was developed in the 
early 1980s, it was not intended to “go deep” into 

Because it is difficult to defeat 
concealed low-altitude air 

defenses, an air-mech force 
would almost certainly have 

to fly only where the enemy is 
highly unlikely to be.

Ignoring Relevant History 
At the end of the Vietnam War, the U.S. Army 

aviation community was in a difficult situation. The 
last two years of the war for U.S. forces, 1971–1972, 
saw some ominous developments. In February and 
March 1971, Operation Lam Son 719 (the incursion 
into southern laos by the army of the republic of 
Vietnam, heavily supported by U.S. aircraft, artil-
lery, and helicopters) took place. Roughly two divi-
sions of South Vietnamese (ARVN) troops moved 
by helicopter or ground into blocking positions 10 
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the enemy array. Rather, the Apache was to move 
rapidly to a threatened point in the line, hover over 
and behind friendly ground forces, and then fire at 
approaching enemy units using Hellfire missiles, 
its long-range stand-off weapons. 

These conclusions concerning low-altitude air-
craft operations were developed with the lessons 
of Vietnam still fresh in the Army’s memory. By 
the late 1980s, however, many of the important 
lessons had apparently been forgotten.11 operation 
Desert Storm in 1991 seemed to give advocates of 
deep, aggressive helicopter operations evidence to 
make their case. As they noted, the deep left hook 
by the 101st Airborne (Air Assault) Division was 
conducted with little difficulty. That maneuver, 
however, contributed relatively little to the overall 
campaign. In the end, history shows that Kuwait 
was not liberated by a deep vertical envelopment. 
It was freed by a direct armored assault that shat-
tered Iraqi units already reeling from 38 days of 
intense air bombardment and that seized objectives 
in short order. While the 101st’s move looked inter-
esting, it was not essential to 
the accomplishment of the 
coalition’s mission. In fact, 
the 24th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) reached the 
Euphrates River roughly a 
day after the 101st did, put-
ting heavy armor astride the 
Iraqis’ supply line leading 
from Baghdad to Kuwait.12  

Task Force Hawk’s expe-
rience in Kosovo underlines 
the problematic nature of the case for a deep aerial 
assault capability. As the task force was deploy-
ing, there were grave doubts about the Apaches’ 
survivability. The mountains between Albania 
and Kosovo meant that a combat-loaded Apache 
could only enter Kosovo via some eight passes 
through the mountains. Additionally, the heavily 
forested and hilly terrain inside Kosovo afforded 
excellent concealment to the opposing Serb forces. 
Those forces were numerous. Before the bombing 
operations started, there were well over 25,000 Serb 
troops inside Kosovo, and they were protected by 
hundreds of antiaircraft guns and shoulder-fired 
missiles as well as several batteries of radar-guided 
surface-to-air missiles (SA-6).13 Some air-mech 

proponents have claimed that had an air-mech force 
been available, NATO could have deployed it into 
Kosovo quickly, effectively precluding Serb offen-
sive operations. The assertion does not stand up to 
scrutiny. First, there were the 25,000 Serb troops, 
plus paramilitaries, inside Kosovo before NATO 
initiated operations, so there was no possibility of 
precluding anything—the Serbs were already there 
in large numbers. Second, had a brigade of air-mech 
(or airborne) forces been deployed into Kosovo, it 
would have been totally alone: the closest NATO 
ground forces were U.S. and British troops in Mace-
donia, and they were few in number, with a very 
limited offensive capability. How likely is it that 
NATO and U.S. decision makers would have been 
willing to deploy an isolated ground force into the 
midst of more than 25,000 enemy troops, particu-
larly when those troops had ample air defenses?14

The sheer magnitude of the low-altitude air-
defense threat meant that, with the exception of 
General Wesley Clark, most senior leaders were 
unwilling to risk the Apaches in operations inside 

Kosovo, even at night.15 
Given the large numbers 
of civilian refugees inside 
Kosovo, senior leaders 
were also unwilling to use 
area fires to suppress air 
defenses. As previously 
mentioned, low-altitude 
defenses generally do not 
expose themselves via radar 
emissions. This was cer-
tainly the case in Kosovo, 

where NATO was having great difficulty locating 
even the medium- to high-altitude surface-to-air 
missiles due to clever Serb radar management.16 

It should be noted that the proposed army air mis-
sions into Kosovo were to have been conducted by 
small numbers of armored attack helicopters (four 
to eight at a time), not the dozens or scores of trans-
port aircraft that an air-mech-type assault would 
have required. It is also noteworthy that the Serbs 
were well prepared for a possible air assault. Serb 
units were observed conducting anti-air-landing 
exercises in the vicinity of possible landing zones. 
There was no major landing zone in the province 
that was not within range of literally dozens of Serb 
mortars, cannon, and multiple rocket launchers. The 

Task Force Hawk’s 
experience in Kosovo 

underlines the  
problematic nature of 

the case for a deep 
aerial assault capability.
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Serb brigades in Kosovo included scores of armored 
fighting vehicles, many of which were located close 
to prospective landing zones. Also, many of the pos-
sible landing zones were mined. The reception that 
the Serb Army could have provided to an air assault 
force would probably have made any Vietnam-era 
“hot” landing zone look mild. 

Iraq in 2003 offers a final historical example. All 
the ground components—the U.S. Army, the Marine 
corps, and the British army—planned to conduct 
air assault operations out in front of their leading 
armored elements. Key objectives such as bridges 
or other important terrain were planned for seizure 
by helicopter-borne forces that would then be joined 
by the approaching armored units. Due to their lack 
of vehicular mobility, the air assault forces of 2003 
would have consisted of light infantry units, thus 
requiring their transport aircraft to fly to landing 
zones relatively close to the objectives. However, 
the air defense threat in Iraq was assessed to be very 
low, which facilitated at least the planning of air 
assault operations. Nearly 10 years of operations 
Northern and Southern Watch had crippled Iraq’s 
integrated air defense system. The majority of the 
threat would be from small arms, RPGs, machine 
guns, plus an occasional antiaircraft gun and a few 
shoulder-fired missiles. Nevertheless, that relatively 
minimal threat was enough to place major con-
straints on coalition helicopter operations.

despite their pre-war plans, coalition units 
conducted no air assault operations forward of 
the leading edge of armor in the major combat 
operations phase. In the words of a senior Marine 
Corps staff officer, “We considered the risks, and 
we considered the benefits, and there was always 
too much risk.”17 The u.S. army and British army 
said the same thing: it was simply too risky to send 
troop-carrying aircraft into enemy controlled terri-
tory, even at night.18 

The now well-known deep attack by the U.S. 
11th Attack Helicopter Regiment on 23 March 
2003 further dampened the willingness of army 
commanders to risk helicopters forward of the 
leading edge of their heavy ground forces. The 
11th’s attack was intended to severely damage the 
Republican Guard Medina Division near Karbala, 
south of Baghdad. In that operation, every attacking 
Apache in the regiment was hit by enemy fire. One 
aircraft was shot down, and many of the other 30 

were seriously damaged. The next morning, only 
seven of the remaining aircraft were airworthy. 

The good news was that compared to Vietnam-era 
aircraft the Apache proved to be a very survivable 
helicopter. The bad news was that intense small 
arms fire and RPGs—the same type of weapons 
used in Lam Son 719 three decades earlier—drove 
off an entire regiment of very expensive, sophis-
ticated attack aircraft. Five nights later the 101st 
Airborne Division made another deep attack into 
generally the same area. although no aircraft were 
lost to enemy fire (two were lost to mishaps), the 
attack inflicted very little damage on the enemy.19 
The Army attempted no more deep attacks against 
regular Iraqi Army formations. 

The Marines had their own challenges with 
helicopters. Their Cobra attack helicopter force 
suffered considerable damage from enemy ground 
fire. Approximately 46 of the 58 AH-1W Cobras 
deployed with the 3d Marine Air Wing suffered 
battle damage. Initially, the cobras performed 
useful close support and armed reconnaissance 
roles, the latter missions taking them 5 to 15 kilo-
meters into enemy territory in front of the leading 
ground elements. The cobras often gathered useful 
information and engaged targets of opportunity, but 
took very heavy fire from concealed enemy forces. 
By roughly 1 april, the accumulated battle damage 
forced the Marines to stop using Cobras for armed 
reconnaissance. Thereafter, the helicopters were 
limited to close support, hovering over or close to 
friendly ground forces.

By the time they made the final push on Baghdad, 
Army commanders had become very cautious in 
their use of rotary wing, low-altitude aircraft. The 
commander of the 3d Infantry Division, Major Gen-
eral Buford Blount, prohibited all helicopter mis-
sions from going north of the Euphrates River from 
about 1 april 2003 until Baghdad’s fall roughly a 
week later. Even medical evacuation helicopters 
were only occasionally allowed to go north of the 
river, to pick up grievously wounded personnel.20

In southern Iraq, the British Army was equally 
cautious in its use of low-altitude aircraft. after heli-
copters transported elements of the Royal Marine’s 3 
commando Brigade ashore at the start of operations, 
the British restricted their use near the enemy. For 
example, on several occasions the British Army’s 16 
Air Assault Brigade planned for helicopter movement 
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of troops to encircle Iraqi forces near Basra. Each 
time, the operation was cancelled. The hard-to-locate, 
non-emitting, low-altitude air defense threat was 
simply too pervasive.21

It is very significant that the U.S. Army, the 
USMC, and the British Army, all independently of 
each other, reached the same conclusion regarding 
vertical maneuver in front of the leading edge of 
armor: the risks were simply too great. Given the 
facts, this unwillingness to do vertical maneuver is 
even more striking because—

● OIF was supposedly a war of vital national 
interest.

● Coalition forces had complete command of 
the air.

● The enemy’s integrated air defenses were 
largely destroyed before the start of the war.

● The residual air-defense threat consisted 
mostly of small arms, RPGs, and an occasional 
antiaircraft gun. 

heavy forces driving up the Tigris-Euphrates Valley, 
backed by considerable air support. 

Compatibility Problems
history isn’t the only thing militating against 

the air-mech concept. Now and for the foreseeable 
future, the available planes are not compatible with 
the available vehicles. To make air-mech work, the 
Air Force has only C-130 and C-17 transports. The 
Army has the Stryker. The  Stryker will fit (barely) 
inside a C-130, but not without first removing its 
anti-RPG slat armor. This armor would have to be 
reinstalled upon arrival in the area of operations—
hardly a selling point for a force meant to move out 
and fight on arrival. The 20-ton Stryker also signifi-
cantly reduces the c-130’s range because it forces the 
aircraft to operate at close to its maximum payload. 
The vehicle’s weight, moreover, compels the C-130 
to use improved, rather than field, landing strips, 
thereby limiting the possible areas into which the 
force can be air-landed. The larger C-17 can carry 
possibly three Strykers, but it requires an even more 
developed airfield than the loaded C-130 does. The 
end result is an even greater loss of deployability.

Nor will the arrival of the FCS solve the plane-
vehicle problem. To retain some compatibility with 
the c-130, the army intends to offset the FcS’s 
weight (24 to 26 tons) by making the system modu-
lar, so that components can be removed to make the 
FCS transportable by C-130. But like the Stryker’s 
slats, these components will have to be reinstalled 
upon arrival in the area of operations, and the C-130 
will still require an improved runway.

air-mech proponents hope that in the future a 
heavy vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft 
can be built to permit truly vertical maneuver and 
to reduce or negate the need for runways. examples 
of this type of hypothetical aircraft include either a 
large helicopter (such as a very large CH-47 with a 
20- to 25-ton payload) or a large tilt-rotor aircraft 
such as a four-engine version of the V-22 Osprey. 
But until—and unless—such an aircraft is designed, 
the air-mechanization concept will be hamstrung by 
the need for airports and improved airfields.

Fiscal Realities 
operational concerns and compatibility problems 

aside, air-mech faces issues of cost and technologi-
cal feasibility. To put it simply, it would be hugely 

It is very significant that the 
U.S. Army, the USMC, and the 

British Army, all independently 
of each other, reached the 

same conclusion regarding 
vertical maneuver in front of 

the leading edge of armor: the 
risks were simply too great.

If senior commanders were not willing to take 
the risks associated with deep vertical maneuver in 
those circumstances, when would they be?

The air movement of the Army’s 173d Airborne 
Brigade (reinforced by a small task force of tanks 
and mechanized infantry) from Italy into northern 
Iraq is sometimes cited by proponents of air-mech 
as an example of what the future will look like. In 
reality, the 173d deployed into a safe area already 
controlled by Kurdish forces. Once it arrived, it 
needed time to accumulate sufficient supplies for 
sustained operations. Finally, the 173d’s actual con-
tribution to the campaign was negligible. This is no 
insult to the unit or its Soldiers. The fact is that the 
major combat operations phase in Iraq was won by 
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expensive to create even one brigade of air-mech 
capability. The cost of the FCS itself is very high, 
at least $130 billion for the research and develop-
ment plus production of 15 brigades of equipment 
(enough for roughly one-third of the active Army).22 
The cost of the aircraft would also be enormous.

A very large premium has to be paid for VTOL 
aircraft. Take, for example, the V-22 compared to the 
C-130. The C-130J can lift up to 20 tons of payload 
over short distances (although loads of 13 to 15 tons 
are much easier on the aircraft). That aircraft costs 
roughly $65 million. The VTOL V-22 tilt-rotor can 
do some things the C-130 cannot, most notably take 
off and land without an airstrip. This is why the pro-
ponents of air-mech see tilt-rotor aircraft as the key 
enabler of the concept. However, a major problem 
is that the aircraft they envision is prohibitively 
expensive. The V-22, which costs $70 million, can 
lift only six tons of payload, less than one-third the 
maximum payload of C-130J. It is easy to see the 
premium required for VTOL capability. 

To lift a combat-equipped FCS, a large tilt-rotor 
would have to be sized for roughly 28 to 29 tons. 
aircraft cannot be designed to habitually lift their 
theoretical maximum payload. Just as the C-130 has 
a theoretical maximum capacity of about 20 tons, 
but a planning factor of roughly 15 tons, so would 
a tilt-rotor intended to lift a 24- to 26-ton FCS have 
to be designed toward a higher threshold.23 recent 

analysis conducted for the U.S. Navy showed that 
a quad tilt-rotor sized to lift 20 tons would cost 
roughly $200 million per aircraft. With the recent 
weight increase of FCS to between 24 and 26 tons, 
the size—and cost—of the aircraft would have to 
grow. It is likely that a VTOL aircraft capable of 
lifting an FCS over any substantial distance would 
cost about $250 million each.24 

at a cost of roughly $250 million per aircraft, a 
plausible research and development cost from $10 
billion to $15 billion, plus a major investment in 
new infrastructure capable of handling this class of 
aircraft (which the Army lacks today), building the 
aircraft component of air-mech would be enormous. 
To have enough aircraft to move just one FCS-armed 
brigade, the Army would have to purchase a mini-
mum of roughly 300 aircraft for operational units. 
That figure presumes two lifts (round trips) to move 
one brigade (at 25 tons per aircraft per lift, with the 
brigade weighing roughly 15,000 tons, comparable 
to a Stryker brigade). Additionally, the Army would 
have to purchase spares and training aircraft that 
would push the total buy up to at least 375. At $250 
million per aircraft, plus research and development 
(R&D) costs, the program (not including new infra-
structure) would cost between $130 and $135 bil-
lion. If the Army wanted sufficient aircraft to move 
one complete FcS-armed brigade in a single lift, the 
total cost would be well over $200 billion. 

The great cost of the aircraft would also affect 
the rate at which the Army could acquire them. At 
a unit cost of $250 million per aircraft (more than 
the current cost of a new production C-17), very few 
large tilt-rotor aircraft could be purchased each year. 
The maximum annual production of the C-17 is 15 
airplanes—and the air Force is in the primary busi-
ness of buying and operating large aircraft, whereas 
the Army is not. Producing 20 aircraft a year would 
cost the army some $5 billion annually, or roughly 
50 percent of its entire current procurement account. 
Even at this optimistic production rate, it would 
require 17 to 18 years to produce enough aircraft to 
give the Army the ability to lift one-half of one of 
its brigades. If the program were started next year 
(a virtual impossibility), the R&D period would last 
roughly a decade, followed by at least five years 
of low rate initial production, after which full rate 
production (20 per year for the sake of argument) 
could start. Therefore, it would be between 2038 

The CV-22 Osprey fires countermeasures during a safe-
separation test over the precision impact range area at 
Edwards Air Force Base, California, in 2004.

DOD
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and 2040 before the army could accumulate enough 
aircraft to give it the ability to move one half of one 
brigade of its ground maneuver force via organic 
heavy-lift aircraft.

one way the army might afford the aircraft would 
be by sharing the cost with another service. However, 
given the demands on their budgets, it is unlikely 
that the other services would be willing to commit 
substantial funds to such an army-sponsored air-
craft. That the Air Force will have no interest in such 
an aircraft goes almost without saying. It is already 
heavily committed to the F-22A, its version of the 
F-35; C-130J production is still underway; more 
C-17s may be built; a tanker replacement is on the 
horizon; and the service needs additional surveil-
lance and reconnaissance platforms. The air Force 
is, to put it nicely, already oversubscribed. Moreover, 
operationally, the USAF has no need for a heavy-
lift VTOL aircraft. Realizing this, the Army has not 
seriously approached the air Force for cooperation 
in the heavy vertical lift project.

on the other hand, the army has held out consid-
erable hope that the Navy and Marine Corps would 
support such a program. The Marines have vertical 
lift needs of their own, and the army would welcome 
sea-service participation in a joint program, even if 
the Navy and Marines have to be forced to do so by 
Congress or the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

The problem is that the type of aircraft that the 
army wants is simply not compatible with ship-
board operations. To carry a 24- to 26-ton payload, 
the aircraft would have to be so large and heavy, 
with rotors that will produce hurricane-force winds 
on crowded flight decks, that it is problematic at 
best for shipboard use.

A recent Navy study of lift capability examined 
seven hypothetical aircraft. Significantly, that study 

was based on aircraft sized for 20-ton payloads. Since 
the Navy study was completed, the weight of the FCS 
has increased, resulting in a requirement for an even 
larger aircraft. Such an aircraft (whether helicopter or 
tilt rotor) would be so large that it could not use the 
ships’ elevators, nor would it be able to enter hangar 
bays. Indeed, these aircraft would be so large that 
they would place major constraints on air operations 
by aircraft designed for normal shipboard use.25

Additionally, the Marines do not need a heavier 
aircraft than already contemplated. Whereas the 
Army’s Stryker (20 tons) and FCS (24 to 26 tons) 
require an aircraft with roughly a 25-ton lift capabil-
ity, there are important break points in the equipment 
weight of a Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB). 
The Marine’s CH-53E can already lift all the equip-
ment of a MEB except the 25-ton Amphibious 
Assault Vehicle-7 (AAV-7) and the 65-ton M-1A1 
main battle tank. The AAV-7’s replacement will be 
the 35-ton Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV). 
The Marines have no requirement for either the 
EFV or the M-1A1 to be airlifted. Their next heavi-
est piece of combat equipment is the 14-ton Light 
Armored Vehicle (LAV-I). With the CH-53 capable 
of airlifting the LAV-I, and with no expectation that 
its two heaviest pieces of combat gear be moved 
from ship-to-shore by air, the Marines have no need 
for an aircraft of the type the army desires.

Susceptibility to 
Countermeasures

We have already discussed the survivability 
issue in terms of the optimistic assumptions about 
situational awareness regarding non-emitting, 
low-altitude air defense weapons. Of at least equal 
importance is the gross mismatch between the costs 
to the united States of this concept compared with 
the cost to an opponent to deploy countermeasures. 
By orders of magnitude, the cost calculation argues 
against the air-mech concept.

Whereas medium/high-altitude defenses are very 
expensive and require considerable training for the 
operators, low-altitude air defenses require neither. 
The state-of-the-art Russian SA-18 shoulder-fired 
surface-to-air missile costs roughly $50,000 per 
launcher. each missile costs about the same. So, a 
launcher with six missiles represents an investment 
of some $350,000. When training aids and other 
extras are added, it may come to about $400,000. 

…it would be between 2038 
and 2040 before the Army 
could accumulate enough 

aircraft to give it the ability to 
move one half of one brigade 
of its ground maneuver force 
via organic heavy-lift aircraft.
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assuming the cost to the united States for 
one quad tilt-rotor is $200 million, an oppo-
nent could purchase 500 SA-18 launchers 
and 3,000 missiles for the same investment. 
clearly, there is a tremendous disparity 
between the cost of air-mech and the counter-
measures that can threaten or defeat it. 

To hedge against U.S. development of 
counters to a single system, an opponent 
would almost certainly buy an assortment 
of air defenses. Antiaircraft guns ($150,000 
to $5 million each depending on the model), 
anti-helicopter mines (roughly $30,000 each), 
beam-rider systems such as RBS-90, and quick-
response, radar-guided, low-altitude missiles like 
the russian Sa-15 would probably be mixed and 
matched to create a multifaceted air defense system 
that would foil u.S. countermeasures. It may be 
beyond the ability of the united States to counter 
at all. Recall the Navy and Air Force’s response to 
today’s low-altitude threat: they usually fly above 
it unless there is some extreme operational reason 
not to do so. an air-mech force cannot do that. It 
could only fly around the air defense threat, land-
ing where there is probably nothing that the enemy 
cares about anyway.

The main point is that compared to costly 
medium/high-altitude defenses, low-altitude 
defensive systems (not to mention small arms and 
RPGs that are also used against low-flying aircraft) 
are very cheap. They are also much easier to train 
operators on compared to the sophisticated systems 
required for medium/high-altitude defenses (such 
as SA-10/12 or Patriot). This fundamental reality 
means that the United States could find itself in the 
situation of having purchased a hugely expensive 
air-mech “system” (the expensive ground vehicles, 
a costly reconnaissance network in an attempt to 
gain situational awareness, and very expensive 
aircraft) only to find that commanders are not will-
ing to use it—even when the opposition consists of 
cheap, low-tech countermeasures.

A Fragile Concept
In summary, the air-mech concept is hugely 

expensive, vulnerable to relatively cheap counter-
measures, and would probably involve such risk that 
it would only rarely, if ever, be used in the manner 
advocated by its proponents. The chances of risk-

averse senior U.S. decision makers deploying a 
brigade hundreds of miles from the nearest friendly 
ground force is remote (unless the deployment is 
into a safe area, such as the movement of the 173d 
Airborne Brigade into the Kurdish-controlled part 
of northern Iraq in 2003). There is little likelihood 
of an operation ever being conducted that remotely 
resembles the large-scale, deep penetrations envi-
sioned by air-mech advocates. 

What should be done? although this article has 
highlighted the multiple major problems with the air-
mech concept, a case can be made for the purchase 
of a small number of new heavy-lift VTOL aircraft. 
During ground combat in Operation Iraqi Freedom, 
aircraft were used to supplement the traditional 
truck-based ground supply system. The farther the 
ground force moved from its supply base in Kuwait, 
the more the logistics system was strained. A judi-
cious number of heavy-lift VTOL aircraft would 
have been very useful logistically. Given the effec-
tiveness of Iraqi air defenses, the same cannot be said 
about using such aircraft in an offensive mode.

If the Army wants a joint program with the sea 
services in order to share costs, it will have to 
make major compromises on the aircraft’s design. 
An aircraft intended to vertically lift the roughly 
25-ton FcS will be way too large for reasonable 
use aboard ship. Even an aircraft built for a 20-ton 
payload would present major challenges for ship-
board operations. The aircraft’s size, the velocity 
of its rotor wash on the deck, and its large blades 
hanging over the ship’s side while rotating at high 
speed would be major issues for naval aviation. If 
an airplane is too large to fit on a flight-deck eleva-
tor or too big to stow inside a ship’s hangar bay, it 
will be of little use to the Navy and Marine Corps. 
Therefore, to attract joint sponsors from the sea 

…the air-mech concept is hugely 
expensive, vulnerable to relatively 

cheap countermeasures, and 
would probably involve such risk 

that it would only rarely, if ever,  
be used in the manner  

advocated by its proponents.
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services, the Army would have to be willing to make 
major compromises to its requirements.

For nearly a decade the army has been examin-
ing the utility of air-mechanized forces and associ-
ated aircraft. This article has highlighted the many 
problems that would challenge the creation and 
employment of a true air-mech capability. Perhaps 
the most telling point is that the air-mech concept, 
which would be hugely expensive by any standard, 

could be severely threatened, if not entirely negated, 
by cheap, low-tech countermeasures. It is becoming 
increasingly clear that in the coming decade the u.S. 
military will have to make some very hard, funda-
mental choices about the capabilities it truly needs 
in an era of fiscal constraints. Building a future 
capability that is based on a hugely expensive, very 
fragile concept is not an option that deserves further 
consideration, much less investment. MR
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PHOTO:  A British soldier grabs a 
Catholic protester during a civil rights 
march on Sunday, 30 January 1972, 
in Londonderry, Northern Ireland.  The 
event became known as “Bloody Sun-
day,” because British soldiers killed 
13 civil rights marchers and wounded 
several more. (AFP) 

H istory demonstrates that insurgents armed with conventional 
weapons (the gun, the bomb, the rocket) can sustain violent campaigns 

against state militaries over long periods of time. Victory against such insur-
gents rarely comes from destruction of troops on a battlefield and, as they 
typically blend into the population, the enemy is often more difficult to find 
than to neutralize. In many recent conflicts, resilient and adaptive insurgent 
organizations using hide-and-seek tactics have checked nations and, in some 
cases, have prevented them from achieving foreign policy goals. 

after seeing the clearly demonstrated effectiveness of U.s. forces in 
rapid, decisive operations against conventionally arrayed opponents, future 
U.s. adversaries will almost certainly apply insurgent-like tactics, whether 
those adversaries are insurgent groups or state forces simply striving for 
asymmetric advantage. therefore, in the current environment, the ability 
to effectively wage counterinsurgency (Coin) warfare is an important ele-
ment of national power. 

as events in iraq demonstrate, military organizations that have optimized 
their effectiveness for rapid, decisive operations experience a significant 
learning curve when engaging in counterinsurgency. effective Coin opera-
tions are, in many ways, the opposite of rapid and decisive: they are slow and 
deliberate; success may come more from patient use of stabilizing security 
pressure than from the outcome of defined battles; and depriving combat-
ants of their political support and appeal may be a straighter path to victory 
than direct engagement. successful Coin campaigning will often require a 
significant shift in perspective to clearly grasp the challenges inherent in this 
kind of warfare and to select the right tools to overcome those challenges. 

Where information is needed to identify the enemy, determine how to neutral-
ize or isolate him, and guide security actions across the full spectrum of conflict, 
intelligence is a central—perhaps the most important—tool for effective Coin. 
However, another challenge to traditional military organizations in Coin is that 
the necessary approach to intelligence diverges significantly from conventional 
modes of operation. simply applying familiar approaches developed in other 
contexts can undermine rather than promote mission success. 

Learning from the British
a study of historical cases can sometimes provide new perspectives on cur-

rent problems and help improve organizational performance. one often cited 
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case is the British experience in northern ireland, 
particularly the fight against the Provisional Irish 
Republican Army (PIRA) that began in 1969.1 a 
number of other terrorist organizations were active 
in Northern Ireland at the time, but PIRA’s capabili-
ties posed the most potent threat.2 PIRA has been 
characterized as a sophisticated, intelligence-led 
terrorist group

 
because of its capability and opera-

tional precision.3 only recently, with the reported 
completion of the group’s decommissioning, has its 
armed campaign come to an apparent end. 

Compared to many nations entering insurgent 
conflicts, the United Kingdom came to the hostili-
ties in Northern Ireland with significant experience 
in Coin and its modern adjunct, counterterrorism. 
Some of the U.K.’s previous insurgent conflicts 
have been held up as examples of effectiveness in 
such wars. in spite of that experience, however, the 
conflict in Northern Ireland did not begin well or 
go smoothly. Poor intelligence operations were a 
key source of the problems: as reported by historian 
Chris ryder, “the principal weakness, according to 
the Chief of the General staff who visited northern 
Ireland [in 1971], was in intelligence gathering.”4

 

in the context of an insurgency, intelligence must 
deliver the strategic insight needed to know what 
actions will be effective and what levels of com-
mitment are required, the tactical insight to hit the 
insurgent target when military action is taken, and 
the context needed to understand the broader politi-
cal and other effects of potential security activities. 
Analyses of the Northern Ireland conflict from 
military and other perspectives highlight problems 
in each of these areas:

● Misunderstandings by political leaders about 
the root causes of the violence.5

● Unrealistic expectations about the length of 
time needed to resolve the situation.6

● Tactical intelligence shortfalls that led to 
action more beneficial to PIRA than to advancing 
the fight against it.7 

● Failure to appreciate how covert offensive 
actions—even successful ones—by special opera-
tions or intelligence organizations would play out 
in the political arena and other spheres.8

Over the course of the conflict, security and 
intelligence organizations adapted by studying the 
overall effects of their actions and learning from 
each engagement.9 in time, they became extremely 

successful. Consistent with the nature of Coin 
operations, that success did not translate into 
traditional measures of military progress, such as 
discrete battles won or numbers of enemy soldiers 
eliminated. rather, it paid off in increasingly effec-
tive linkage of security activities into the overall 
political conflict and drastic reductions in PIRA’s 
freedom of action and effectiveness. in one of the 
highest compliments a combatant can pay to the 
intelligence efforts of his opponents, PIRA member 
Brendan Hughes said that intelligence efforts had 
“effectively [brought] the IRA to a standstill where 
it could move very, very little.”10

 

the totality of the British intelligence experi-
ence in northern ireland, both its successes and 
challenges, is what makes it a valuable example 
from which to draw insight to shape contemporary 
Coin intelligence operations.11 Had the practices 
from earlier British conflicts transferred seamlessly 
and flawlessly into the fight against PIRA, the value 
of the northern ireland experience as a case study 
would likely be much more limited. Given the 
adaptability of insurgent groups and the specific-
ity of local circumstances, effectively implement-
ing Coin operations will almost always demand 
learning and adaptability on the part of military and 
intelligence organizations. these units must shape 
themselves appropriately for the fight, apply the 
right tools to collect and analyze intelligence, and 
use the intelligence effectively against the insur-
gency. the British experience provides lessons in 
all these areas. 

Building the Right  
Coordination Structures 

multiple organizations were involved in the 
intelligence fight against PIRA. At the beginning 
the royal Ulster Constabulary (rUC), which might 
have been expected to spearhead intelligence col-
lection to prevent terrorism, was not in a position to 
conduct such activities. this prompted the British 
army to intervene in northern ireland and forced 
it (and other intelligence organizations) to take the 
lead in intelligence activities.12 

As the conflict became more intense, many dif-
ferent intelligence units from military, law-enforce-
ment, and intelligence agencies became involved. 
Later, national organizations (MI5 and MI6, the 
security service and the secret intelligence service, 
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respectively) also initiated operations to collect 
political intelligence.13 in an effort to describe the 
organizational landscape of the intelligence activi-
ties fielded in Northern Ireland, Mark Urban lists 
nearly 20 units that were formed or evolved from 
one another between 1969 and 1983.14 many were 
added to bring diverse intelligence capabilities to 
bear.15 However, as new agencies and units became 
involved in operations, no focused attempt was 
made to weave them into a single, coordinated 
intelligence effort. this is not surprising, given that 
such coordination activities require time and effort 
that could not then be directed at the adversary. 
also, efforts involving many organizations almost 
invariably generate interagency conflicts that inhibit 
coordination.16

 

the initial lack of coordination had real opera-
tional costs. Poor integration meant specialized 
teams and capabilities were not always used well. 
For example, Ryder writes, “Owing to a misun-
derstanding of its role, the sas [special air ser-
vice] was misused at first, its special skills wasted 
because ordinary infantry commanders did not 
know how to make best use of them.”17

 
Failures to 

share also meant security forces might respond to 
incidents without the information necessary to be 
effective or to protect themselves. For instance, not 
sharing new intelligence on PIRA bomb designs 
with explosives ordnance disposal (EOD) officers 
who responded to bomb incidents nearly resulted 
in eod casualties.18

 

Parallel intelligence efforts in separate organi-
zations also generated inefficiency. Because of 
security concerns, army officers 
stationed in the area on short 
tours developed their own intel-
ligence sources rather than rely 
on the police, who were perma-
nent residents.19 such efforts 
produced security classification 
issues that further complicated 
sharing and coordination. ryder 
says, “Further hostility was 
caused when the army fre-
quently classified material ‘For 
UK eyes only,’ which denied the 
RUC sight of it.”20 

such parallel streams also 
generated the potential for single 

sources to provide (or sell) the same piece of infor-
mation to more than one intelligence agency, so 
that when the agencies did attempt to share data, 
multiple reports could be interpreted as independent 
confirmations rather than simply multiple contacts 
with the same source.21 Problems in coordination 
also reportedly resulted in the unintentional com-
promise of sources, hurting the ability of all agen-
cies to collect information.22

 

although they took years to develop and imple-
ment,  mechanisms were eventually put in place 
to address intelligence coordination challenges.23 
Changes included centralization of overall com-
mand and control for security activities, including 
appointment of an “intelligence supremo” and 
coordinating apparatus.24 one key to this shift was 
the development of tasking and coordination groups 
(tCGs) that brought together the tactical activities 
of various organizations involved in the intelligence 
fight. According to Urban, “the TCGs attained a 
critical role in what security chiefs called ‘executive 
action’—locking together intelligence from inform-
ers with the surveillance and ambushing activities 
of undercover units.”25 

While such structures are needed to bring together 
information produced in disparate operations staged 
by different organizations, they also provide critical 
control. they limit duplication of effort and help 
deconflict the actions of various organizations to 
ensure those operations do not interfere with one 
another.26 such structures are also needed to concen-
trate intelligence forces as effectively as possible. 
the diverse capabilities that different agencies can 

…parallel streams [parallel intelligence 
efforts in separate organizations] also 

generated the potential for single sources 
to provide (or sell) the same piece of 

information to more than one intelligence 
agency, so that when the agencies did 
attempt to share data, multiple reports 

could be interpreted as independent con-
firmations rather than simply multiple 

contacts with the same source.
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bring to a fight add value only if those capabilities 
can be brought to bear when needed.27

 

The Right Tools for  
Intelligence Collection 

any intelligence effort must be able to collect 
information. However, the nature of the Coin mis-
sion challenges traditional ways of thinking about 
intelligence collection, especially against members 
of a comparatively small insurgent organization 
within a larger civilian population. 

intelligence collection is generally thought of as a 
distinct activity in which intelligence-specific tools 
are used to gather data for analysis and application. 
the Coin intelligence mission has elements that 
fit readily within this view. For example, develop-
ing and exploiting informers or infiltrators clearly 
requires the same compartmentalization and protec-
tion that is standard intelligence practice. inform-
ers within PIRA were of critical importance in the 
Coin effort and played an important part in the 
intelligence fight. 

that said, the British experience in northern ire-
land demonstrates that Coin intelligence collection 
efforts must diverge considerably from “classical 
intelligence” methods. Limits to the availability of 
clandestine sources mean that other collection tools 
must be developed and applied. the effectiveness 
of these other tools depends on the relationship 
of intelligence specialists with other parts of the 
security force and even with the general population 
in the area affected by the insurgency. 

Tool 1: Collecting low-grade intelligence. 
While infiltrators or informers can provide valu-
able data, they might not be available in sufficient 
numbers for success in a broad Coin effort. the 
complement for high-grade intelligence that such 
sources provide is large amounts of low-grade 
information that, added together, can provide a 
picture of insurgent operations.28 this approach, 
attributed to General Sir Frank Kitson, requires an 
intelligence collection approach that is a hybrid of 
military intelligence, law enforcement, and tradi-
tional intelligence agency approaches. 

the building up of low-grade intelligence is 
particularly important against groups like PIRA 
that adopt decentralized structures for security 
purposes.29 British security forces were quite suc-
cessful in decimating a number of other terrorist 

groups that operated in northern ireland using 
more centralized structures. Keith Maguire says, 
“the ability of British security forces to turn any 
members of these [centralized] groups made pos-
sible the identification of entire geographic units. 
in the case of the inLa [irish national Liberation 
Army] or the Red Hand Commando, one defection 
led to the identification of the entire leadership of 
the organization and perhaps its entire membership 
within a few months.”30 

Where does such low-grade intelligence come from? 
the primary sources are direct security force observa-
tion and interaction with members of the public. 

● Every soldier a collector. direct collection 
of low-grade intelligence by security forces relies 
on the eyes and ears of the entire force, not just 
the efforts of intelligence specialists.31 Because 
insurgents and terrorists blend in with the general 
population, familiarity with what is normal in an 
area provides the basis for detecting anomalous 
behavior that might indicate insurgent activity. Like 
the community patrolling police officers do, this 
strategy leverages an individual’s ability to learn 
what the baseline activity is in his area of respon-
sibility and then apply his own human processing 
power to identify activities of concern.32

 

in northern ireland, troops pursued this strategy 
extensively with “constant mobile and foot patrols, 
which allow[ed] troops to familiarize themselves 
with their area and to pick up background informa-
tion.”33 Priming patrols to look for key elements 
(such as using “face books” of insurgent suspects 

Direct collection of low-grade 
intelligence by security 

forces relies on the eyes and 
ears of the entire force,… 
this strategy leverages an 
individual’s ability to learn 

what the baseline activity is 
in his area of responsibil-

ity and then apply his own 
human processing power to 

identify activities of concern.
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whose positions and activities were of particular 
interest) increased the intelligence gathered.34 For 
this strategy to be truly effective, however, the 
various pieces of information obtained must be 
brought together in a way that addresses intelligence 
needs at all levels, from the need for information 
to shape tactical operations to the requirement to 
synthesize data to drive strategic decisions about 
the entire conflict.35 the British relied on debrief-
ings after patrols to collect information and build 
the overall intelligence jigsaw of the conflict.36 in 
The British Army in Ulster, david Barzilay writes, 
“a patrol never ended up at the main gate [of the 
military base]. We would get a quick cup of tea, 
have a cigarette and in a relaxed atmosphere the 
patrol would be discussed and every piece of rel-
evant information written down and passed on to 
the company intelligence section.”37

 

While individual soldiers or units can be effective 
intelligence gatherers, standard military practices of 
compressed tours of duty and frequent troop rota-
tion can make reliance on this strategy problematic. 
detailed local knowledge is only built up over time, 

and the departure of soldiers at the end of their tours 
takes them away when they might be operating at 
their highest performance level. 

early in its activities, the British military took 
few steps to aid knowledge transfer between units 
rotating into and out of the theater. according to 
michael dewar, “during the early years, battal-
ions were rushed out at little or no notice as both 
the government and the military merely reacted to 
events.”38 over time, to help with knowledge trans-
fer, the army developed processes to overlap the 
command and intelligence functions of incoming 
battalions with units already operating in theater.39 
such processes began to erode the advantage held 
by the insurgent, who lived and operated in theater 
and, therefore, could maintain and apply a higher 
level of local knowledge. 

● Think “people first.” Even if it is possible 
to harness the eyes and ears of each soldier in 
a Coin theater, there will always be areas that 
security forces cannot access. therefore, the 
counterinsurgent must rely on the other eyes and 
ears in theater—those of the general population in 

An armed British soldier patrols a street in Belfast, Northern Ireland, in February 1972.

a
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which insurgents hide. as members of the public 
go about their daily business, they will almost cer-
tainly observe actions or overhear information of 
immeasurable value to security forces. 

in northern ireland, the general public provided 
key intelligence at times. some input came via a 
confidential telephone system put in place by secu-
rity forces.40 However, direct interaction between 
members of the public and security forces was fre-
quently key to gathering this type of intelligence.41 
at regularized interactions with security forces, 
such as at checkpoints, individuals sometimes took 
the opportunity to pass on intelligence data.42 in 
contexts like these, collection depends even more 
on individuals outside intelligence organizations 
or specialties. the nature of interaction between 
individual soldiers and members of the public can 
determine success. To ensure that every soldier’s 
actions were consistent with overall goals, soldiers 
were taught to be courteous but firm: “Slowly it was 
sinking in that the way a battalion behaved made 
a big difference to its overall success. toughness 
was acceptable; roughness was not.”43

 

For interaction and information exchange to be 
possible between the public and security forces, 
soldiers have to be able to speak the population’s 
language. In Northern Ireland this wasn’t a prob-
lem, as it is in iraq, where security force members 
who can speak the language are critical assets. if a 
member of the public who has critical intelligence 
approaches a soldier and cannot make himself 
understood, he might not persevere to find another 
person who can understand his language.

● Public opinion drives collection. in Coin, 
image matters. The population’s potential to provide 
valuable information means that perceptions—the 
public image of security forces and their activi-
ties—have operational consequences. if, for exam-
ple, citizens believe they will not be protected from 
retributive violence, their willingness to participate 
with authorities will be understandably reduced.44 
Where insurgents or terrorists take actions that are 
perceived as particularly brutal or inexcusable by the 
general population, citizens may pass on information 
in spite of such fear. However, relying solely on the 
adversary’s tactical mistakes to spur the flow of intel-
ligence is not sufficient for a robust COIN effort. 

actions matter too. When the actions of security 
forces are seen as inappropriate or repressive, public 

trust can be quickly lost. interrogation of suspects 
is a good example. While interrogation can provide 
a key information stream for intelligence purposes, 
how interrogation practices are perceived publicly 
is important.45  If the counterinsurgent’s practices 
are unduly harsh, the insurgent will use them for 
propaganda purposes. this was certainly the case 
in northern ireland where so-called “interrogation 
in-depth had revealed a great deal of information 
in a war where intelligence was at a premium. But 
success in counterinsurgency operations cannot be 
measured in purely military terms. the interroga-
tion issue was a political setback for the security 
forces and a propaganda victory for the IRA.”46

the value of information obtained via tough 
interrogation methods must be traded against the 
methods’ potential to shut down voluntary coop-
eration from the population.47 Bad perceptions can 
also lead to political reactions that constrain intel-
ligence gathering. tony Geraghty tells us that “the 
political storm raised by [troops’ internment and 
interrogation practices] resulted in official limita-
tions on interrogation which gave the ira a real 
military prize.”48

 

similarly, actions taken by security forces that 
affect the general population must be assessed with 
a view toward their influence on public opinion. 
While large-scale operations such as cordon-and-
search might provide ways to collect information 
on broad portions of an area’s population, they 
frequently antagonize the public and inhibit coop-
eration. Limiting broad operations and using other 
intelligence-gathering methods can pay dividends 
in effectiveness and public image.49

 

Tool 2: Specialized operations and units. 
While broad efforts to collect intelligence data can 
provide much information useful for Coin, other 
needs require more specialized tools. some focused 

If…citizens believe they will 
not be protected from  
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willingness to participate 

with authorities will be 
understandably reduced.
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intelligence operations applied in northern ireland 
were quite simple in concept. For example, secu-
rity checkpoints (particularly rapidly implemented 
“snap” checkpoints) were used to collect informa-
tion on the movement of individuals and vehicles.50 
similarly (and despite the risk of creating ill will 
in the population), stop-and-search operations of 
individuals in areas of security concern helped col-
lect certain types of information.51 other operations 
were more complex and required specialized units 
and capabilities to carry them out. 

Observation posts (OPs) were a major part of the 
intelligence fight. Some OPs were overt, such as 
the one on top of Divis Flats in West Belfast, where 
observers continuously scanned the streets using high-
powered binoculars and, at night, infrared sights.52 

Covert surveillance posts
 
(complemented by 

soldiers patrolling undercover) were also used in 
problem areas to enable long-term monitoring.53 
At such posts, continuity in staffing helped build 
up baseline local knowledge, making it easier for 
an observer to detect anomalies that might suggest 
PIRA activity. According to Barzilay, “Each time 
the OPs changed, the same marines went to the same 
positions and took over the same watches [so they] 
could get used to the routines of the day, such as 
the milk float on its rounds, the dustman calling, the 
paperboy on his rounds, and the pubs opening and 
closing. in this way each marine became familiar 
with the personalities and locality and was able to 
spot a change of routine when it occurred.”54

 

overt observation was challenging. in close-knit 
neighborhoods, strangers could be readily identified 
and were rapidly challenged, making it difficult to 
carry out overt and static surveillance activities. 
this necessitated development and application of 
a wide range of specialized teams with training in 
close observation of individuals and other methods 
of focused intelligence gathering. Groups such as 
the 14th Intelligence Company, special close-obser-
vation platoons, the e4a unit in the police depart-
ment, and the sas all played these roles in different 
parts of the intelligence fight in Northern Ireland. 
some military intelligence teams operated for 
extended tours (compared to the shorter rotations 
of other units) to provide continuity and to allow 
them to build up local knowledge and expertise.55 
Having units that could monitor areas and indi-
viduals covertly made it possible to gain additional 

intelligence through the use of challenge-response 
type operations, in which overt actions by security 
forces were combined with close observation to 
capture any PIRA activities or defensive actions 
“flushed out” by the overt element.56

 

Tool 3: Flexible technical means. While British 
security services deployed a range of intelligence 
efforts that relied on direct observation and infor-
mation collected by individuals, such operations 
always had inherent, and frequently significant, 
risks. therefore, technical tools were needed to 
provide alternative and complementary ways to 
gather information. such tools were also important 
force multipliers because there frequently weren’t 
enough specialized surveillance operatives to sat-
isfy the demand for their services.57 

strategies applied in northern ireland included 
such traditional means as airborne sensors with live-
feed television, sophisticated photographic devices, 
and infrared detection systems.58 Listening devices, 
phone taps, hidden cameras, motion detectors, and 
technologies that intercepted communications traf-
fic also played critical roles.59 reportedly, a variety 
of devices were deployed in areas of particular 
interest, from zones where PIRA operatives moved 
across the border between northern ireland and the 
republic of ireland to underground tunnels where 
terrorist operations were suspected.60

 

technical surveillance efforts were also specially 
adapted for Coin. technologies were molded to the 
mission, not vice versa; they augmented the collection 
effort instead of determining how it would be done. as 
a case in point, the critical task of identifying and track-
ing PIRA activities meant that photographic surveil-
lance approaches were applied in ways more akin to 
how they would be used by law-enforcement agencies 
than in traditional military intelligence gathering. 

Photographing terrorist suspects and using photos 
of them to identify their associates was key to build-
ing dossiers and identifying people who might be 
recruited as agents.61 When security forces identified 
sites (such as arms caches, residences, or commercial 
buildings) that terrorist group members used, security 
forces frequently chose to monitor the sites with audio 
and video surveillance for extended periods in an 
effort to identify unknown terrorists or supporters.62

 

another intelligence tool particularly suited to 
tracking PIRA operational practices was the track-
ing transmitter, which helped security forces map 
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the movement of particular vehicles or materials 
through the terrorist infrastructure. transmission 
devices in vehicles made it possible to track the 
position of an informer or a suspect’s vehicle as 
it called on various locations in northern ireland. 
mapping such travels helped identify sites that 
might merit follow-up investigation.63 in the middle 
to late 1970s, improvements in technology made 
it possible to surreptitiously place similar tracking 
devices in weapons and explosives discovered in 
PIRA arms caches.64 the practice, known as jarking, 
made it possible to trace the marked arms’ progress 
through the group’s logistical system. When devices 
were produced that could capture audio, they were 
also used by security to listen to conversations 
occurring around the weapon.65

The Right Capabilities  
for Analysis

the many collection modes deployed against 
PIRA answered Kitson’s requirement for masses 
of low-grade information on the insurgency and 
its activities. However, without robust analytical 
capabilities to make sense of the information, a 
Coin effort can drown in data rather than gain 
greater knowledge of the situation on the ground. 
Desmond Hamill says, “[W]hat was needed, then, 
was for it all to be brought together and meshed 
into a constructive and useful pattern.”66

Correlating the snippets of information collected 
by Coin intelligence efforts into a coherent picture 
requires a commitment of manpower and capabil-
ity.67 early on the British military reportedly did not 
commit the manpower needed to do the job. accord-
ing to Bruce Hoffman and Jennifer Taw, “In 1973, the 
number of military intelligence specialists ‘involved 
in collating and assembling this information were left 
to each unit, but the numbers were comparatively 

small, around the normal wartime establishment of 
six men.’”68 effective interpretation and dissemina-
tion of the large volumes of data produced required 
much more, with the effort eventually growing into 
a “large organization [to utilize] the information 
brought in by the troops in the field.”69

 

While the effective use of intelligence requires 
sufficient analytical capability, technology (data-
bases and computational power) also plays an 
important role in weaving the “points” of low-grade 
intelligence data together into a coherent picture. 
initially, data management included the use of banks 
of card files and lists of photographs of potential 
PIRA members or sympathizers.70

 
as the coun-

terinsurgency continued, these tools evolved into 
complex databases and computerized information 
management systems. descriptions of intelligence 
efforts indicate that there were individual systems 
for data on vehicles (code named Vengeful) and 
individuals (code named Crucible).71 

Critically, data was collated from across the col-
lection spectrum. Law-enforcement organizations, 
for instance, fed their intelligence into a unified 
criminal intelligence system: “monitoring of terror-
ist suspects and their supporters was also carried out 
and the details forwarded to an intelligence-collat-
ing facility. . . . these details would be entered into 
a computer system, where an easy and retrievable 
reference could be made and a composite printout 
of the date, time, and place of the sighting of the 
particular vehicle/vehicles could be accessed.”72 
ryder tells us, “every single piece of information 
reaching the rUC from any source was . . . system-
atically collated. the ballistic and forensic reports 
on every incident were married with even the most 
inconsequential scraps of intelligence.”73

 

such systems were constructed and populated 
through systematic gathering of framework data 
(geographic, census, and other descriptive informa-
tion about the theater and its inhabitants) to provide 
context for collected intelligence information.74 
Committing the time and resources necessary to 
construct and feed such systems requires up-front 
investment, but in a long-term fight against an 
insurgent group such investment makes sense. the 
systems’ return accrues over time as the information 
they hold increases and their capabilities expand. 

additional knowledge-based features were 
reportedly added to the data-collation systems to 

When security forces identified sites 
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improve analysis of data and pattern recognition, 
which made it possible to apply such techniques as 
traffic analysis and network analyses of groups and 
to detect even small changes in suspects’ behavior.75 
For example, if the systems lost track of specific 
PIRA suspects, attention was then focused on locat-
ing those individuals to determine the reasons for 
the change in behavior.76 

The computer systems’ rapid retrieval capabilities 
also provided soldiers on the ground with quick 
access to intelligence to guide action. Barzilay 
writes, “soldiers on foot and vehicle patrol [would 
look] for particular men and vehicles. When the 
target [was] spotted a full report [was] radioed to 
the battalion headquarters and then passed on to the 
intelligence officer, who pass[ed] that information 
to the computer, if necessary in a matter of seconds. 
At many bases throughout Ulster there [was] a 
direct terminal link to the computers. that link also 
enable[d] the intelligence officer or operator to see 
what [was] on ‘file’ about the particular target and 
pass this information back to the man on the ground. 
it could be a simple piece of information that a man 
is often seen in the area where he has been spotted, or 
it may refer to the fact that he should be approached 
with caution because he is known to have been 
involved in terrorist activity and armed.”77

 

Feeding information back to soldiers on the 
ground generated more and better data collection. 
Barzilay continues, “those who mount vehicle 
checkpoints, whether royal military policemen or 
ordinary soldiers, [were] given a daily briefing on 
what to look out for. that information might have 
come as a tip-off, from police criminal intelligence 
or special Branch, or it might have come from other 
information which had previously been fed into the 
computer [intelligence systems].” 78 Getting such 
information made the soldiers see the system’s tan-
gible benefits. It gave them incentive to contribute 
information to the systems. 

Applying Intelligence  
in a Long Fight 

in military intelligence activities, the focus is 
usually on moving as quickly as possible from col-
lecting information to acting on it—transitioning 
from sensor to shooter, as the U.s. army calls it—in 
an effort to capitalize effectively on all available 
information. intelligence in counterterrorism and 

counterinsurgency sometimes enables successful 
operations in which terrorist-insurgent plans are 
disrupted; adversaries are shot, killed, or captured; 
cells are rolled up and prosecuted in the courts; or 
logistical bases are captured and supply lines broken. 
examples of such operations can be found throughout 
the history of the violence in northern ireland. in a 
long-term fight, however, such actions might be the 
exception rather than the norm. High-profile victories 
are not the most common—or even always the most 
desirable—outcomes of Coin intelligence efforts.

in northern ireland, applying intelligence imme-
diately and actively was risky, not only for military 
or police personnel, but for intelligence sources 
whose identities and activities might be discovered 
as PIRA carried out its own post-mortem investiga-
tion of security force success.79 a balance had to be 
struck between acting immediately on actionable 
information, thereby gaining a local victory, and 
“continuing to watch” in an effort to build up a suf-
ficiently detailed picture of the insurgents’ activities, 
plans, and order of battle to enable more effective 
action at a later time.80

 
this balance necessitates 

different strategies for acting on intelligence in a 
Coin environment. 

Because of the risk of revealing sources and 
methods, intelligence in northern ireland was 
often used to frustrate rather than to strike directly 
at PIRA. Based on knowledge of a planned terror-
ist attack, for example, security forces shaped the 
environment so PIRA would choose to abort the 
operation. Urban tells us that “an ira team sent to 
assassinate a [member of the security forces] will 
not press home its attack if there are several uni-
formed police, perhaps stopping vehicles to check 
their tax discs, outside his or her house. the police 
or soldiers involved will almost always be ignorant 
of the covert reason for their presence.”81

 

such disruption operations did not even have to 
involve overt action by security forces. Urban con-
tinues, “An intelligence officer relates one incident 
where it was known that an ira team was to travel 
along a particular route on its way to an attack. they 
[the security forces] arranged for a car ‘accident’ 
to take place on the road. ‘There wasn’t a uniform 
in sight,’ he recalls, ‘but it was assumed that they 
[the insurgents] would get unnerved sitting in the 
tailback, thinking the police were about to arrive.’ 
The ploy succeeded.”82
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other strategies included simply depriving the 
terrorists of their targets. if word of a planned 
ambush on a security-force patrol came in from 
intelligence sources, the area could simply be put 
out of bounds for patrols, meaning that the PIRA 
attack team would sit in position waiting for a target 
that never appeared.83 more subtle deployments of 
security forces were used to divert terrorist teams 
down particular routes and to influence how ter-
rorist lookouts (“dickers”) would report the risk of 
staging operations around particular security-force 
bases or sites.84

 

this approach to applying intelligence, where 
security forces essentially “play for a tie” (and no 
direct damage is done against either side, but the 
terrorists’ planned operation is thwarted) takes a 
long-term view of the conflict. It acknowledges 
that there is value in frustrating operations while 
preserving intelligence sources, rather than going 
for a tactical win immediately. While “playing for 
a tie” does not directly attrit insurgent weapons or 
personnel, it constrains the insurgent organization’s 
freedom of action and costs it the time and effort 
invested in the disrupted plans. 

Changing the Vocabulary  
for COIN 

the U.s. department of defense 
recently adopted “the long war” as a 
descriptive term for the current struggle 
against the insurgency in iraq and the 
more general fight against global ter-
rorism. such a change in vocabulary 
is significant, given that much of 
contemporary U.s. military planning 
has focused on how to win a short war 
by bringing together force, precision, 
agility, and speed to make quick vic-
tory possible. However, waging war 
effectively requires more than acknowl-
edging that wars are fought and won 
on different time scales. as the British 
experience in northern ireland shows, 
it is not enough merely to adopt the 
long-war terminology; rather, the U.s. 
military will have to make a broad set 
of changes if it wants to build orga-
nizations that can win such conflicts. 
Winning a long war is not the same as 
winning many short wars in succession. 

rather, winning a long war requires applying an 
entirely different, sometimes antithetical set of tools 
than those optimized for achieving victory through 
rapid, decisive action. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, Northern Ireland pro-
vides many examples of organizations making the 
transition from seeking quick victory to waging 
long-term operations. When it deployed, the Brit-
ish Army did not expect to be involved in a conflict 
for decades, and its early actions were not designed 
with the requirements of a long-term fight in mind.85 
according to Graham ellison, the police organiza-
tions involved in the conflict adopted the Army’s 
viewpoint, believing that strong action in the short-
term could tighten the noose on the terrorists and 
win the fight.86 

The same was true for PIRA. Early on, PIRA 
approached its fight from the perspective that “just 
one more heave” would push the British from North-
ern ireland. the organization only transitioned away 
from that view much later, to an approach focused 
on maintaining its survivability over the long-term 
and integrating its violent action with a more explicit 
political strategy.87 Both sides made these changes 

Members or the Royal Ulster Constabulary remove a Catholic demon-
strator from the city walls of Londonderry, Northern Ireland, before the 
start of the Protestant Apprentice Boy Parade on 12 August 1995.
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because strategies based on winning 
quickly, and primarily through military 
means, produced results that were unsat-
isfactory at best and frequently quite 
damaging to their interests. 

For security organizations, truly 
adopting a long-war approach entails a 
shift from decisive to patient operations; 
it means understanding how security 
efforts contribute to or detract from 
political and other efforts against an 
insurgency. it is important to consider 
the overall impact of security actions 
because many Coin intelligence activi-
ties do not produce clear military results 
that can be measured in adversary casu-
alties or materiel destroyed. Collecting 
extensive data on individuals in an area 
of responsibility and debriefing soldiers 
returning from patrol on the “feel” of 
neighborhoods might seem unsoldierly to military 
intelligence traditionalists, but it works. 

similarly, larger considerations might dictate lim-
ited action, perhaps only quietly disrupting insur-
gents’ plans, or even foregoing the opportunity to 
strike an identified target, in order to collect needed 
information. Because military intelligence typically 
strives to move actionable information into target 
folders and onto strike lists, it might be difficult to 
pass up an attractive, valuable target, whatever the 
potential payoff in future intelligence opportunity. 
Patience and discipline, however, not scattered 
tactical victories, overcome insurgencies. 

the vagaries of Coin make collecting, analyz-
ing, and applying intelligence quite different from 
traditional military intelligence operations, which 
are optimized for rapid, decisive action. the long 
collection-and-analysis cycles involved and the 
sometimes subtle uses of data also make it difficult 

to assess the outputs of Coin intelligence in purely 
military terms. For example, when the outcome of 
an extensive intelligence operation is a standoff 
or draw, the military utility of the activity might 
seem limited at best; however, in the context of an 
integrated political and military effort, there might 
be a great deal of utility in such an approach. When 
you neutralize the enemy’s ability to cause harm, 
you create opportunities for other action along other 
lines of operation. 

Because insurgencies are usually ended by politi-
cal means, the mission of security forces might not 
be to destroy the insurgent organization and its 
membership. instead, it might simply be to pre-
vent the insurgency from shaping its environment 
through violence. once security forces have effec-
tively rendered the insurgency impotent, broader 
action on political and other fronts can catch up 
and render it irrelevant. MR 

A youngster walks past Real Irish Republican Army graffiti on walls in 
West Belfast, Northern Ireland, 4 March 2001.
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PHOTOS:  (left) Vietcong bicycle 
porters preparing to move out on the 
Ho Chi Minh trail. (right) An American 
POL convoy awaiting movement in 
Pleiku, South Vietnam. (DOD) 

Armies that wage war against insurgencies are often confounded 
by a logistic paradox that poses an important question: why does a 

“little bit” of logistics seem to go a long way for the insurgents, while a 
“whole lot” of logistic support never seems to be enough for counterinsur-
gency efforts?  what is going on here? why is it that insurgents are able to 
achieve tactical and even political results that seem out of proportion to the 
logistics that produced them? Conversely, why is it that massive logistic 
support is needed to conduct counterinsurgency warfare? why is it that the 
substantial logistic effort that counterinsurgency warfare requires continues 
to be dismissively underappreciated? And even when significant logistic 
resources are allocated for counterinsurgency warfare, why does much of 
it appear to be “wasted”? traditionally, insurgency and counterinsurgency 
warfare has been examined from ideological or tactical perspectives, with 
less attention paid to how this type of warfare is materially sustained. as the 
United States, once again, faces the dilemmas posed by this type of conflict, 
it might be useful to reexamine our understanding of the role of logistics by 
juxtaposing insurgent and counterinsurgent practices.1

while insurgent or guerrilla warfare has a long history going back to 
ancient times, world war ii seems to be an appropriate modern starting 
point for the purposes of this study. in the aftermath of this war, there was 
an explosive proliferation of the weapons and vast quantities of materiel 
mass-produced for that conflict and the cold war that followed. The ensuing 
unprecedented dispersion of these substantially improved lethal capabilities 
put a new spin on logistic practices in guerrilla and insurgency warfare.

From a logistic perspective, potential insurgents now had “more equal” 
access to significant quantities of industrially produced materiel that previously 
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had been accessible only to agents of the state. By 
coupling more sophisticated materiel with traditional 
asymmetric tactics, insurgents were able to reduce 
the disparity between their capabilities and those of 
the state-sustained militaries and other authorities 
they were fighting. This effect was most visible in 
formerly colonial corners of the world, where the 
second world war left ill-resolved questions of 
self-determination and polity. in the aftermath of the 
cold war, as after the second world war, residual 
stockpiles of exceptionally destructive war materiel 
produced by modern industry continue, ironically, 
to provide even the most anti-modernist insurgents 
with a capability that they alone cannot generate for 
their own use.

the last time the american army was compelled 
to seriously assess the logistical practices of its 
erstwhile enemy and itself in an insurgent and coun-
terinsurgent environment was during the Vietnam 
war. For this reason, much of this article draws upon 
the experiences of that war, which logistically was 
fuelled as much by the cold-war-inspired synergistic 
dynamism of the military-industrial complex as by 
ideologies and logistic doctrines (both insurgent 
and conventional) forged in the larger conflict of 
world war ii. 

materiel could be leveraged in new ways to the 
insurgents’ advantage:   

It must first be noted that the…aggressor is a strong…
power whose invasion…is based upon a relatively 
advanced stage of industrial production and of army-
navy-air techniques. However despite the higher 
level of the enemy’s industry, he remains [a]…power 
deficiently gifted by nature. He has not himself been 
able to mass enough human, financial and material 
power to last out a prolonged war and to cope with an 
immense theater of war. In addition to this, anti-war 
sentiment is developing amongst the [enemy’s] people 
which is affecting the morale of the lower officers 
and the broad rank and file of her army. Besides, [the 
enemy’s] opponent is not limited to [us] alone, hence 
she cannot devote her entire force of men and material 
to an invasion of our country. . . . she has to reserve her 
forces to deal with other powers. On account of these 
reasons [the enemy’s] war of aggression is definitely 
disfavored by a prolonged war and by the extensive 
occupation of territory. Strategically [the enemy] is 
forced to demand a war of quick decision. It would 
be difficult for her to continue if we could persist for 
more than three years. 
this quotation, penned by mao tse tung in 1939, 

has a presciently contemporary quality.2 although 
mao wrote it in the context of the Chinese struggle 
against the Japanese occupation,  it could easily be 
adopted by many of the asymmetric challengers 
facing the United states today.3

From a logistic perspective, the notable point is 
that this document is an insurgent’s avowed recogni-
tion of his inferior position with regard to access to 
modern materiel. Furthermore, it implies that other 
methods of sustainment would have to be found. 
From mao’s perspective, his guerrillas needed 
methods that were both sustainable and suitable for 
a long war—a  war that would outlast the resources, 
capabilities, and will to fight of a modern industrial 
enemy state with a theoretically unlimited means of 
production, particularly when compared to the seem-
ingly paltry potential capabilities of the insurgents.

mao left it to one of his lieutenants to articulate 
more specifically just what these other methods 
were to be. in a section of On Guerrilla Warfare 
detailing the “most important Factors in the guer-
rilla war of resistance,” Chu teh noted that right 
after “No. 1. Political warfare” (understandably 
a point of primacy for ideologically driven com-
munists) came “No. 2. economic warfare,” “No. 
3. warfare in human material,” “No. 4. the war 

Vietcong remanufacturing satchel charges and other ex-
plosives by cannibalizing captured allied artillery shells.
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The Resurrection of Insurgency 
Logistics Doctrine 

while world war ii saw plenty of conventional 
large-force invasions, it also provided a lot of incen-
tives and opportunities for aggrieved locals to resist 
under a variety of nationalist and ideological ban-
ners. One particular resister showed that he had an 
especially keen grasp, logistically, of what he was 
up against and, more significantly, how modern 
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of Armaments,” and finally, “No. 5. The War of 
transportation and Communications.”4  

Sections two, four, and five get at the heart of 
insurgent logistics issues and methods.5 “economic 
Warfare” as defined by Chu meant that “guerrilla 
detachments, despite their lack of arms and equip-
ment, [ital. mine] must be prepared to lead this 
struggle against the enemy” by adhering to the 
“following rules”:

● Confiscation of all enemy property within their 
areas of operation.

● Confiscation of all property owned by traitors.
● Encouragement of economic assistance of the 

masses.
in the section on “the war of armaments,” Chu 

noted:
 The enemy is well armed and we [the guerrillas] are 
not. . . . Yet, armament is not an all-powerful factor in 
warfare. Every weapon loses its effectiveness under 
certain conditions. For instance, planes, armor, and 
heavy weapons lose much of their effectiveness at 
night. [At least they did in 1938, when Chu wrote 
this.] Furthermore cutting the enemy’s supplies and 
communications will largely neutralize this superiority 
in armament. . . . Our basic aim in reference to arms 
and equipment is to capture from the enemy as many 
new weapons as possible and to learn how to use them 
against the enemy himself.6 
apparently, Chu’s advocacy of these practices 

was effective. in 1943, he wrote in a report on his 
activities against the Japanese that his forces had 
been able to obtain “rifles. . . . 95,000; light and 
heavy machine guns over 2,000; pistols, 4,027; 
anti-tank guns, 29; field guns, 73; ‘quick-firing 
guns,’ 225,” and “two anti-aircraft guns” along with 
“thousands of head of horses,” and “592 drums of 
american gasoline.”7  

the last commodity was, no doubt, especially 
appreciated in light of the next section of his 
manual. in this part, “the war of transportation 
and Communications,” Chu noted that:

The front and rear in modern war are of equal impor-
tance. The requirements of food, arms, ammunition, 
gasoline, and other supplies, all indispensable for 
motorized forces, are increasing tremendously. The 
severance of the front from the rear in any modern war 
can mean the difference between defeat and victory 
for a whole army. 
This is why modern army contact is a decisive con-
dition for victory. Armor, complex weapons, and 

planes all require the utmost of highly developed and 
smoothly flowing communications. For this reason 
guerrillas should concentrate upon this potential 
weakness of the enemy . . . .8

Furthermore, Chu advocated that “guerrillas must 
be resourceful in the extreme, (ital. mine), endeavor-
ing to achieve victory by any and all methods and 
situations at their disposal. . . . guerrillas with few 
weapons and little in the way of equipment, can 
achieve permanent victories when they receive the 
support of the masses. . . .”9

it was this doctrine of “extreme resourceful-
ness” that Chu most successfully put into practice 
in 1941 in what became known as the “Nanniwan 
movement,” which was reportedly his “pride and 
joy.”10 in this campaign, Chu sent a brigade to a 
devastated region of China where the unit found a 
“two-thousand-pound bell in an ancient abandoned 
temple.” From this stock of metal, by hand and 
craft methods, “they fashioned their first plow, 
hoes,…picks and shovels to excavate living quar-
ters in the hillsides, the first tools to make furniture 
and dig wells.”  in short order they imported some 
animals from outlying areas and created spinning 
and weaving cooperatives for clothing. they also 
began producing necessary foodstuffs and useful 
war materiel—not the least of which were land 
mines which “the people had been taught to make 
…of every kind….”  Furthermore, along with their 
underground quarters, “they dug underground 
air-raid shelters which they extended into long 
tunnels which often connected different villages. 
inhabitants of a village under attack could take 
shelter in another [village]….”  in the meantime, 
enemy troops who had been slowed down by 
the simple-but-effective domestically produced 
mines liberally sown on the surface paths leading 
to now-deserted villages “would find themselves 
suddenly surrounded by…troops who arose out of 
the earth behind them.”11 Clearly in Chu’s scheme 
of insurgency logistics, resourcefulness was taken 
to a holistic operational end. 

another associate of mao and Chu’s, ming Fan, 
wrote a companion to On Guerrilla Warfare titled 
“textbook on guerrilla warfare.” in this work, 
Ming was even more specific on the role and supply 
of “weapons and ammunition for guerrillas.” he 
wrote that even though the weapons of the enemy 
may be “far superior” in “scope and effectiveness,” 
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because of the guerrilla methods, they are not as 
decisive “as in regular warfare.”12 his “textbook” 
went on to claim that the insurgents’ presumably 
inferior logistics position was not insurmountable: 

…weapons are not difficult to obtain. They can be 
purchased from the people’s ‘self preservation corps.’ 
Almost every home has some sort of weapon that can be 
put to use. Local governments and police headquarters 
usually have weapons. Furthermore, pistols, carbines, 
and ‘blunderbusses’ can usually be manufactured in 
local guerrilla established plants.13  
ming further noted that ammunition for such 

weapons could be obtained in the following ways: 
…given by friendly troops [i.e. subverted by sym-
pathizers from the government the insurgents are 
fighting against]…purchased or appropriated from 
the people…captured by ambushing enemy supply 
columns…purchased under cover from the enemy 
army… from salvage in combat areas…from the field 
of battle…self made [or adapted] by the guerrilla 
organization especially items such as grenades….14 

Presumably, mines and bombs figured into the 
latter list too. 

another section of ming’s “textbook” was 
devoted to “supply and hygiene for guerrillas.” 
here he noted that “of the various essential needs     
.…only supply and hygiene are absolute necessities” 
and that “problems of food and water and medical 
attention…must be solved….”15 From ming’s per-
spective, larger units were logistic liabilities because 
of the difficulties of obtaining larger amounts of 
supplies. since guerrillas had to rely on “the masses” 
for foodstuffs and supplies, they had to be careful 
not to unduly burden the masses in their areas of 
operation, lest the masses turn against them. in the 
guerrilla’s view, it was better to take advantage of the 
“clumsiness” of large occupying conventional forces 
insensitively tramping through the populace, stirring 
up alienation and sympathy for the insurgent cause. 
the people, it was assumed, would then express 
their sympathy for the insurgents with widespread 
low-level “penny packet” logistic support.

in terms of organizing labor for supply and sup-
port activities, the textbook further advocated that 
“guerrillas should also divide their units according 
to age and sex. Young women could be organized 
into ‘Women’s Vanguards,’ older and weaker 
females into ‘Mending and Cleaning Units,’…and 
the aged assigned to routine warning and sentry 
duties.”16 this division of labor was seen as a 

method for most efficiently taking advantage of 
every potential means of production—something 
of logistic significance in the relative poverty of a 
guerrilla economy. more valuable still was that the 
use of such ubiquitous personnel by the insurgents 
made it less likely that they (the personnel) would 
be identified as performing militarily useful logis-
tics activities.

as detailed and effective as mao and his com-
rades’ guerrilla logistic “doctrine” was, it was left 
to another disciple of communism to refine the 
doctrine and adapt it to a style of insurgent war-
fare that effectively blended and evolved guerrilla 
and conventional methods as required. this time, 
though, it was the French and then the americans 
instead of the Japanese who would be slow to 
appreciate the importance of logistic methods in 
this style of warfare. 

Vietnam
ho Chi minh and general Vo Nguyen giap, who 

had both spent substantial formative periods with 
mao and his Chinese guerrillas, adopted everything 
that Chu had advocated logistically in On Guerrilla 
Warfare.17 in the hands of ho and giap, guerrilla or 
insurgent logistic practices became something of an 
interim “underpinning” while more modern or indus-
trial sources of supply and methods of delivery were 
cultivated and infrastructures were developed. 

in the early years of the indochina war, reliance 
on mao and Chu’s logistic methods was particu-
larly significant. From the beginning, the guerrillas 
practiced the maoist doctrine of obtaining weapons 
and materiel by seizure whenever possible. while 
resisting the French, the indigenous Vietnamese 
communist insurgent movement, the Vietminh, 
developed quite a record of capturing and co-
opting French supplies. One particularly illustrative 
example of their successes will suffice. In May of 
1953, the Vietminh, organized into roughly three 
companies, “attacked a training school for potential 
leaders at Namh Dinh.”  All 600 trainees and the 
complete account of weapons and ammunition for 
the school “were captured—without the loss of a 
single Vietminh soldier.”18 No doubt that experience 
provided a most enduring lesson about the viability 
of Vietminh logistic methods.

when preferred weapons could not be easily 
captured, the Vietminh were not above capturing, 
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salvaging from the field, or buying from corrupt 
officials whatever materiel was available. When 
obtainable anti-tank mines or large caliber artil-
lery shells did not necessarily match up with their 
weaponry or otherwise fit their requirements, the 
Vietminh still viewed these items as valuable raw 
materials for remanufacturing materiel more suit-
able to their tactical purposes. By these methods, 
the Vietnamese insurgents’ creativity, ingenuity, 
and capacity became legendary. in this regard they 
were also following the directives of Chu’s tena-
cious logisticians who had recycled by hand the 
2,000-pound bell to suit their military purposes 
decades earlier.

LOCs and Bases: Webs v. Lines, 
Rafts v. Islands  

if the insurgents were willing to creatively 
assess what things could be transformed into valu-
able materiel, they were similarly flexible in their 
views concerning labor and personnel engaged in 
logistic support activities. Vietnamese Commu-
nist insurgents, in part inspired by their Chinese 
predecessors, were particularly impressed by and 
willing to take advantage of female labor. they 
used women either as unexpected combatants or as 
overt or surreptitious logistic supporters (especially 
porters and couriers). 

Out of necessity, the Vietminh were probably 
more enlightened in their use of women for logistic 
functions than were either their south Vietnamese 
antagonists or the American forces. Their flexibility 
played out in some surprising and noteworthy ways 
as the Vietnamese insurgents’ logistic methods 
evolved and matured on the ho Chi minh trail. this 
was particularly true when it came to maintaining the 
trail as a flexible logistic instrument and providing 
logistic support to transporters who stopped at binh 
trams (mobile rest and support stations) along the 
way. One young woman gained fame for her expert 
single-handed administration of one such way sta-
tion for fighters heading south. There, “she provided 
them with food: rice . . . . supplied by the army 
and edible greens that she collected” along with a 
place to sleep if required.19 at other binh trams and 
surreptitious, ephemeral logistics “rafts” that were 
relocated as required and buried in jungle off the 
trails, women worked as nurses, cooks, and equip-
ment repair and fabrication personnel. thousands of 

other women and girls worked to widen, repair, and 
make detours on the trail as necessary.20

Because the american military continued to 
poorly appreciate the number of women involved 
in fighting for and providing supplies to the Viet-
cong insurgents in often unorthodox ways, strategic 
planners continued to miscalculate the nature and 
magnitude of the combined Vietcong-North Viet-
namese army (NVa) efforts. as a result, they failed 
to consider or devise effective ways to negate or 
co-opt the women’s efforts.21       

Discussion of insurgent or guerrilla use of the ho 
Chi minh trail as a Line of Communication (LOC) 
is even more interesting when it is compared to the 
LOCs employed by american, south Vietnamese, 
and other allied Free world forces operating in 
south Vietnam. american popular conceptions of 
“the trail” are usually based on maps such as the 
one in figure 1. Linear, simple, and direct, they are 
comparable to our own LOC mapping practices. 
the reality was much more complex. 

From the late 1950s on, the communists were 
anxious to “foster the impression” that they “were 
in total adherence” with the terms of the 1954 
geneva accords, which prohibited military build-
ups by either regime in either zone. Consequently, 
they explored various alternate means of covertly 
pursuing these prohibited activities. In May 1959, 
the North Vietnamese leadership created a logistics 
unit, called Group 559, for the purpose of expanding 
the traditional infiltration route to the south—the Ho 
Chi minh trail.22 the trail, or rather trails (here the 
common use of the singular form for a plural entity 
made for a problematic verbal-mental construct), 
were in reality “a network of thousands of paths” 
that had existed for generations, beaten by the feet 
of “countless . . . highland tribesmen, rebels, out-
laws, opium smugglers,” and others who thrived on 
the concealment generously made possible by the 
rugged terrain and tall dense vegetation, much of 
it reaching to heights of over 200 feet.23 

To Western eyes as late as the mid-1960s, the 
existence of such a robust trail seemed to be an 
impossibility or the stuff of myth and legend. But 
by 1967, it had become in fact a “massive maze 
of roads, bridges, waterways and paths.” the U.s. 
special Operators who encountered it described it as 
a “spider web . . . on top of a web . . . on top of web” 
or “a guerrilla’s appian way.” Others claimed a map 
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of it would have looked like a “rye grass root, an 
ancient family tree, a dendritic river, or the human 
nervous or cardiovascular system . . . .” its extent 
or length was also the subject of much conjecture. 
In 1967, U.S. estimates placed it at 200 miles; by 
1969 that figure was revised to 2,000; and by 1971 
still another revision placed it at 4,000 miles.24 

Notwithstanding american claims that they had 
covered every inch of the trail with electronic sen-
sors and spent almost a billion dollars a year doing 
so with the “most efficient electronic system ever 
devised”—a system managed with state-of-the-art 
computers—results were far from decisive.25 this 
program was linked to other efforts to eliminate 
the trail’s obscuring foliage by any means possible 
in any place that the route’s problematic tentacles 
were thought to pass. Despite these efforts, post-
war revelations by hanoi placed the expanse of 
the trail at easily twice what the americans were 
tracking: between 8,500 and 12,500 miles. Hence, 

prodigious quantities of materiel still managed 
to get through.26  

As the war continued into the early 1970s, the 
trail continued to be progressively and amazingly 
improved, thanks in part to its covert characteris-
tics and its continuous relocation into sanctuary 
areas in Cambodia and Laos.27 By the mid-1970s, 
the trail had improved to such an extent that 
much of it could routinely accommodate increas-
ing numbers of motor trucks, which more and 
more came to replace porters and bicycles. 

efforts to map the trail were frustrating at best. 
For american operators trying to interdict it, 
their first problem for much of the war was just 
trying to locate “it,” even with their tremendous 
technological sophistication. “it” was a moving 
target. “it” did not relocate in any mathematically 
predictable or programmable way. “its” veiled 
random resilience was maddening, despite bold 
claims to the contrary.28  

in contrast to those used by their communist 
enemies, american logistic methods in Viet-
nam were linear in orientation and relied upon 
conventional brute-force logistics with a grow-
ing emphasis on bulk delivery methods. For 
the most part, there was nothing surreptitious 
or small scale about american LOCs, the log 
bases that they ran between, and U.s. logistic 
practices. For the americans, counterinsurgency 

was a relatively new or unfamiliar style of war, at 
least in light of their recent experiences in Korea 
and during world war ii. Because secure rear 
areas were increasingly hard to come by and the 
technology being brought to bear in the war was 
increasingly dependent on a sophisticated support 
infrastructure, base camps and log bases were cre-
ated to provide relatively secure places where such 
logistic requirements could be performed. as such, 
these bases became logistic islands firmly anchored 
in a sea of insecurity.

the creation of such logistics or operational sup-
port bases theoretically provided other advantages. 
First, they established “a government presence in the 
area of operations.” second, they were supposed to 
aid “in limiting guerrilla mobility in the immediate 
vicinity.” and third, as a result of limiting guerrilla 
mobility, they were supposed to provide “a measure 
of security to populated areas close by.” at no time, 
though, were these functions supposed to overtake 

(Notional
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Figure 1. A U.S. “map” of the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
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the bases’ primary mission of providing 
logistic support to combat units.29  

again, the reality proved to be some-
what more complex. while combat 
commanders liked having the relatively 
reliable support that such island-like 
logistical launching pads provided, 
they did not like the fact that these 
bases “tended to devour their combat 
resources and [become] ‘the tail that 
wagged the dog.’”30 By 1968, their 
complaints had arrived at the Depart-
ment of the army, whose “solution” 
was to “approve a personnel increase 
for base camps,” complete with further 
increases in logistic requirements—
anything to insure the invaluable bases’ 
reliable administration and support.31 

in keeping with mao’s and Chu teh’s 
prescriptions for guerrilla logistics, the 
americans’ adoption of the base camp 
method of logistic support (figure 2) 
proved to be something of a dream come 
true for the insurgents. the bases pro-
vided fat, juicy targets that didn’t move 
much, and as such, they were often 
the targets of the insurgents’ avowed 
covert methods of corruption and theft 
by duplicitous local sympathizers hired 
on to perform menial labor. even more enticing 
was the high volume of predictably rich logistic 
traffic that flowed between the bases. Despite the 
increasing use of tactical and intra-theater air for 
logistics, the primary method of resupply for most 
of the war remained overland, by road. 

The bases supporting the 25th Infantry Division 
at and surrounding Cu Chi (figure 2) provide a 
good example of how these practices played out in 
reality. By the summer of 1968, the Cu Chi bases 
were being supported by 4 convoys a day, totaling 
over 268 vehicles, being pushed out from the Long 
Binh depot complex. Despite taking all the “usual 
precautions,” including planning for well-placed 
artillery support, patrols, ambushes, search-and-
destroy operations along the route, emplacing 
outposts at critical junctions, etc., problems with 
guerrilla attacks persisted.32 

Frustrations with recurring losses rose to such 
a level that in August 1968 the 25th Division 

“developed new aggressive convoy procedures.”33 
whether by design or not, mimicking the insur-
gents’ smaller scale delivery methods proved 
beneficial for counterinsurgency operations. Now, 
“convoys were divided into smaller, self-sufficient 
march units.” Furthermore, “ammunition and fuel 
vehicles were placed at the rear to prevent an entire 
convoy from being blocked by burning vehicles, 
wreckers and spare vehicles were added. . . . a major 
innovation was having the convoy commander 
airborne . . . from where he directed march units 
and security forces. . . . [and] gunship cover was 
arranged ahead of time,” particularly for sensitive 
passages. Convoy personnel were retrained on the 
new robust procedures. it did not take long for these 
new methods to reap results.34

instead of being sources of insurgent supply, U.s. 
convoy forces began to kill substantial numbers 
of enemy attackers and capture their weapons. By 
taking this approach, “the division had turned a 

Cu Chi

Figure 2. U.S. base camps in the Republic  
of South Vietnam.
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defensive situation into a highly profitable offen-
sive maneuver” [ital. mine].35 Besides limiting the 
insurgents’ resupply capacity, this practice had a 
positive effect on the surrounding civilian com-
munities. the roads also became safer for civilian 
commerce and agricultural activity.36  By taking this 
approach, U.S. forces finally started to effectively 
address one of the operational logistics tenets of the 
mao-inspired communist insurgents. these devel-
opments suggest something about the possibilities 
for logistically delivering—literally—the desired 
stability outcomes supportive of civil life. 

Not all insurgent logistic activities and gains were 
as dramatic or deliberate as attacks on resupply 
convoys. Poorly executed american operational 
activities afflicted by seemingly inconsequential 
materiel losses fed by a poor appreciation of the 
importance of supply discipline in a counterinsur-
gent environment also provided the insurgents with 
some surprising and very real gains. For example, 
U.s. efforts to interdict activity on the ho Chi minh 
Trail by B-52 bombing proved to be problematic 
and inexact. inadvertently, this tactic delivered a 
logistic silver lining to the Vietcong who traveled 
the trail and were hard-pressed to keep enough 
protein in their diet on their long and arduous jour-
neys. Neither those who planned the B-52 sorties 
nor those who flew them knew that the 30-foot 
craters their bombs made filled up with water in the 
rainy season and “often saw service as duck or fish 
ponds.” in this capacity, the new ponds “play[ed] 
their role in the guerrillas’ never-ending quest to 
broaden their diet.” they provided a particularly 
valuable source of protein at a point in the guer-
rillas’ journeys when their nutritional needs were 
becoming acute.37    

On the other end of the ammunition scale from 
the 500-pound bomb was the problem of small arms 
rounds. the Vietnamese communist forces’ use of 
the AK-47 rifle is legendary. Less well known was 
that, for logistical reasons, they also developed a 
keen affection for the american m-16, even though 
it was a much more temperamental weapon. a 
former Vietcong company commander interviewed 
after the war by william Broyles, a marine Corps 
officer turned journalist, told Broyles that “most of 
us carried m-16s [because] it was so much easier to 
get ammunition. You [the americans] were always 
dropping magazines full of it, or we could buy it 

from the puppet [south Vietnamese] forces.38 these 
cases serve as nice examples of the importance 
of understanding the linkages, such that they are, 
between your own operational and logistics prac-
tices and those of your enemies—particularly in 
counterinsurgency warfare. 

along with the important issues of supply disci-
pline and failing to understand the secondary effects 
of operational and logistical activities, a couple 
more related points are worth mentioning here. 
while in Vietnam, the american army did its best to 
not only arm the army of the republic of Vietnam 
(arVN) with modern american materiel, but to 
inculcate the arVN with the american-style tech-
nology-driven big-army logistics methods required 
to sustain such materiel. as part of its assistance to 
the republic of south Vietnam, the United states 
sold or gave its ally millions of dollars of materiel 
and sent hundreds of south Vietnamese to school 
to learn how to maintain it.39 

in the U.s. effort to build up the arVN, particu-
larly during the last phases of the war, it seems that 
incomplete  consideration was given to the logistic 
suitability and the long-term sustainability of such 
high-tech, logistics-intensive equipment, given the 
cultural and economic liabilities endemic to south 
Vietnamese society at the time and the inevitability 
of a comprehensive american pullout.40 By con-
trast, the NVa’s more gradual adoption of modern 
“big-army logistics methods” was more enduring 
because it was accomplished at a pace sustainable 
by the North Vietnamese themselves and was not 
overly reliant upon the overwhelming beneficence 
of any one foreign national benefactor. (all soviet-
bloc countries were contributors of industrially 
produced materiel, as was China.)

Furthermore, the North Vietnamese logistic 
modernization effort was accomplished “on top 
of a base” of primitive guerrilla logistics that 
never really went away. while it is true that guer-
rilla logistic methods are often slow to regenerate 
combat power (hence the insurgents’ characteristic 
strike-lull-strike operational tempo), particularly in 
the face of overwhelming strikes, the retention of 
this resilient “reserve” capability kept the proverbial 
logistics rug from ever being completely pulled 
out from under the Vietnamese Communist forces. 
the result was that, just as the NVa completed its 
modernization and logistics transformation and 
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was ready for the final push into Saigon, the ARVN 
was increasingly forced to sustain new high-tech 
equipment by itself.41 this was something it was 
ill-equipped to do because its logistic capability had  
been artificially grafted onto it and was not linked 
to any indigenous or locally sustainable logistic 
capacity. in contrast, the NVa’s logistic capabilities 
were more suitable and sustainable because they 
were authentically homegrown. 

Final Thoughts
what logistic lessons might be instructive for 

modern counterinsurgency warfare in other cultural 
or ideological environments? how do the latest 
rounds of admonitions by political scientists such 
as Stephen Biddle about the perils of conflating “the 
communal civil war” now brewing in iraq with the 
“Maoist ‘people’s war’ of national liberation” that 
took place in Vietnam square with our understanding 
of insurgent logistic practices and how counterinsur-
gency logistic efforts might be more efficiently and 
effectively conducted?42 while Biddle’s caution has 
some validity, in some important ways the maoist 
logistic prescriptions are unique among maoist doc-
trines. when examined closely, the maoist logistics 
doctrines are not intimately linked or dependent 
upon any one political ideology, communist or 
otherwise, for their utility or applicability. thus, the 
insurgent logistic doctrines 
remain practical prescrip-
tions for any organization or 
movement seeking ways to 
develop logistic capabilities 
and combat power against 
state forces and authorities. 

in assessing maoist doc-
trine and its relevance to cur-
rent hostilities in the middle 
east, one might also consider 
the similarity between, and 
the logistic strength provided 
by, the extended-family-like 
brotherhood developed by 
various communist parties 
and the real extended family 
structure of tribal and clan 
affiliation now significantly 
found within a larger islamic 
cultural framework. this 

similarity is supported by the work of scholars 
such as David ronfeldt, who has analyzed the role 
of “extreme tribalism” in the shaping of modern 
asymmetric threats.43 while tribal constructs, either 
extreme or not, are clearly motivated by vastly dif-
ferent ideologies, belief systems, and social network 
orientations, their significance to the logistic support 
of insurgencies cannot be ignored, despite american 
strategists’ historical tendency to do so.44 Further-
more, in counterinsurgency operations, we cannot 
continue to be blinded by our own culturally based 
ideas about what kinds of networks are logistically 
significant. Nor can we continue to assume, as we did 
in Vietnam, that new technology will satisfy our need 
to address these types of complex enemy logistic net-
works. at their heart, these problems are social and 
conceptual and not amenable to engineered solutions. 
also not to be ignored in insurgent logistic networks 
is the significance of predominant cultures of corrup-
tion (as defined by post-progressive Western values 
and codified in Western political and economic tenets 
about the value of private property, the role of gov-
ernment to provide services to all classes of citizens, 
and the rights of individual agency). 

Finally, there appear to be more than a few parting 
points to ponder about the logistics of insurgency 
and counterinsurgency warfare as experienced by 
the United states  in Vietnam:

The same old business? A U.S. Air Force convoy team with 557th Expeditionary Red Horse 
Squadron returns to Forward Operating Base Marez, Iraq, along Main Supply Route Tampa 
following a delivery of construction supplies to Contingency Operating Base Speicher, 
Tikrit, Iraq, 16 September 2006.
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● Operators at all levels of war must be mindful 
of the implications of using overt and covert LOCs 
and logistics bases. it appears that in counterinsur-
gency, direct or linear LOCs are not always the most 
effective. 

● There are benefits for both insurgents and 
counterinsurgents to using complex logistics net-
works that can take advantage of redundancies and 
quick regeneration capabilities. 

● Bulk logistics have liabilities too. Sometimes 
a steady, stealthy “small packet flow” can deliver 
more, for both types of combatants. 

● Robust LOC defenses can be turned into a 

highly effective form of offensive maneuver against 
insurgents.

● Insurgents continuously and vigorously seek to 
negate and co-opt counterinsurgency high technol-
ogy to better preserve or improve their own logistic 
posture. this should not be surprising as it is a tenet of 
existing insurgent doctrine that is applicable to a wide 
array of ideological causes and cultural conditions. 

● Indigenous counterinsurgency capabilities, 
like those of successful insurgents, must be linked 
to indigenously sustainable logistics capabilities. 

Lastly, never forget that in insurgencies, “their” 
logistics is often “your” logistics! MR  

NOTES

1. this article draws upon a paper previously written by the author titled “the 
roots of responsive logistics: trails and tails in vietnam,” presented on 3 august 
2005 at the Combat Studies institute’s annual conference (“an army at war: Change 
in the Midst of Conflict”) and published in the proceedings of that conference by 
John J. McGrath, general editor, Combat Studies institute, Fort leavenworth, KS, 
2005, 229-245. 

2. Full text follows, with excisions in italics: “It must first be noted that the Japanese 
aggressor is a strong imperialist power whose invasion of China is based upon a 
relatively advanced stage of industrial production and of army-navy-air techniques. 
However despite the higher level of the enemy’s industry, he remains an imperialist 
power deficiently gifted by nature. He has not himself been able to mass enough 
human, financial and material power to last out a prolonged war and to cope with an 
immense theater of war. in addition to this, anti-war sentiment is developing amongst 
the Japanese people which is affecting the morale of the lower officers and the broad 
rank and file of her army. Besides, Japan’s opponent is not limited to China alone, 
hence she cannot devote her entire force of men and material to an invasion of our 
country. The most she can devote is about a million men as she has to reserve her 
forces to deal with other powers. On account of these reasons Japan’s war of aggres-
sion is definitely disfavored by a prolonged war and by the extensive occupation of 
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DuRinG the advanCe on Baghdad, senior Marine and Army field 
commanders had many significant interdependent variables to contemplate 

in addition to the capability and intent of the Iraqi forces before them. In order to 
maintain both the velocity and operational tempo of their highly mobile forces 
located across a wide battlespace, the subject of fuel was an ever-present con-
sideration. Much time, energy, and continuous analysis was put into determining 
when, or if, a culminating point would be reached due to this vital resource. The 
challenge, “unleash us from the tether of fuel,” came from Lieutenant General 
James N. Mattis, Commanding General, Marine Corps Combat Development 
Command, and his Operation Iraqi Freedom experience as Commanding Gen-
eral, 1st Marine Division. Mattis’ challenge was taken on by John Young, then-
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development, and Acquisition), who 
directed that the Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAC) identify, review, 
and assess technologies for reducing fuel consumption and for producing militar-
ily useful alternative fuels, with a focus on tactical ground mobility. Technical 
maturity, current forecasts of “market” introduction, possible operational impact, 
and science and technology investment strategy were  considered. 

The most telling characterization of fuel usage came from the Marine 
Corps 2003 Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) Study. This study showed 
that almost 90 percent of the fuel used by MEF ground vehicles would accrue 
to tactical wheeled vehicles (TWVs), including HMMWVs, 7-ton trucks, 
and the logistics vehicle system. Moreover, the study showed conclusively 
that combat vehicles (e.g., M1A1 tanks, light armored vehicles, and assault 
amphibious vehicles), although fuel guzzlers individually, as a fleet consume 
a relatively minor fraction of the fuel. Consequently, TWVs became the 
primary target for fuel economizing. 

Findings and Recommendations 
The principal findings and recommendations of this study fell in two 

main time frames—the near term and the mid-to-far term. Each of these is 
discussed below. 
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While the panel identified no single near-term 
action that would achieve the goal of reducing fuel 
consumption by 50 percent or eliminating the tether 
of fuel, the panel found a way to improve efficiency 
(hybrid-electric vehicle technology) and improve fuel 
utilization on the battlefield (dynamic fuel manage-
ment). To ensure that operational commanders are 
better able to achieve their missions, system engi-
neers and designers need to work with military users 
to better design future vehicles with increased fuel 
efficiency to maximize combat power. For the Marine 
Corps to take advantage of these opportunities it must 
commit to the development of the hybrid-electric 
architecture for TWVs and the development of sensor 
and communications systems to enable operational 
commanders to manage fuel allocation and resupply 
in real-time during combat operations. Near-term 
responses for these two areas are as follows. 

Figure 1 describes the architecture and benefits 
of hybrid-electric vehicles. Series hybrid-electric 
drive vehicles offer the most effective and efficient 
way to meet the fuel challenge. In contrast with the 
all-mechanical approach, the series hybrid vehicle 
architecture utilizes a single engine power source 
and a single electric generator that provide all 
power for vehicle transport (propulsion) as well 
as for auxiliary electric power. Since the hybrid 
architecture no longer requires use of very heavy 
mechanical clutches, transmissions, and drivetrains, 
the engine can operate at an ideal speed independent 
of vehicle speed, thereby significantly improving 
fuel efficiency. Improved fuel economy, as much 

as 20 percent or more, can significantly reduce the 
existing MEF shortfall in fuel as well as reduce the 
expeditionary footprint. 

A series hybrid-electric architecture of the type 
described above would provide the greatest flexibil-
ity for vehicle design, since much of the space- and 
weight-consuming aspects of conventional mechani-
cal power distribution systems (i.e., driveshafts and 
transmission/differential gearboxes), can be elimi-
nated. This is a true open architecture for vehicle 
designs that has significant potential for improving 
overall system and passenger survivability. The 
ability to distribute and locate critical components 
to less vulnerable positions on the vehicle, combined 
with the inherently redundant nature of a series 
hybrid propulsion system, greatly improves overall 
system survivability. The integration of survivability 
capsules or “blast buckets” for passengers would 
also become more achievable. Presently, such an 
approach becomes operationally unsuitable when 
placed above a conventional drivetrain. The overall 
height of the vehicle is a dramatic limitation for both 
mobility and transportability. But with no interven-
ing shafts and components running the length of 
the frame, these capsules can be “nested” such that 
present suitability issues are eliminated. These basic 
advantages, combined with the significant available 
excess electrical power to operate active and passive 
vehicle defense systems, make the hybrid a great 
choice for improved survivability. 

Component elements of this architecture 
would include primary power sources, such as 

diesel-electric genera-
tor sets and distributed 
electric motors at the 
drive wheels for pro-
pulsion and braking, 
as well as onboard 
weapons systems, 
sensor systems, and 
communications sys-
tems modules. Such a 
standardized common 
power structure would 
also provide an exten-
sible framework into 
which new technolo-
gies could be inte-
grated as they mature. 

Engine

Electric
Generator

Mission
Payloads

Power
Electronics

Electric
Motors

Mobile
Electric
Power

Energy
Storage

Wheels / Tracks

Mechanical Electrical

Series Hybrid
●	Vehicle	design	flexibility
●	Power	distribution	flexibility
	 ▬	 traction	power
	 ▬	 mission	payloads
	 ▬	 mobile	electric	power
●	 Improved	survivability
●	 Inherent	modularity		
improves	maintainability	and		
upgradability	(readiness)

●	Design	growth	to	emerging		
electric	sources	(e.g.,	fuel	cells)

Figure 1. Hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV) architecture.
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This framework would provide much more flex-
ibility in terms of integration of required payload 
and mission packages. In addition, the series hybrid-
electric vehicle architecture provides “exportable” 
mobile electric power as an integral part of the 
vehicle using the same common electric power 
infrastructure. 

The fastest growing requirement on the battlefield 
is electric power. From the power requirements 
of the individual Marine to the increasing power 
requirements for sensors, weapons, and armor 
systems, the need for ubiquitous electric power as 
the force maneuvers to its objective is burgeoning. 
The current solution is towed generators that liter-
ally double the amount of wheeled equipment that 
must be accommodated by the logistics system as 
well as the tactical vehicle fleet. As illustrated in 
Figure 2, effectively making the towing vehicle the 
generator, due to its ability to shift its propulsion 
electric power to conditioned field-usable electric 
power, cuts the number of systems, simplifying the 
logistics and operational problem. 

Improving the management of fuel resources on 
the battlefield can lead to a significant extension 
of operational reach and enhance tactical success. 
To deliver fuel in the most efficient and timely 
manner to dispersed units across the battlespace, 
several fundamental elements of information must 
be known. These include the location and fuel status 
of each tactical vehicle, including all types of refuel-
ing assets; the location of both friendly and enemy 
forces; and a detailed knowledge of the terrain in 

the area of operations. The 
ability to see in real-time 
the fuel picture of all assets 
in the battlespace, combined 
with the ability to dynami-
cally reallocate petroleum 
assets as combat operations 
evolve, can greatly improve 
the efficient delivery of this 
scarce and critical resource. 

To substantially improve 
fuel management during 
combat operations, a com-
bination of new hardware 
and software tools formed 
into a system will need to be 
introduced into the ground 

combat element. A near-term opportunity is found 
in the automatic fuel status reporting requirement. 
Commercial fuel reporting systems like those found 
in the trucking and railroad industries may serve as an 
initial model to be adapted for military use. The study 
panel was made aware of an ongoing project within 
the Marine Corps that was evaluating a specific 
technical approach. These activities should be sup-
ported and the field of evaluation expanded. Appli-
cation to all mobility assets of the ground combat 
element must be included and not limited to only 
fuel transportation systems. A dynamic allocation 
system includes the automatic vehicle location/fuel 
status reporting segment, but goes a considerable step 
further. A complete fuel management system must 
include, at minimum, the ability to fuse the friendly 
and enemy situation, as well as integrate the topog-
raphy of the area of operations. These are the critical 
parameters necessary to properly create and evaluate 
real-time fuel reallocation courses of action. The 
dynamic allocation system should have the ability to 
create these initial courses of action for evaluation 
by the commander and his staff. It is recommended 
that these two activities not wait to be pursued and 
fielded until the wider “autonomic logistics” effort is 
complete, but rather form a key domain element that 
can be integrated as a module when an autonomic 
logistics system is eventually fielded. 

Alternate Fuels 
In the mid-to-far term and separate from the 

hybrid-electric vehicle discussion above, numerous 

} +

+

+

=
Tow Vehicle provides 
Mobile Electric Power

HEV	technology	for	Tactical	Wheeled	Vehicle	replacements	can		
improve	fuel	economy	and	enhance	operational	capability

Figure 2. HEV electrical power reduces expeditionary footprint.
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alternative fuels are being evaluated across the spec-
trum of power and energy density to satisfy national 
fuel needs. Fuels may either be derived directly 
from natural resources (e.g., petroleum, natural gas, 
or uranium) or by a method of storing energy in a 
more convenient form (e.g., alcohol from biomass 
or hydrogen from electrolysis of water). In order 
to minimize transportation and onboard storage 
requirements, high-energy density fuels are essen-
tial, and as such, stored energy density is a useful 
metric for comparing various fuels. Since fuels may 
be solid, liquid, or gaseous, both energy per unit 
mass and energy per unit volume are important. 
Figure 3 compares the energy densities for various 
fuels (relative to that of gasoline). Liquid hydro-
carbon fuels, such as diesel, represent the highest 
energy density fuels available for ground transporta-
tion. (A chemist asked to develop the ideal transpor-
tation fuel stated that the result would be a liquid 
hydrocarbon.) Currently, these fuels are obtained 
from refining (mostly imported) petroleum. This 
resource faces ever-increasing global demands and 
is dwindling. Critical U.S. refineries are almost all 
in coastal regions that are subject to both weather 
disasters and terrorist actions. Petroleum must be 
replaced with a suitable substitute. Fortunately, the 
United States has large deposits of coal and shale 
oil (see Figure 4). 

The United States’ future 
dependence on liquid hydro-
carbon fuels without abundant 
domestic crude oil supplies will 
not be unprecedented. In pre-
World War II Germany, Franz 
Fischer and Hans Tropsch devel-
oped a process to produce liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel from coal. 
The so-called Fischer-Tropsch 
(FT) process supplied a sub-
stantial fraction of Germany’s 
transportation fuels after Allied 
actions threatened the output of 
the Ploesti oilfields and refiner-
ies. South Africa was unable to 
import crude oil in large quanti-
ties during the apartheid era, 
and consequently, all of South 
Africa’s vehicles have been 
powered by FT-generated fuels 

derived from low-grade coal for nearly 50 years. 
Sasol’s FT plant in Secunda, South Africa, produces 
150,000 barrels of manufactured fuel per day. FT 
fuel production is mature technology. China, which 
also has abundant domestic coal, has purchased 
essentially the entire world output of coal gasifiers 
for the past several years to produce fertilizer via 
the FT process.

The flow chart in Figure 5 shows an integrated 
gasification FT fertilizer power plant proposed 
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Figure 4. Mid-to-far term fuel strategy.

●	Liquid	hydrocarbon	fuels	have	ideal	properties	and	are	needed	
as	transportation	fuels	for	the	foreseeable	future

	 ▬	 Oil-derived	fuels	primarily	imported	and	will	become		
increasingly	scarce

	 ▬	 Existing	refinery	infrastructure
	 	 ●	 Predominantly	coastal	and	vulnerable
	 	 ●	 Operating	at	capacity
●	Alternative:	Fuel	efficiency,	domestic	resources,	interior		
production
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by Baard Generation (a 20-year-old producer of 
small- to medium-scale project-financed power 
plants). From 17,000 tons per day of low-grade 
coal, the plant would produce 28,000 barrels per 
day of liquid hydrocarbon fuel, 750 tons per day 
of ammonia, and 475 megawatts of net electrical 
power. Importantly, the gasification process serves 
to separate the sulfur and heavy metal contaminants 
found in low-grade coal (which makes it undesir-
able as a raw fuel). Thus, the liquid hydrocarbon 
fuels produced from coal via gasification and the 
FT process are intrinsically clean. Use of such fuels 
will minimize emissions (sulfur and particulates) 
from internal combustion engines. 

The Baard proposed plant described above would 
cost approximately $3 billion and employ about 
200 full-time staff. Baard envisions building such 
plants near rich low-grade coalfields, areas that are 
typically economically depressed since emission 
controls have made such coal economically unat-
tractive for power production. Although such plants 
are relatively small, it would only take about 10 of 
them to supply all of the Department of Defense’s 
(DOD’s) liquid hydrocarbon fuel requirements. 
Baard claims that commercial financing of such 
plants will be possible, with adequate internal 
return on investment and revenue/debt margins. 
This change in posture need not be funded by the 
government (and indeed, to realize the full potential 

of this approach, the government 
could not afford to capitalize the 
needed changes in infrastructure); 
the rising price and increasing 
scarcity of crude oil will motivate 
commercial firms to invest in 
manufactured fuel infrastructure. 
DOD could, however, catalyze 
commercial development of this 
highly desirable infrastructure by 
making a long-term commitment 
to purchase liquid hydrocarbon 
fuels at attractive prices. 

Summary 
In response to Mattis’ challenge 

to unleash us from the tether of 
fuel, the panel determined that the 
tether is still there but has found a 
way to lengthen it through hybrid-

electric vehicle technology and untangle it using 
dynamic fuel management. Hybrid-electric drive 
vehicles offer the most effective and efficient way 
to accomplish Mattis’ goal. Improved fuel economy, 
as much as 20 percent or more, can significantly 
reduce the existing Marine Expeditionary Force 
shortfall in fuel as well as reduce the expedition-
ary footprint. From the perspective of the farther 
term, the United States is in the fortunate position 
of having domestic resources that will, with the 
development of appropriate infrastructure, enable 
the continued use of liquid hydrocarbon fuels, 
without the economic and security disruptions 
attendant with the import of crude oil as the primary 
feedstock. DOD needs to commit now to procuring 
manufactured liquid hydrocarbons for the long term 
as an assured supply of fuel, at lower than current 
market price to encourage commercial financing, to 
push technology, and to help motivate the building 
of the necessary manufacturing and distribution 
infrastructure. MR 

Authors’ Note: Statements, opinions, recommen-
dations, and/or conclusions contained in this article 
are those of the NRAC panel and do not necessarily 
represent the official position of the U.S. Navy, U.S. 
Marine Corps, or the DOD. 
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Figure 5. Manufacturing fuel to spec.

●	 10	such	plants	would	provide	all	DOD	fuel

●	 Commercial	financing	of	such	plants		
viable,	given	DOD	commitment	to	purchase	
manufactured	fuels	at	attractive	prices

●	 Gasification	+	Fischer-Tropsch	=	Clean	fuel	from	domestic	sources
●	 Technology	mature	for	natural	gas,	coal
●	 Significant	development	underway	by	South	Africa,	China,	Gulf	States
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PHOTO:  German motorized units on 
the advance in Belgium, May 1940. 
(Robert Hunt Library)

Eine Operation ohne 
Schwerpunkt is wie ein 
Mann ohne Charakter. 
[An operation without 
Schwerpunkt is like a man 
without character.]

—Field Marshal Paul  
von Hindenburg

A S the U.S. Army moves forward in its efforts to transform itself 
in profound ways, it might be useful for its leadership to reexamine 

the origins of some concepts that serve as the theoretical underpinnings of 
current Army and joint doctrine. Among those that should be closely recon-
sidered is “center of gravity” (COG), a concept widely attributed to Carl von 
Clausewitz and now regarded as the heart of any sound plan for a campaign 
or major operation.1 even a cursory glance at the military literature of the 
last 30 years, starting with core doctrinal documents produced by the Army 
itself, reveals how pervasive and essential the COG concept has become in 
U.S. operational thinking. massive amounts of time, energy, ink, and paper 
have been expended on defining, analyzing, and arguing how the concept 
should be properly applied within the context of a supposed Clausewitzian 
paradigm of war. Unfortunately, the major problem with this, at least from 
a historical perspective, is that Clausewitz never used the term “center of 
gravity.” Furthermore, he might not have agreed entirely with what that 
concept now denotes in the American military lexicon.

the term from which the COG concept has been extrapolated, Schwerpunkt, 
really means “weight (or focus) of effort.” In reassessing center of gravity as an 
underpinning of doctrine, it is important to observe that the original Schwer-
punkt concept is actually closer in meaning to what the U.S. military now calls 
the “sector of main effort” and the “point of main attack” (defense). Although the 
original Clausewitzian rendering of Schwerpunkt could, like the COG, encom-
pass both physical and human elements, it is less complicated to identify, but 
not necessarily to apply, than the U.S. concept of a COG or COGs. In contrast 
to the modern  application of the concept of center of gravity, Clausewitz’s 
Schwerpunkt dealt almost exclusively with the strategic level of war. 

the purpose of this essay is to trace the development of the Schwerpunkt 
concept as the Germans understood and employed it (in a manner probably 
more congruous with Clausewitz’s intent) from Field marshal Alfred von 
Schlieffen’s time as chief of the German general staff, through the interwar 
years, to World War II. We can then compare the German interpretation 
with its American counterpart to examine the validity of the current U.S. 
concept of center of gravity. Our investigation will perhaps offer a related 
but significantly different alternative to the modern COG concept, one that 
we might use to focus planning for future campaigns or major operations.

The Development of Schwerpunkt
Clausewitz used Schwerpunkt on several occasions in his seminal work On 

War (see chapter 4, “Closer Definition of the War’s Objective: Suppression 
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of the enemy,” of Book 8). In countries subject to 
domestic strife, he claimed, the Schwerpunkt is gen-
erally the capital. In the same paragraph he states that 
“in small countries that rely on large ones, it [Schw-
erpunkt] is usually the army of their protector; among 
alliances, it lies in the community of interests; and in 
popular uprisings it is the personality of leaders and 
public opinion. It is against these that our energies 
should be directed.”2 

When assessing all of these possibilities, one 
should keep Clausewitz’s ideas on Schwerpunkt 
in context. Ultimately, Clausewitz firmly believed 
that the destruction or neutralization of the enemy’s 
forces was the means to final victory. Identifying 
the Schwerpunkt would enable the attacker to effect 
those means. 

Although several German and Austrian theoreti-
cians in the mid- to late-nineteenth century stressed 
that the enemy capital constituted a Schwerpunkt 
against which one’s efforts should be directed, the 
understood purpose for dealing with the capital 
was the same: to threaten or seize it as a means of 
ultimately destroying or neutralizing the enemy’s 
armed forces. the theoreticians therefore coined 
a new term, Schwerpunktlinie (“line of weight of 
effort”)—the shortest, most direct line between 
one’s own base of operations and the enemy capi-
tal. to achieve victory, one’s army was expected to 
operate decisively along the line of weight of effort 
and thereby reach its objective faster.3 

scale attack obsolete.4 the German problem at the 
strategic level was the high likelihood of a war 
against strong opponents on two fronts. A consensus 
emerged that the weight of effort concept offered 
the only way to neutralize the absolute strategic 
superiority Germany’s potential enemies would 
have. the Germans therefore planned to achieve 
operational superiority at decisive points on each 
front as quickly as possible, in order to end the 
conflict before it could turn into a draining two-front 
war of attrition. 

Few were more influential in emphasizing 
the essential importance of the weight of effort 
principle than Schlieffen.5 he had concluded that 
because of the advent of million-man armies and 
the increased lethality of new weapons, the front 
line would inevitably be extended and continuous. 
this meant that the attacker could hope for success 
only if his forces were deployed in a timely manner 
in depth and at precisely the right place—at the 
decisive point.6 Schlieffen believed that ruthlessly 
weakening one’s forces at some parts of the front 
line and concentrating one’s forces at a point where 
a decision could be gained were prerequisites for 
success. Decisive operations would be conducted 
where the enemy was weakest and no enemy attack 
was expected.7 Schlieffen’s influence was mainly 
responsible for the German emphasis on incorporat-
ing Schwerpunkt at both the operational and tactical 
levels of war.

the Germans further refined the concept of 
weight of effort between the two world wars.8 the 
Reichswehr’s field regulations in the early 1920s 
stipulated that any attack must have its weight of 
effort, which must be emphasized in an operation 
order.9 Under General Ludwig Beck, chief of the 
army general staff from 1935 to 1938, thinking 
shifted to the question of how to conduct penetration 
and envelopment maneuvers using Schwerpunkt 
as a guiding principle. Factors to consider in plan-
ning a decisive penetration maneuver included the 
enemy’s disposition, the nature of the terrain, and 
the effective employment of one’s forces.10 

Selecting the Schwerpunkt
the most important document for the initial 

phase of a campaign was what the Germans called 
Aufmarschanweisungen (“deployment instructions”). 
this document clearly spelled out both the boundaries 

Clausewitz firmly believed that the 
destruction or neutralization of the 

enemy’s forces was the means to 
final victory. Identifying the  

Schwerpunkt would enable the 
attacker to effect those means.

Schwerpunkt Evolves
From its original meaning of “weight of effort,” 

Schwerpunkt underwent some subtle but significant 
changes in the late 1880s and afterward, primar-
ily stimulated by vigorous debate among German 
theoreticians about whether the introduction of 
more destructive weapons had rendered large-
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and direction of the Schwerpunkt and stipulated the 
need to concentrate one’s forces to support it. thus, 
forces in other sectors had to be reduced in favor of 
the selected course of action.11 It was also under-
stood that commanders at all command echelons 
were principally responsible for selecting their own 
Schwerpunkt, although senior commanders, where it 
was appropriate, retained the prerogative to designate 
their subordinates’ weight of effort.12 

Commander’s intent. the main factors in select-
ing the weight of effort were the commander’s 
intent (Absicht), the enemy situation, and the ter-
rain.13 (See Figure 1). the intent provided the higher 
commander’s vision of an operation’s end-state. 
Under the German system, the commander’s vision 
was virtually sacrosanct; however, doctrine stipu-
lated that in the execution of a mission, each subor-
dinate commander should be given freedom to act 
within the boundaries of the overall commander’s 
intent.14 to balance the commander’s vision against 
flexibility of action, subordinate commanders were 
required to evaluate all their planned actions in 
accordance with the higher commander’s intent.15 
In general, the commander’s intent promoted unity 
of effort in a fluid situation that failed to conform 
precisely to one’s plans and expectations. the intent 
both circumscribed and encouraged the exercise of 
initiative by subordinate commanders.16

In the Wehrmacht, the commander’s intent did 
not simply reiterate the scheme of maneuver; rather, 
it encouraged subordinate commanders at lower 
levels to think and act faster than the enemy and to 
seize the initiative. every commander was required 
to understand the commander’s intent two echelons 
above his level of command. this was necessary 
to enable decision making when the higher com-
mander could not be reached in time for further 
guidance.17

Enemy situation. Although multiple factors 
came into play in determining the Schwerpunkt, by 
far the most important was the enemy situation. the 
German approach was to thoroughly analyze their 
own and the enemy’s situation before deciding on a 
weight of effort and formulating courses of action. 
Ground and air reconnaissance were critical for 
gaining accurate and reliable intelligence on the 
enemy’s actual deployments. 

Terrain. terrain was another important plan-
ning consideration. In selecting the ground for the 

weight of effort, the Germans believed that the most 
valuable terrain points were those that controlled 
the enemy’s positions over a large area and that 
could exercise an immediate effect over adjacent 
parts of the enemy forces.18 Other important terrain 
considerations were the number of lines of com-
munication an area had and whether the site could 
be approached along concealed routes. 

It must be said, however, that ease of trafficability 
was hardly the deciding factor in the selection of a 
weight of effort. the Germans always balanced the 
disadvantages of using relatively few and unfavor-
able lines of communications in the area against the 
advantages of achieving operational surprise.19 In 
fact, in planning the invasion of France in 1940, the 
Germans opted for surprise in the Ardennes versus 
ease of movement and concentration in Belgium 
and holland. 

Also weighing heavily in selecting the location 
of the weight of effort were the ability to employ 
attack aircraft and mechanized forces en masse and 
to use artillery in a decisive role. 

Parsing Schwerpunkt 
the lateral width of the weight of effort was called 

the Schwerpunktabschnitt, and it was expressed in 
terms of its length in kilometers. Schwerpunktraum 
was the staging area running in depth behind the 
front lines. It had to be deep, to permit steady rein-
forcement of the forward forces after penetration 
was achieved. the Germans emphasized that local 
superiority at the weight of effort would be created 
by selecting narrow “combat strips” (Gefechtstrei-
fen) and then nourishing one’s attack from within 
one’s depth.20

Schwerpunkt in the Attack 
In planning an attack, the Germans aimed the 

weight of effort (Angriffsschwerpunkt) where they 
believed the enemy had his weakest forces, either 
in numbers or in terms of quality. Of constant con-
cern was the danger that the enemy might deduce 
German intentions from the buildup of forces at 
specific locations and take prompt countermeasures. 
hence, the Germans emphasized that the prereq-
uisites for success were to act without warning 
and to move one’s forces swiftly while preserving 
secrecy and deceiving the defender.21 the German 
plan for Operation yellow, the invasion of France 
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in May 1940, was a model of Schwerpunkt plan-
ning. It correctly posited the weight of effort at the 
meuse river between Sedan and Dinant, a crucially 
important sector defended by only seven mostly 
second-rate French divisions.22

In planning an attack, the Germans also tried to 
determine the boundaries between two adjacent 
enemy forces and place their weight of effort at 
that particular sector of the front. For example, in 
late December 1944, in Operation Wacht am Rhein 
(Watch on the rhine), which led to what is popularly 
known by the Allies as the Battle of the Bulge, the 
Germans selected their Schwerpunkt in the sector 
containing the boundary between the British and 
U.S. armies.23 the weight of effort of the entire 
operation was between monschau and echternach, 
selected largely because that area was thinly occu-
pied by Allied troops in comparison to other sectors. 
the German commanders believed that they faced 
the 1st U.S. Army, with 8 infantry and 3 armored 
divisions. (Actually, only 5 U.S. divisions and part 
of an armored division, totaling 83,000 men and 400 
armored vehicles, were deployed in the 62-mile-long 
monschau-echternach sector.)24

Schwerpunkt in the Defense 
In the defense, the Germans stipulated that the 

weight of effort should be designated opposite 
the enemy’s weight of effort. In other words, the 
enemy’s deployment and the commander’s intent 
determined the ground one would defend.25 In con-
ducting a delaying defense, the Germans would try 
to select the weight of effort in an area that forced 
the attacker to canalize his forces in a narrow, deep 
strip containing obstacles.26

Schwerpunkt within 
Schwerpunkt 

In a campaign, the Germans determined weight 
of effort at each level of command, from the army 
group down to the tactical force. thus, there were 
multiple Schwerpunkts within the weight of effort 
of an army group, an army, or an army corps. For 
example, among the three army groups deployed 
for Operation yellow, the weight of effort fell to 
General Gerd von rundstedt’s Army Group A (4th, 
12th and 16th armies and Panzer Group von Kleist), 
deployed along a 100-mile front behind Namur 
and Longwy. Within this army group a subordinate 
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weight of effort was Panzer Group von Kleist (XXXI 
Panzer Corps, XIX Panzer Corps, and XIV motor-
ized Corps). this force had 5 of the 10 panzer divi-
sions then available to the Germans (2 other panzer 
divisions were assigned to the 4th Army) and was 
deployed behind a 50-mile stretch of the meuse and 
Chiers rivers at 3 locations.27 the  weight of effort 
for General heinz Guderian’s XIX Panzer Corps 
(3 panzer divisions), with 60,000 men and 22,000 
vehicles, was the 6.2-mile-wide sector between the 
Ardennes Canal and Noyers-Pont maugis. Guderian, 
in turn, selected the 3.1-mile-wide sector between 
Donchery and Vadencourt as the weight of effort for 
his 1st Panzer Division.28

the selection of each Schwerpunkt was deter-
mined based on what was felt to be a complete 
and accurate reconnaissance of the terrain and the 
enemy’s forces deployed in the area. In making such 
determinations, commanders not only had to study 
maps of the area,but were also required to recon-
noiter the terrain themselves and be informed of the 
results of patrols in that area. It was considered a 
significant and particularly dishonorable error when 

forces were deployed improperly because the com-
mander lacked sufficient information on the enemy 
order of battle or the terrain.29

Force Distribution under 
Schwerpunkt 

As history attests, the Germans often selected 
the proper weight of effort and assigned sufficient 
forces for the task. In other cases, however, either 
adequate forces were not available or the higher 
commander made a wrong decision in distributing 
his forces to support the Schwerpunkt. For example, 
in his famous memorandum for possible war against 
France in 1905, Schlieffen may have properly dis-
tributed German forces between two wings (though 
it now can only be left to conjecture). he apparently 
intended the right flank to be as strong as possible 
while remaining on the defensive in Alsace and 
Lorraine. Schlieffen therefore envisaged a force of 
23 army corps, 12 and a half reserve corps, and 8 
cavalry divisions advancing through Belgium into 
northeastern France. the pivot of the maneuver was 
to be in the area of metz-Diedenhofen (thionville). 
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On the left flank, Schlieffen’s plan called for the 
deployment of only three and a half army corps, one 
reserve corps, and three cavalry divisions.30 A total 
of 54 divisions were to be deployed between metz 
and Aachen, leaving only 8 divisions in the Alsace-
Lorraine area—a ratio of 7 to 1 between the right 
and left wings of the German armies. Schlieffen’s 
successor, General helmuth von moltke Jr., had 
eight new divisions available for deployment, and, 
in contravention of the Schwerpunkt concept, he 
assigned them all to the left wing. this changed 
the ratio of forces between the two wings to 3 to 
1, and in doing so probably doomed the German 
drive into northern France.31 Consequently, what 
the Germans had long feared—a two-front war of 
attrition—came to pass.

Prior to World War II and Germany’s invasion 
of France and the Benelux countries, the German 
Army general staff issued “deployment instruc-
tions” (19 October 1939) assigning 37 divisions 
to Army Group B, in contrast to 26 divisions to 
Army Group A. this decision, too, was a bad one, 
for the Allies had deployed the largest number of 
their divisions in the northeast, opposite Army 
Group B. Ignoring the dictates of Schwerpunkt, 
the general staff had chosen to attack where the 
enemy was strongest rather than weakest. how-
ever, the Germans rectified their error before the 
invasion by shifting the weight of effort of the 
entire campaign from Army Group B to Army 
Group A, in the center, deploying 45 divisions on 
the Luxembourg border, where the Allies had only 
18.32 (to the immediate south, in the neighboring 
Ardennes, the Belgians had deployed only two 
weak divisions.) In the area of the weight of effort 
of Army Group A’s Panzer Group von Kleist, the 
French had deployed the 9th and 2d divisions.33 the 
French hastily deployed four cavalry divisions and 
two cavalry brigades into combat to face Kleist’s 
advancing panzers on 10 may. A full 37 divisions 
(including one Polish division) were deployed 
behind the maginot Line, where they faced only 
19 divisions of German Army Group C.34 the rest 
is history: Army Group A swiftly penetrated the 
Allied forces in the center, outflanking the Magi-
not Line and isolating the large Allied force in the 
north in a pocket. Using the Schwerpunkt concept 
properly, the German Army conquered France in 
an astonishing 45 days.

Concentration at Weight of Effort
In German theory and practice, each commander 

was responsible for concentrating his forces at the 
weight of effort (Schwerpunktbildung) in a timely 
manner.35 this was perhaps one of the most critical 
elements for the success of the entire campaign or 
major operation. Among other things, one’s forces 
had to be deeply echeloned in the area of the weight 
of effort. thus, the length of the weight of effort had 
to be relatively short. the selected area of concen-
tration had to allow the concentrated fire of many 
weapons, ample supplies of ammunition, and strong 
air support. Another requirement was the creation 
of sufficient reserves in the area of the weight of 
effort to exploit combat success.36 

In concentrating their forces against an enemy’s 
weakest points, the Germans were careful to ensure 
that conditions were favorable for a quick and com-
plete penetration. each commander was responsible 
for getting his forces to the attack area in a timely 
manner, and then arraying them in depth along a 
narrow front, so as to afford the maximum concen-
tration of troops at the point of enemy weakness. 
During deployment, surprise was important, too. 
Using speed, mobility, terrain, and the cover of 
night, commanders were expected to maneuver their 
units into their assault positions without alerting the 
enemy to the impending attack, thereby precluding 
the enemy from reinforcing the area targeted for 
Schwerpunkt and ensuring that the odds remained 
stacked in the Germans’ favor.37 

Best units in the lead. It was also important that 
the higher commander, whenever possible, assign 
his best commander and troops to the weight of 
effort. that said, the Germans realized that the best 
troops would not always be available or, even if they 
were, other considerations might preclude their use. 
the best units might be deployed too far from the 
selected area to arrive in time for the attack, or they 
might be decisively engaged in combat elsewhere. 
In some cases, morale might suffer if the higher 
commander gave clear preference to one of the 
forces under his command.38 In practice, Schwer-
punkt had to be flexible.

Weighted support. to ensure initial success and 
to facilitate the forward momentum of the weight 
of effort once it was underway, the Germans took 
pains to provide additional artillery fires, heavy 
air support, and extra radio communications to the 
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weight of effort. Because of expected high rates of 
consumption, commanders had to make the neces-
sary coordination for extra stocks of ammunition. 
Some German theoreticians, however, believed that 
it was wrong to concentrate artillery too much in the 
sector of the weight of effort, because the enemy 
could draw the correct conclusion and make timely 
preparations for his defenses.39 

Favorable terrain. One of the most important 
factors for successful concentration at the weight 
of effort was terrain. As indicated earlier, if plan-
ners had done their job properly, and if the situ-
ation allowed, the selected terrain would offer a 
number of lines of communications leading to the 
concentration site. An area with many longitudinal 
and lateral roads and railroads was most desirable 
because it allowed more flexibility in moving forces 
to the concentration area. 

more lines of operations could also equate to 
faster concentration and exploitation of a penetra-
tion. In practice, of course, such optimal conditions 
weren’t always available. In the May 1940 cam-
paign, Panzer Group von Kleist, the main German 
force designated to break through the Belgian and 
French defenses in the Ardennes, had to move from 
the German border to the meuse river, a distance 
of about 105 miles. Kleist’s columns were forced 
to travel along narrow and curving roads 31 miles 
through Luxembourg, 62 miles through Belgium, 
and 6.2 to 12.4 miles through French territory to 
the meuse river. the Germans planned to reach the 
meuse in three days and to cross it a day later. the 
theoretical length of Kleist’s columns—composed 
of 41,140 vehicles, including 1,222 tanks and 545 
half-tracks—was about 960 miles. Army Group A, 
however, assigned Kleist’s forces only four roads 
totaling in length about 250 miles, and it denied 
a request for the use of at least one more road.40 
Despite the poor trafficability, Panzer Group von 
Kleist achieved its objectives.

Employment of reserves. the principal means 
of influencing the course of combat at the Schwer-
punkt was through deployment of the reserve. In an 
attack, the reserve could be used to shift the weight 
of effort or to protect the flanks and rear.41 In a 
campaign or major operation, an operational reserve 
could be used to strengthen the attack or defense 
in the sector of main effort at the most decisive 
moment, to ward off enemy counterstrikes, or to 

meet other unanticipated contingencies.42 Normally, 
reserves were deployed in the rear of the selected 
section of the weight of effort.43

Surprise. the principle of concentration at the 
weight of effort was closely linked to the principle 
of surprise. the Germans invariably tried to surprise 
the enemy by maintaining strict secrecy regarding 
their plans and the movements of their forces, par-
ticularly at the weight of effort. In the invasions of 
France in 1940 and the USSR in June 1941, and in 
the manstein counteroffensive in southern russia 
in March 1943, panzer and motorized forces were 
initially held far in the rear of the envisaged attack 
area. their relative concealment, combined with the 
enemy’s belief that such forces could not move to 
the attack area quickly, contributed considerably to 
the eventual success of these operations.44

the Germans invariably planned diverse mea-
sures of operational deception prior to the start of 
a campaign or major operation. In 1940, they pre-
pared and executed elaborate plans to deceive the 
Allies about the location of their weight of effort. 
In the first three days of the invasion, they used 
most of the Luftwaffe’s bombers and the much-
feared Stuka dive bombers in Army Group B’s area, 
carrying out extensive attacks against targets in 
northern Belgium, the Netherlands, and the French 
interior. The relatively few Luftwaffe fighters in 
the Ardennes were mostly employed against Allied 
reconnaissance aircraft. 

the Germans also used propaganda very effec-
tively to conceal their operational intent. Army 
Group B’s successes were highly publicized, 
whereas the activity of the German forces around 
Sedan was barely mentioned in the German press. 
Ironically, this actually had an adverse effect on the 
morale of the troops in the Sedan area, because their 
exploits were not publicly acknowledged.45

the German airborne forces also had a role in the 
deception in May 1940. Tactically, their assaults into 
northern Belgium and the Netherlands supported 
the maneuver of Army Group B, but operationally 
they were undertaken to make the Allies think that 
the German weight of effort was in the north, not 
the center. In fact, the spectacular actions of the 
German paratroopers against fortress eben emael 
had a hypnotizing effect on the top Allied military 
commanders, who became exclusively focused on 
what was happening in the northeast. This fixation, 
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combined with the Luftwaffe’s deceptive employ-
ment in the north, led to the Allies’ fatal decision to 
move their best troops into Belgium even as German 
panzer and motorized forces poured through the 
Ardennes toward the meuse river. When the Allied 
commanders realized what the real German weight 
of effort was, it was too late.46

the Germans also took steps to convince the Allies 
that the pending invasion would reprise the Schlief-
fen plan of 1914. In the months preceding the actual 
attack, Admiral Wilhelm Canaris, head of Abwehr, 
sent many of his intelligence agents to neutral coun-
tries and various other places in the world, visiting 
business friends and attachés to spread rumors that 
the old Schlieffen plan was to be used again in 1940. 
these measures were highly successful.47

Shift of Weight of Effort
 German theoreticians understood that changes 

in the situation could require changes or shifts in 
the weight of effort [Schwerpunktverlegung or 
Schwerpunktverlagerung].48 they stipulated, how-
ever, that weakening the weight of effort in favor 
of some other, endangered, part of the front would 
be done only in extreme cases. Key above all was 
to maintain the initiative and offensive momentum 
of the Schwerpunkt. 

In planning their offensive in the west, the Ger-
mans drew up four deployment instructions. As we 
have seen, the first variant of the plan (issued 19 
October 1939) assigned the weight of effort to Army 
Group B in the north. In a new directive dated 29 
October, this was changed to two weights of effort 
(Army Groups B and A). the third version, issued 
30 January 1940, had three weights of effort (two 
in Army Group B’s sector and one in Army Group 
A’s sector). three weeks later, the Germans made 
their final change, shifting the weight of effort to 
Army Group A in the center. 

With this last alteration, the Germans also 
changed the force size and mix of their three army 
groups. the third plan’s allocation of 37 divi-
sions to Army Group B and 26 to Army Group A 
changed to 29 for B and 45 for A, with 42 reserve 
divisions designated to reinforce Army Group 
A. more importantly, the Germans assigned 7 of 
their 10 panzer divisions to Army Group A. As a 
result, on 10 may, the ratio of forces in the north 
(Army Group B) was 60 to 29 divisions in favor 

of the Allies, while in the central-southern part of 
the front, in the sector from Namur to Longwy on 
Luxembourg’s border (Army Group A), the ratio 
was 45 German to 18 Allied divisions.49 

An unexpected favorable development in the 
situation during combat also could, or even should, 
stimulate a shift of the weight of effort. the most 
effective means to change the weight of effort was 
to shift the fire of artillery and other heavy weap-
ons and to deploy the reserves.50 It was part of the 
commander’s art to recognize and rapidly exploit 
the enemy’s weak points, then shift the weight of 
effort to a place where concentrated artillery fires 
could have a quick effect while also shifting the 
reserves to the newly selected weight of effort.51

 The Germans exhibited such art in 1940 when 
they shifted the weight of effort of their Luftwaffe 
from the northern part of Belgium to the Sedan 
sector. Fifteen-hundred aircraft, including 600 
bombers and 250 Stukas, were assigned to support 
Army Group A’s lead element, Panzer Group von 
Kleist. In support of Kleist’s XIX Panzer Corps, 
310 bombers, 200 Stukas, and 300 fighter aircraft 
of the II Air Corps conducted “rolling barrage” 
attacks before and during the crossing of the meuse 
river. their weight of effort was the 2.5-mile sector 
north and south of Sedan. In a then-unprecedented 
display of air power, about 750 bombers and Stukas 
attacked the French positions at Sedan in the 90 
minutes before the crossing of the meuse river 
on 13 may.52 

Conclusion 
Despite some resemblance to what the U.S. Army 

generally calls the sector of main effort and the point 
of main attack (defense), the German concept of 
Schwerpunkt, or weight of effort, is actually much 

An unexpected favorable 
development in the situation 
during combat also could, or 

even should, stimulate a shift 
of the weight of effort.
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more sophisticated. It differs significantly from 
the concept of center of gravity. Both weight of 
effort and center of gravity have advantages and 
disadvantages, but perhaps Schwerpunkt’s great-
est advantage is that it does not require absolute 
knowledge of the enemy situation to succeed. In 
contrast to the center of gravity concept, Schwer-
punkt focuses primarily on the employment of one’s 
combat forces at the tactical and operational levels 
of war. At the strategic level, the weight of effort 
is applied only in regard to the overall distribution 
of one’s forces among various theaters. 

there are some drawbacks to using Schwerpunkt. 
For analyzing and applying sources of nonmilitary 
national power to achieve theater-strategic objec-

tives, the concept is inadequate. Also, as the histori-
cal examples cited above might suggest, the weight 
of effort is probably more suitable for attack than 
defense. Nevertheless, Schwerpunkt is still a very 
useful campaign planning tool. Not only does it 
offer a useful alternative to “center of gravity” 
for planning and executing a campaign or major 
operation, but it can be applied successfully in any 
kind of combat—land, sea, or air. In the end, each 
method—Schwerpunkt and center of gravity—has 
its advantages and disadvantages. hence it stands 
to reason that one should master the theoretical 
underpinnings of both concepts and be able to 
apply them according to personal preference and 
experience. MR
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Editor’s Note: The author recently com-
pleted an 18-month tour of duty in Iraq 
where he served with Special Forces Opera-
tional Detachment Alpha, with a maneuver 
battalion, and as a personal translator and 
cultural advisor to the commander of Task 
Force Freedom (a two-star command). This 
variety of jobs was possible because of his 
fluency in Arabic and familiarity with Arab 
culture. He wrote this article to help units 
deploying to or already in Iraq. It is one 
Soldier’s perspective on what we are doing 
right and what we can do better.

A lthough coalition forces have been in iraq for over three 
years, some commanders still do not fully understand how important 

cultural and human factors are to the success of the counterinsurgency. 
Commanders need to realize that the unconventional fight primarily revolves 
around the iraqis, not the insurgents, since the iraqis are the center of grav-
ity in this war. as long as coalition forces continue to measure their daily 
progress solely on the number of terrorists killed and the number of suspects 
in custody, real progress will be delayed. if coalition forces react only to 
the insurgency and fail to mobilize the iraqi people, then the insurgency 
potentially will be a long one. 

How can we get the Iraqis to support us in the counterinsurgency fight? 
the answer is very simple—improve the quality and increase the quantity of 
our cultural training prior to deployment, so that soldiers and commanders 
will be able to understand and respond to the needs of the iraqi people. 

Cultural Awareness
We cannot expect the troops to understand iraqi culture simply by view-

ing a one- or two-hour PowerPoint® presentation. cultural training should 
represent a large portion of the troops’ predeployment training, especially 
for maneuver and civil affairs units. During this phase, the troops should 
learn basic arabic words, gain some understanding of islam, and focus on 
becoming familiar with the terrain, history, ethnicities, level of cooperation, 
and prior coalition activities in their area of operations (ao).
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in a perfect world, the redeploying unit would 
provide this information to the deploying unit so 
that it would be readily available to the troops and 
their leaders. But units preparing to redeploy rarely 
have the resources or the time to prepare an exten-
sive briefing for the relieving unit, so another option 
would be to create an iraq-afghanistan center that 
debriefs, collects, and prepares such information 
and other lessons learned from returning troops 
and commanders. this center could brief deploying 
units on cultural issues, needs of the local people, 
and significant events in their specific AO, as well as 
provide overall lessons learned from other aos. 

cultural knowledge accrued during predeploy-
ment training will serve the troops well when they 
conduct dismounted patrols and raids, man check-
points, or otherwise interact with the locals. it will 
allow troops, commanders, and the civil affairs staff 
to draw a fair picture of what to expect once they 
are on the ground, and it will aid planning.

On the Ground in Iraq
once in theater, with a solid understanding of 

the culture, commanders can better relate to the 
people. commanders should spend time engaging 
local leaders and interfacing with the public to 
understand the community’s needs and expecta-
tions; political, religious, and social relationships; 
and greatest concerns. 

During these engagements, the commanders and 
their staffs need to assess the influence, qualifica-
tions, and capabilities of Iraqi Government officials 
and military leaders in the area. During my deploy-
ment, I witnessed several appointments of Iraqi offi-
cials as vice-governors, mayors, and chiefs of police 
based on family and political affiliations rather than 
qualifications. I met numerous commanders from 
both the iraqi army and the iraqi Police who were 
promoted for political purposes from lieutenant 
to lieutenant colonel or from major to brigadier 
general and assigned to command battalions or 
brigades. such appointments and promotions never 
sat well with the local iraqis. With a greater under-
standing of the societal relationships in their aos, 
commanders would be more likely to recognize, 
and could perhaps prevent, situations that would 
destabilize a community. 

armed with cultural knowledge, commanders 
will also understand that they have to pay close 

attention to how they interact with mukhtars, sheiks, 
mayors, and other influential Iraqi leaders. A com-
mander should take pains not to visit too often or 
spend too much time with any one leader; other-
wise,  they will be open to charges of favoritism 
toward certain individuals, tribes, or villages. 

such social engagements are time consuming, 
require a lot of patience, and may even interfere 
with daily operations, but they are essential to 
keep the channels of communication open; in fact, 
these engagements are key to the stability of the 
AO. Commanders should meet with local officials 
on a weekly basis to share information, discuss the 
area’s critical issues, and determine how they can 
solve problems. 

Main Iraqi Concerns
as they engage with their iraqi counterparts, 

commanders will learn about the community’s 
primary concerns. these may include issues such 
as the need for better security or the need to elimi-
nate corrupt government officials in the area, but, 
throughout iraq, the most critical concerns are fuel, 
electricity, employment, and heath care. 

Fuel shortages. Because the iraqi government 
continues to struggle with fuel shortages and 
demand for fuel is increasing, each ao requires 
a fuel control plan. commanders should use iraqi 
security forces and local officials to create a fuel 
distribution plan for gas stations in their aos. one 
very effective plan was executed in the tigris river 
Valley, in an area about 40 miles south of Mosul. 
squads from either the local police or the army were 
sent to all gas stations to establish order, ensure a 
fair distribution of gasoline, and, most important, 
to eliminate price gouging and black market fuel 
sales. this approach let iraqi citizens pump their 
share of fuel for the same price at any gas station. 
it also kept them from waiting all day in line only 
to find out that no fuel was left because the gas sta-
tion owner had sold most of it to the black market 
merchant.

Electricity. Distribution of electricity in iraq is 
unreliable and unfairly apportioned. for example, in 
Mosul some neighborhoods had electricity flowing 
through their lines for over 20 hours a day, while 
neighborhoods on the other side of the city received 
only 4 to 6 hours of electricity a day. the electricity 
in both areas came from the same power plant, so 
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why the unbalanced distribution? The answer: either 
the insurgents or abusive local iraqi government 
officials controlled the distribution of electricity. 

insurgents often destroy the lines that supply 
electricity to certain districts because they use those 
districts as safe havens. no electricity means no 
light at night—a distinct disadvantage to coalition 
forces conducting night raids. insurgents also shut 
down electricity to signal when coalition forces are 
present in an area.

the second reason for irregular distribution of 
electricity is that some Iraqi Government officials 
pressure engineers in charge of power plants to 
provide continuous service throughout the day to 
their towns or neighborhoods. they have no regard 
for shortages in other areas. 

in either case, coalition commanders should get 
involved in fixing the problem. They should recom-
mend that their iraqi security force counterparts 
increase the number of patrols around power plants 
or even put a platoon or squad in each plant. if a 
local Iraqi official’s selfishness is the reason for 
the unfair distribution, the commander should try 
to resolve this issue with the local official. At the 
same time, the commander should push the issue 
up through the chain of command, even though it 
may take months and sometimes years for the iraqi 
government to take corrective actions. 

Employment. Because iraqis always get their 
hopes up for better employment opportunities when 
a new unit arrives in their area, commanders should 
plan their civil affairs missions before they enter 
the theater. a large part of the planning should be 
based on information from the unit they are reliev-
ing; they should have a good idea which projects 
have priority. this will also keep the incoming 
civil affairs staff from assuming that every village 
needs new schools, new roads, water projects, 
and the like. the reality is that iraqi infrastructure 
needs vary from one village or city to another. an 
effective civil affairs plan should be based on the 
needs of different sectors and take into account 
what coalition forces have already accomplished. 
it should also include any long-term projects previ-
ously discussed with the residents, so that both the 
departing and incoming civil affairs teams will be 
on the same page.

after one month in country, it is time to start 
discussing the projects list for the area with local 
sheiks, mayors, and mukhtars. The civil affairs offi-
cer should explain to the residents that the projects 
list is the result of coordination with the depart-
ing unit commander and feedback received from 
the local community. in this way, the civil affairs 
officer demonstrates that Iraqi input is important 
to the coalition and incorporated in the coalition 

GEN George W. Casey Jr. and the Iraqi Minister of Interior, Bayan Jabr, visiting the governor of Ninewa, Dreid Kashmoulah, 
25 July 2005. Left to right: Vice Governor of Ninewa, Dr. Khasrou Goran; Casey; Jabr; the author; and Kashmoulah.
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plan. this will minimize the distrust locals have 
for the new civil affairs staff during the transition 
period. unfortunately, departing units sometimes 
promise a village a project that never gets off the 
ground because the incoming unit decides that it is 
not a priority or because the leaders don’t want to 
get involved in any civil affairs activities. 

the civil affairs staff should put in place a fair 
and equal bidding process. this process should give 
priority to local contractors, but if an outsider wins 
the contract, he should be required to hire locals to 
work on the project. this approach will serve both 
the locals and the coalition by creating jobs in the 
area. it will also allow the civil affairs section to 
keep a close eye on the contractor by talking with 
the local workers. the civil affairs staff should also 
pay close attention to the contractor who ends up 
winning project bids all the time, because the iraqis 
may interpret it as favoritism. 

units should track the history of past and current 
contractors, particularly the quality of their work. 
there have been incidents in which contractors 
started a project but never finished it and, in some 
cases, even took the project funds and disappeared 
until new units arrived in the area. then they 
reappeared and bid successfully on new projects, 
because the new civil affairs section wasn’t aware 
of the contractors’ history.

civil affairs should also do a better job assess-
ing a project’s cost before placing it on the list for 
bidding. according to iraqi civilians, the coalition 
has overpaid on numerous projects.

Health care. Public health in iraq is in free fall, 
and health care is often triage care at best. Because 
iraqi health care services lack medical infrastructure, 
equipment, and staff, the coalition should seize the 
opportunity to strengthen bonds with the locals by 
creating a medical assistance program that satisfies 
iraqis’ basic medical needs. the program should 
consist of frequent visits by coalition medics to 
clinics, hospitals, and villages to conduct medical 
screening and provide basic health care. such a 
program benefits the locals and provides training for 
iraqi doctors and nurses. coalition medical programs 
should not become the primary care in the region, but 
they can strengthen ties with the local community.

Building Ties to the Community 
During my time in iraq, i was able to observe 

various american, coalition, and iraqi units. the 
most effective were always the ones with close ties 
to the local community. the average iraqi does 
not want chaos. he wants a chance to raise his 
children and provide a better life for them. if we 
show him how to do so, he will support us—not 
the terrorists. MR

MG David Rodriguez, commander of Task Force Freedom, MNFI-NW, presents the 3d Iraqi Intervention Force’s brigade 
commander with a plaque honoring those Iraqi soldiers killed or injured while serving in the 3d Brigade IIF in Mosul, 
Iraq. The author stands between Rodriquez and the 3d IIF Brigade’s commander.
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Street Without Joy, 
Bernard B. Fall, re-
viewed by Lewis Ber-
nstein, Ph.D., Seoul, 
South Korea

Very often, a book 
on an arcane subject il-
luminates an entire field 
or issue. Bernard B. 
Fall carefully observed 
the French efforts to 
hold Indochina against 

a faceless and resourceful enemy. 
His work of sober reporting prods 
one to reconsider some of the shib-
boleths of contemporary American 
foreign policy. This impressionistic 
examination of the first Indochina 
War presents parallels to the cur-
rent debate over military doctrine 
and the types of war for which U.S. 
armed forces must prepare. Fall’s 
classic influenced the first Ameri-
can attempts to advise the South 
Vietnamese. It also reiterates the 
truism that the history of warfare is 
insignificant unless one knows what 
the fighting was about. 

Fall visited Indochina and ob-
served major and minor operations. 
Later historians have surpassed 
his research and modified some of 
his conclusions, but they have not 
captured the feeling of desperate 
urgency, excitement, exultation, and 
sorrow he felt as an Indochina eye-
witness. Fall wrote in contact with 
the events and expressed the feeling 
and seeing of the thing. He conveys 
the perspective of a scholar who saw 
events as they unrolled and talked 
with others about what they have all 
witnessed and participated in. Fall 
also investigated the written records 
as rigorously as possible, using his 
own observations and the testimony 
of others to reconcile contradictions 
and clear up inconsistencies. While 
he relied upon his own eyes and 
ears, he used scholarly techniques to 
validate—or discount—the evidence 
of his own senses. 

He tells of the slow, sure French 
defeat by a communist-nationalist 
insurgency. Unable or unwilling to 

present an effective alternative to 
the Viet Minh message of indepen-
dence, the French used traditional 
military methods against an inde-
pendence movement. However, 
Street Without Joy is part reminis-
cence and part journal, not a com-
prehensive history of the French 
Indochina War or a revolutionary 
war manual. 

Fall sympathizes with the com-
mon soldier of the French Union 
Forces. He respects and admires 
their courage, professional abilities, 
and élan fighting for a cause few 
at home cared about. The French 
Expeditionary Corps was mired in a 
war over which it had little control, 
subordinate to successive governors 
in Hanoi and governments in Paris 
who would not recognize Vietnam-
ese dreams of independence and 
thus had little clue as to what might 
be needed to effectively defeat the 
Viet Minh. 

The reader gets a clear picture of 
the author’s divided and conflicted 
loyalties. Born in Vienna, raised in 
France, having fought with the Re-
sistance in World War II and served 
as a postwar war crimes investiga-
tor, Fall came to the United States 
to study and first went to Vietnam 
as a Fulbright scholar. He knew 
and admired Ho Chi Minh and Vo 
Nguyen Giap for their abilities to 
unify and motivate their forces 
against the French and, later, the 
Americans. Despite this respect, he 
saw the two men as ruthless Com-
munists, although he underestimat-
ed the strength of their nationalism 
and misunderstood the reasons they 
had become Communists. 

Implicit in Fall’s argument is a 
critique of the way the French and 
the Americans waged war. In sum-
marizing the early American efforts 
in Vietnam, he draws parallels to 
the French failures and points out 
that the Americans made the same 
mistakes because they continued to 
fight as they always had.  

The Americans had assumed 
the French failed because of co-

lonialism, discounting France’s 
successful counterinsurgency ex-
periences before Indochina. In 
fact, the French had developed 
new tactics, but failed to match the 
Viet Minh’s war-making capacity. 
The Viet Minh were not tactically 
adventurous, but its members made 
war every hour of every day, which 
is the same path the North Viet-
namese Army and the Viet Cong 
took against the Americans. The 
French Army’s high command did 
not understand the political nature 
of the war until it was too late; in 
any event, they were powerless to 
change policies made in Paris. Un-
like the U.S. Army, which could fall 
back to preparing for a war against 
the Soviet Union in Central Europe 
after the end of the Vietnam War, 
the French were confronted with 
another counterinsurgency chal-
lenge in Algeria. Fall’s book is a 
series of studies with the common 
theme of the French underestimat-
ing their foe. 

Fall describes the breakdown of 
Franco-Vietnamese discussions on 
power sharing after the Japanese 
surrender. His account of the nego-
tiations in Hanoi between Ho and 
the French representative, General 
Leclerc, reveals their mutual dis-
trust and dishonesty. Leclerc at least 
understood the core Viet Minh de-
mands and realized that no French 
army was strong enough to destroy 
this nationalist movement. French 
and Vietnamese intransigence ended 
negotiations.   

Fall discusses the military aspects 
of France’s war effort, writing with 
a perspective that shows a wistful 
longing for a different outcome, 
one where France did not suffer the 
humiliating defeat at Dien Bien Phu 
and its final withdrawal by the end 
of 1956. He narrates the course of 
battles that are only obscure names 
to American readers—Tu Le, Cao 
Bang, Hoa Binh, Na San, and even 
Dien Bien Phu.

One finds all the major French 
and American actors here as Fall 
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skillfully melds military and po-
litical events together. This is es-
pecially evident in his description 
of Dien Bien Phu, where he depicts 
the French pleading with President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower for U.S. 
military intervention.

Fall concludes with chapters 
on the war in Laos, the second 
Indochina War, and the future of 
revolutionary war. He calls Laos a 
defeat for American interests and la-
ments that the Americans in Vietnam 
are as arrogant as the French had 
been. Blinded by their contempt for 
French military skill, American of-
ficers overlooked the French Army’s 
expertise in counter-guerrilla opera-
tions and ignored the political nature 
of the war. Fall’s cogent summary 
of revolutionary warfare up to 1961 
makes several points, to wit, the en-
emy did not use Army field manuals 
in practicing war, counterinsurgency 
campaigns cannot be improvised, 
and lack of sophistication does not 
equal lack of firepower.

Fall’s book on the French war 
in Indochina offers a disturbing 
examination of failed policies. The 
parallels that present themselves to 
the alert reader can lead to reflection 
about the current trends in transfor-
mative military policy. Even if one 
disagrees with Fall’s conclusions 
about counterinsurgency warfare, 
one must marshal one’s thoughts 
in opposition. This is a disturbing 
book, not just for what it says about 
an earlier war, but for the parallels 
one may draw about a current one.
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BLOOD BROTHERS: 
Among the Soldiers 
of Ward 57, Michael 
Weisskopf, Henry Holt 
and Company, New 
York, 2006, 289 pages, 
$25.00.

In 2003, the Ameri-
can Soldier was select-
ed as Time magazine’s 
“Person of the Year.” 
Senior correspondent 

Michael Weisskopf was sent to Iraq 
to write the story. He lived with a 
First Armored Division platoon for 
three weeks, often patrolling with 
the unit to get a better appreciation 
for the conditions under which its 
members operated. On 10 December 
2003, the unit was moving along 
the streets of northwest Baghdad 
when it stopped momentarily near 
a mosque. Weisskopf was sitting 
in the back of a HMMWV with his 
photographer and two Soldiers. He 
was the only person who noticed 

that something had been thrown 
into the vehicle. Weisskopf picked 
up the object and attempted to throw 
it away from the HMMWV. When 
he awoke, he found that his wrist 
“looked like the neck of a decapi-
tated chicken.”

Blood Brothers is the story of 
Weisskopf’s recovery and rehabili-
tation from the grievous wound he 
received saving the lives of those 
he accompanied. Woven into the 
book are the stories of three Sol-
diers—Sergeant First Class Luis 
Rodriguez, Sergeant Pete Damon, 
and Corporal Bobby Isaacs—whom 
Weisskopf came to know during his 
time on Ward 57, the amputee ward 
at Walter Reed Army Hospital. A 
civilian would not normally receive 
treatment at a military facility, but 
a waiver was granted to Weisskopf 
because of the obvious courage of 
his actions.

Much of Weisskopf’s book is a 
personal quest to understand what 

happened on the day he was in-
jured. Although those around him 
proclaimed him a hero, Weisskopf 
was never quite sure he had done 
anything heroic. He could not re-
member whether he had knowingly 
picked up a grenade, which would 
have been an act of valor, or if 
he’d just picked up an unknown 
object out of curiosity. In addition 
to chronicling Weisskopf’s journey, 
the book explores the challenges 
experienced by the three Soldiers: 
a career medic who lost a leg and 
could no longer deploy with his 
unit; a National Guardsman who 
lost both hands while inflating a 
helicopter tire; and a young infan-
tryman who lost both legs and, for 
the better part of a year, suffered 
almost continuously from infection 
and other problems.

Blood Brothers tells a story many 
would understandably prefer to ig-
nore. It is a trying experience to read 
about Soldiers who return from war Fe
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unable to attend to their most basic 
needs. The men of Ward 57 deployed 
in prime physical condition but 
returned with enormous disabilities. 
Weisskopf captures the tremendous 

effort the government makes in treat-
ing its wounded Soldiers, noting that 
this commitment is greater than at 
any other time in history. One will 
likely find the individual stories dis-

turbing, yet the knowledge that our 
Nation keeps faith with its warriors, 
regardless of expense, is uplifting.
LTC James E. Varner, USA, Re-
tired, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
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T H E  L O O M I N G 
TOWER: Al Qaeda 
and the Road to 9/11, 
Lawrence Wright, Al-
fred A. Knopf, New 
York, 2006, 469 pages, 
$27.95.

Why did 9/11 happen? 
Government agencies, 
mass media outlets, and 
a presidential commis-
sion have offered various 

explanations in such detail that the 
basic facts of the tragedy have be-
come common wisdom in America. 
These explanations, however, focus 
primarily on what happened and how 
it happened. In The Looming Tower, 
Lawrence Wright digs further. 

Wright’s compelling narrative 
traces the evolution of radical Is-
lamic fundamentalism, from Arab 
resentment of American support 
for Israel to the competing radical 
Islamic movements in the jails of 
Cairo to the final deadly combina-
tion of money, motive, opportunity, 
and bureaucratic indifference that 
enabled Al-Qaeda to murder thou-
sands of innocent victims in the 
space of a few hours.

Wright begins in 1948 with the 
tale of Sayyid Qutb, an angry, mid-
dle-aged Egyptian scholar whose 
brief hiatus in the United States re-
inforced his resentment of Western 
materialist values. Qutb’s sojourn 
took him to California, New York 
City, and Washington, D.C., but he 
spent much of his time as a gradu-
ate student in Greeley, Colorado, 
where he observed Americans’ 
paradoxical embrace of Christianity, 
racism, hedonism, and greed. Qutb 
left America in 1950, full of hatred 
for what he viewed as a “spiritual 
wasteland,” and returned to Egypt. 
Wright tells us that “[Qutb’s] sour 
impressions, when published, would 
profoundly shape Arab and Muslim 
perceptions of the new world at a 
time when their esteem for America 
and its values had been high.”

Qutb returned to a nation on the 

brink of collapse. Under the corrupt 
and negligent rule of King Farouk, 
poverty and despair spiraled out 
of control in post-colonial Egypt. 
When Gamal Abdel Nasser seized 
power in 1952, he appointed Qutb 
to a government post, but their un-
easy alliance soon collapsed, and 
Qutb resigned. Nasser’s secular 
vision of a modernized, pan-Arab 
socialism conflicted directly with 
the Islamic theocracy espoused by 
Qutb and his likeminded allies in 
the Muslim Brotherhood. In 1954, 
a failed assassination attempt em-
boldened Nasser to crack down on 
the dissident Muslims. Qutb spent 
most of the next 12 years in Egyp-
tian jails and was executed in 1966 
after his conviction for treason.

Qutb’s jail sentence did not silence 
him. During his lengthy stay in the 
prison hospital he wrote Milestones, 
a radical manifesto rejecting scientif-
ic reason and embracing the principle 
of takfir, the excommunication of 
those Muslims who failed to prop-
erly embrace the laws of the Quran. 
Qutb’s radical theology provided a 
convenient rationale for Muslims to 
violate the Quranic restriction against 
violence toward other Muslims. 
As Qutb predicted, his martyrdom 
would inspire disillusioned young 
men throughout the Arab world, 
most notably an idealistic Egyptian 
medical student, Ayman al-Zawahiri, 
and a pious, charismatic Saudi mil-
lionaire, Osama bin Laden. 

The heart of Wright’s tale lies in 
the developing relationship between 
these two men. Wright suggests that 
Zawahiri first met bin Laden while 
passing through Jeddah en route 
to Afghanistan. Like thousands of 
other young Arabs in the early 1980s, 
Zawahiri was drawn to the holy war 
against the Soviet invaders. Bin Lad-
en also answered this call, traveling to 
the Pakistani city of Peshawar, where 
he gained prominence as the main 
sponsor of Arab jihadis traveling 
through Pakistan en route to combat. 
Zawahiri, meanwhile, had assembled 

a group of Egyptian jihadis and was 
practicing medicine in Peshawar, 
where he eventually became bin 
Laden’s personal physician. 

Bin Laden’s initial quests for 
military glory led to several hu-
miliating defeats. During a minor 
skirmish in 1987, however, his out-
numbered band forced an attacking 
Soviet force to withdraw. The brief 
encounter entered jihadist mythol-
ogy as the Battle of the Lion’s Den. 
Bin Laden and his Arab fighters 
became heroes, and their reputation 
for reckless courage would attract 
hundreds of followers to their na-
scent organization.

Wright’s narrative follows the 
two leaders from Afghanistan to Su-
dan. There, under the protection of 
an Islamic regime, Al-Qaeda took 
shape. Intent on purifying the world 
by restoring Islamic rule, bin Laden 
identified the United States as his 
main enemy. His family wealth sup-
ported hundreds of followers, who 
established a training camp near 
Khartoum. Zawahiri, meanwhile, 
remained focused on overthrow-
ing the Mubarak regime in Egypt. 
Egyptian officials, however, cap-
tured a computer that enabled the 
arrest of more than 800 members of 
Zawahiri’s group. In 1993, Zawahiri 
himself was vilified by Egyptian 
Muslims when his attempt to assas-
sinate Mubarak killed an innocent 
schoolgirl. He eventually merged 
the remnants of his group with Al-
Qaeda, creating a tragic synthesis 
between bin Laden’s mesmerizing 
influence and Zawahiri’s deadly 
brilliance.

Wright’s final chapters, a series 
of missed opportunities to avoid 
tragedy, will infuriate readers. He 
briskly details Al-Qaeda’s early, 
clumsy attacks against American 
targets and the bureaucratic rivalries 
that repeatedly disrupted American 
efforts to dismantle the terrorist or-
ganization. Wright’s account allots 
plenty of blame to both the current 
and previous administrations, but 
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his description of bureaucratic 
intransigence at the CIA and the 
National Security Agency prove 
particularly frustrating.

In the end, Lawrence Wright’s 
thoughtful and compelling ex-
amination of Islamic extremism 
provides a convincing answer  to 
questions about the causes of 9/11. 
More important, he explains why 
so many desperate young men con-
tinue to answer the call to jihad, and 
why the “long war” we are fighting 
is so aptly named.
LTC William Latham, 
USA, Retired, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

DETERRING AMERICA: Rogue 
States and the Proliferation of 
Weapons of Mass Destruction, 
Derek D. Smith, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, New York, 2006, 197 
pages, $24.99. 

Given current events involving 
North Korea, Deterring America: 
Rogue States and the Proliferation 
of Weapons of Mass Destruction is 
especially timely. The author, Derek 
Smith, argues that the United States 
needs to reevaluate its foreign 
policy and strategies concerning the 
proliferation of Weapons of Mass 
Destruction (WMD). Smith offers a 
theoretical and historical analysis of 
WMD proliferation and prescribes 
alternative methods for response 
that will not be viewed as overly 
aggressive or arrogant and therefore 
will not perpetuate the problem. 
Although Smith is comparatively 
new to the field of international 
relations, he has excellent academic 
credentials (Harvard, Yale, Oxford) 
and has published several articles 
on nonproliferation topics. 

The first part of Deterring 
America introduces the dilem-
mas involved in deterrence theory, 
discusses the rationality behind 
brinksmanship diplomacy, and ex-
plains why the United States feels 
it cannot adopt a reactive position 
on proliferation. The second part 
applies the principles discussed in 
part one to U.S. experiences with 
Iran and North Korea. This portion 
covers the risks of applying existing 
policy without properly understand-
ing adversarial perceptions. The last 
part assesses the various counter-

proliferation strategies available 
to the United States; the political, 
legal, and moral implications of 
preemptive or preventive war; and 
ways of working within the exist-
ing international system to create a 
“global quarantine” against WMD 
proliferation. 

Smith’s ideas are not entirely 
original, but he does an excellent 
job of combining the thoughts of 
multiple prominent theorists into 
a concise and coherent argument. 
His discussion of brinksmanship is 
illuminating, as is his explanation 
of how “rogue” nations and non-
state actors apply deterrence. Smith 
points out that Iran and North Korea 
have different goals and that dealing 
with each country therefore entails 
different risks. Without going into 
great detail, he implies that Iranian 
aspirations are rooted in radical ide-
ology and North Korea’s are based 
on power. Unfortunately, Smith 
limits his discussion of Iran by re-
ferring the reader to other works on 
the subject. In addition, although he 
touches on complications associated 
with the emerging threat of small 
dirty bombs, Smith regrettably 
remains focused on larger scale 
WMD proliferation.

Deterring America is both oppor-
tune and pertinent. By arguing for 
the establishment of an unambigu-
ous global norm against WMD pro-
liferation, Smith adds to the debate 
about the UN’s role and relevance 
in dealing with such an important 
subject. Military professionals will 
find this book to be a valuable 
complement to the National Secu-
rity Strategy.
MAJ Douglas E. Brown, USA, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

THE BLOG OF WAR: Frontline 
Dispatches from Soldiers in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, Matthew Currier 
Burden, Simon and Schuster, New 
York, 2006, 282 pages, $21.00. 

Back in the day, Soldiers used to 
communicate from the frontline by 
mail, or what we today call snail 
mail. Now, technology enables ser-
vice-members to communicate by 
e-mail or by posting accounts of their 
exploits on blogs. They are increas-
ingly doing the latter; in fact, there is 
a veritable tidal wave of blogs detail-

ing the unvarnished feelings Soldiers 
have about their experiences in the 
combat zone. Matthew Burden’s 
new book, The Blog of War, saves 
the reader the time and trouble of 
surfing through these endless sites in 
search of the most interesting details 
and anecdotes about service in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. 

For anyone who has served in the 
military, many of the experiences 
the book reprises will be familiar: 
the awkward goodbyes, the intense 
camaraderie, the looking out for 
fellow Soldiers. What may not be 
familiar are the innermost feelings 
of those who have been exposed 
to continuous violence in a harsh 
environment or seen the horror of 
sudden, violent death. In an effort, 
perhaps, to show our common hu-
manity, Burden balances the harsher 
blog entries with those about the 
social (nonviolent) interactions 
between U.S. Soldiers and Iraqi 
citizens. But it’s the Soldiers’ reac-
tions to violence that really stand 
out. A great part of our fascination 
with war memoirs stems from 
our need to know how otherwise 
ordinary men and women cope 
with extraordinary pressure and the 
prospect of instant death. On this 
count, Burden’s sampling of blogs 
is particularly insightful.

This book came to me for review 
shortly before the Army released 
its new recruiting slogan, “Army 
Strong.” My initial response to the 
slogan (and the blogs) was tepid un-
til I saw a video previewing “Army 
Strong” and then read Burden’s 
book. Now, I get it. The book 
describes the strength of character 
instilled in the men and women 
who are put in harm’s way; its blog 
entries depict their toughness and 
courage as they carry out the tough 
missions assigned to them. Their 
sense of duty is admirable—they 
may not like what they are experi-
encing, but they are professionals 
and know it is their duty, no matter 
how unpleasant their tasks may be. 
Some bloggers are on their second 
and third tours, which says even 
more about the strength of their 
character.

The Blog of War is organized 
by subject (e.g., “Life in the War 
Zone,” “The Healers,” “The War-
riors”). This serves to orient the 
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Helfer concludes that “by taking 
the time to understand the person, 
group, or society, how they live and 
operate, and how they can be dealt 
with either from a platform of peace 
or, if necessary, a position of force, 
our military and nation can hope 
to truly exhaust all other methods 
before resorting to force.” Given the 
lessons of Iraq, few should disagree 
with such findings.

Unfortunately, not all chapters 
are as well-considered or thorough 
as Helfers.’ “War by Deception and 
Wishful Thinking” and “French Al-
geria and British Northern Ireland: 
Legitimacy and the Rule of Law 
in Low-Intensity Conflict,” are two 
such examples. The latter is an eru-
dite but overly selective analysis of 
two insurgencies in just eight and a 
half pages. Such brevity is frustrat-
ing—despite some important lessons 
learned about the critical importance 
of civilian control of the military. 

On balance, Beyond Shock and 
Awe is a light yet thought provoking 
read. Easily digestible in bite-size 
essays, the book raises a number 
of issues worthy of consideration 
concerning the training and struc-
turing of military forces. It is not, 
however, a serious study, and some 
readers may be frustrated by the 
superficial nature of some of its 
chapters. 
MAJ Andrew M. Roe, J3 Ops, 
British Army, Basra, Iraq 

HOUSE TO HOUSE: Playing the 
Enemy’s Game in Saigon, May 
1968, Keith Nolan, Zenith Press, 
Osceola, WI, 2006, 368 pages, 
$24.95.

Keith Nolan is well known for 
his critically acclaimed histories of 
the Vietnam War. His 11th and lat-
est book, House to House, should 
be equally well received and may 
in fact be one of his best books 
to date.

Following the Tet Offensive in 
February and March 1968, and 
prior to the start of the Paris Peace 
talks, Hanoi needed a political goal. 
North Vietnamese leaders therefore 
embarked on an operation to prove 
they could once again invade Sai-
gon. Their purpose was to cause 
as much damage as possible by 
compelling U.S. and Vietnamese 

reader quickly to the different 
blogs’ subject matter and the writ-
ers’ various perspectives; however, 
it can be confusing to someone try-
ing to view the war from a chrono-
logical perspective. Readers trying 
to understand how attitudes about 
the war have changed over time 
will have to consult other sources. 
Still, Burden’s peek into the new 
phenomenon of Soldiers’ blogs 
provides a rich, visceral picture of 
how the current wars are affecting 
the Nation’s warriors. 
LTC David Van Laar, 
USA, Retired,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

BEYOND SHOCK AND AWE: 
Warfare in the 21st Century, 
Eric L. Haney with Brian M. 
Thomsen, eds., Berkley Publishing 
Group, New York, 2006, 258 pages, 
$24.95.

In Beyond Shock and Awe, Eric 
Haney claims that the future operat-
ing environment will be even more 
complex than today’s, and he pon-
ders how the U.S. might structurally 
and psychologically transform to 
meet the challenge. Broad in scope, 
Haney’s book contains a mixed bag 
of contemporary analyses from an 
array of authors. From the indif-
ferent to the insightful, the book 
attempts to forecast the nature of 
future warfare. Pragmatically, it 
suggests how we might train, equip, 
and structure any future force.

How the U.S. military should 
continue to transform is a topic of 
immense importance, especially 
against the backdrop of what prom-
ises to be an enduring war on ter-
rorism fought with increasing legal 
constraints. At a time when innova-
tive thinking is positively encour-
aged, Beyond Shock and Awe offers 
some cogent suggestions; overall, 
however, it falls short of providing 
novel thinking on the subject.

Perhaps the book’s best piece is 
John Helfers’ “Hearts and Minds 
in 2025: How Foreign and Domes-
tic Culture Will Shape the Future 
Battlefield.” This well-written essay 
delves into the expected dynamic 
complexity and ill-defined nature 
of modern warfare, particularly 
the need for cultural knowledge, 
in a balanced, informative manner. 

forces to fight in and destroy the 
city’s neighborhoods. House to 
House tells the story of four 9th 
Infantry Division battalions that 
fought in the southern suburbs of 
Saigon in May 1968, including one 
battalion that entered combat for the 
first time. 

Nolan gives us an unvarnished, 
realistic portrayal of life in an infan-
try unit fighting an elusive enemy. 
The chaos associated with urban 
combat (including civilians on the 
battlefield and media interaction) 
is realistically portrayed through 
first-person accounts. The book also 
provides an excellent and thorough 
account of the leadership challenges 
the officers and NCOs faced while 
fighting in urban terrain. It consid-
ers their failings and shortcomings 
as leaders, the emotions associated 
with losing men to booby traps and 
ambushes, and the causes and effects 
of poor discipline. One of the most 
valuable and interesting aspects of 
this book is the detail it offers about 
the motivations and thoughts of 
leaders and their subordinates.

Nolan concludes that the U.S. 
forces won a pyrrhic victory. Al-
though they defeated the enemy, 
they flattened neighborhood after 
neighborhood of the predomi-
nantly pro-American Vietnamese 
who lived in southern Saigon. The 
friendly population was caught in 
the middle.

House to House is exceptionally 
well written and easy to read, and it 
evinces a depth of research that read-
ers may not find in other literature 
written about urban operations today. 
It is filled with remarkable stories 
that are seamlessly weaved together. 
I highly recommend it to all readers 
because of its relevance to the chal-
lenges facing leaders today.
LTC Robert Rielly, 
USA, Retired, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

OUTPOST KELLY: A Tanker’s 
Story, Jack R. Siewert, The Univer-
sity of Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa, 
2006, 150 pages, $19.95.

In the summer of 1952, the UN 
and North Korea were working on 
a diplomatic solution to the Ko-
rean War. At the same time, there 
were continuous battles along the 
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future border, often involving small 
changes to the front lines and the 
seizing of key terrain. Outpost Kelly 
is the account of one of these battles. 
Written by Jack Siewert, the book 
focuses on the role that Siewert’s 
tank platoon played in helping the 
15th Infantry Regiment win the fight 
for Outpost Kelly in July 1952.

Outpost Kelly details the events 
leading up to and through the battle. 
Siewert describes how his tempo-
rary support mission evolved into 
a longer and much more exciting 
combat operation. We see how his 
small attached unit quickly becomes 
an integral part of a larger scale 
combined arms fight, providing 
stationary direct-fire support to 
infantry—a non-doctrinal mission 
for armor. Siewert is forced to im-
provise new and effective tactics, 
techniques, and procedures. 

Outpost Kelly also looks at the 
many factors that contributed to 
friction at the tactical level: mon-
soon weather, difficult terrain, 
inadequate intelligence, mainte-
nance and equipment problems, 
and the boredom and complacency 
engendered by the long, static days 
between fighting. More importantly, 
however, we learn how Siewert 
overcame these issues through ef-
fective leadership and planning. In 
the end, despite numerous forces 
conspiring to thwart them, Siewert 
and his platoon succeed in provid-
ing superb support to the infantry at 
the critical moments in the battle, 
thereby ensuring victory and the 
seizure of Outpost Kelly.

Siewert’s book is a must-read 
for tactical leaders. It clearly dem-
onstrates the importance of troop-
leading procedures and the mental 
agility required to adapt to an 
ever-changing battlefield. Siewert 
does an excellent job conveying 
how leaders and soldiers cope with 
the excitement, fear, ambiguity, 
and confusion of combat. Orga-
nizational leaders can also benefit 
by observing how doctrine was 
adapted to best utilize weapons 
and systems in a difficult wartime 
environment. Finally, Siewert 
brings us the underreported his-
tory of the hill fighting in the latter 
stages of the Korean War. Perhaps 
someday we will gain the histori-
cal benefit of a view of the battle 

for Outpost Kelly from the North 
Korean perspective. 
MAJ Lance K. Calvert, USA, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

BLACK CADET IN A WHITE 
BASTION: Charles Young at 
West Point, Brian Shellum, Uni-
versity of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, 
2006, 175 pages, $16.95.

On the second floor of the Com-
bined Arms Research Library is a 
special meeting site: the Charles 
Young Room. Near the door to the 
room is a framed photograph of the 
room’s namesake along with a brief 
description of his achievements. 
The picture shows an African-
American man, perhaps in his 30’s, 
dressed in a U.S. Army uniform 
of the early 20th century. The in-
scription tells us he was the third 
black graduate of the U.S. Military 
Academy, the senior black officer 
in World War I, and the first black 
U.S. military attaché. For most who 
pass by the picture, that informa-
tion is likely to be as much as they 
want to know about this relatively 
obscure man from the Army’s past. 
That is unfortunate, for the story 
of Charles Young is an inspiring 
one of courage and victory against 
long odds.

Defense Intelligence Agency 
historian Brian Shellum undertakes 
the project of recounting Young’s 
remarkable life. Black Cadet in a 
White Bastion is the first in a series 
of books Shellum plans to write 
toward that end. This initial book 
takes the reader from Young’s hum-
ble beginnings in southern Ohio, 
where he grew up the son of for-
mer slaves, to his graduation from 
West Point after five lonely years in 
which he fought the ostracism of his 
fellow cadets, a draconian disciplin-
ary system, and crushing academic 
challenges that nearly drove him 
from the Academy. Shellum, a West 
Pointer himself, builds a compelling 
biographical narrative. He has done 
impressive detective work, and 
where the historical record is slim, 
he makes judicious conjecture. 

Perhaps one hears the cliché 
“triumph of the spirit” too often. 
However, Young’s life was truly 
such a triumph. Beyond telling the 
story of an American hero, Shellum 

reminds us that the U.S. Army’s re-
cent achievements in race relations 
followed a long, unfortunate record 
of bigotry and exclusion. 
LTC Scott Stephenson, 
USA, Retired, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

GRANT: A Biography, John Mosi-
er, Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 
2006, 186 pages, $21.95.

This latest biography on General 
Grant is well worth reading. Writ-
ten by John Mosier, it is part of the 
ongoing “Great General Series” that 
so far includes works on Patton, 
Eisenhower, LeMay, MacArthur, 
and Stonewall Jackson. Mosier, 
a noted historian, has published 
other historical works, to include 
The Myth of the Great War and The 
Blitzkrieg Myth: How Hitler and the 
Allies Misread the Strategic Reali-
ties of the Second World War. 

Mosier’s new book differs some-
what from the many other well writ-
ten biographies on General Grant. 
Concise and very informative, it 
focuses mostly on Grant’s general-
ship, strategy, and legacy. In doing 
so, it paints an illuminating picture 
of what made General Grant so 
uniquely effective among his many 
capable peers. 

Mosier does offer a brief look into 
Grant’s formative years. Two items 
in particular lend insight into the 
future leader’s makeup: he taught 
himself algebra at an early age, and 
he was a reasonably talented artist. 
Both accomplishments suggest an 
adept intellect and a capacity for ab-
stract thought not usually accorded 
Grant. Mosier contends that these 
qualities would contribute greatly 
to Grant’s effectiveness as the com-
mander of all Union forces later in 
the Civil War. 

The author also touches on Grant’s 
civilian life after his service during 
the War with Mexico and before the 
Civil War. It is widely believed that 
Grant was a failure at civilian life, but 
Mosier again confounds conventional 
lore by providing evidence that Grant 
was a relatively successful and happy 
middle class person. He earned at 
least enough money to provide a com-
fortable brick home for his family, 
and he remained happily married to 
the same woman for his entire life. 
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Another of the book’s strengths 
lies in its analysis of the many 
battles and campaigns Grant par-
ticipated in during the Civil War. 
Mosier clearly shows how Grant’s 
grasp of the art of war exceeded 
that of his subordinates, superiors, 
and enemies. For example, Grant’s 
conception of how to prosecute the 
war successfully differed vastly 
from that of his fellow Union of-
ficers and even President Lincoln. 
Ultimately, of course, Grant’s view 
was proven correct. The general’s 
understanding of the changes that 
the new technology (rifling in can-
non barrels, improved firearms, 
the telegraph) wrought on war 
was similarly unique. He was also 
something of an innovator when 
it came to campaign planning. No 
adherent of any of the accepted 
warfighting theorists of his time, 
Grant designed campaigns accord-
ing to terrain, enemy forces, and 
resources. As a result, unlike many 
of the other Union generals during 
the war, Grant sought to destroy the 
Confederate Army and occupy its 
territory instead of simply fighting 
battles to seize terrain. 

Overall, Mosier does an excel-
lent job explaining Grant’s genius 
for the art of war. He attributes 
Grant’s success to the general’s 
near-encyclopedic knowledge of 
military history, his ability to think 
abstractly, and his propensity for 
issuing clear, concise orders; and 
he shows how each of these char-
acteristics are clearly apparent in 
all of General Grant’s major battles 

and campaigns. Grant: A Biography 
gives us a lucid, enlightening pic-
ture of the general and what made 
him truly unique. I strongly recom-
mend this book to any reader who 
wants to quickly gain insight into 
this extraordinary soldier. 
LTC Thomas G. Meara, 
USA, Retired, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

A REVOLUTION IN ARMS: A 
History of the First Repeating 
Rifles, Joseph G. Bilby, Westholme 
Publishing, Yardley, PA, 2006, 280 
pages, $26.00. 

Following in the steps of his 
earlier work on Civil War weap-
onry, Joseph Bilby’s A Revolution 
in Arms describes how the search 
for rapid-firing projectile weapons 
reached a turning point in the 19th 
century. Focusing on the Civil War 
era, Bilby details the introduction 
to the American battlefield of the 
first breech-loading rifles and, 
more importantly, metallic rim-fire 
cartridges.

While scholars of the American 
West are sure to be familiar with 
the famed Winchester and Spencer 
rifles that “conquered” the Plains, 
Bilby relates the lesser-known tale 
of the technological innovations 
that gave rise to those weapons. 
Men like Benjamin Henry and 
Christopher Spencer, despite facing 
resistance from military bureau-
crats and other weapons makers, 
developed firearms that pushed the 
boundaries of firepower. 

This book is more than just a 
technological history. It also dis-
cusses how the new firearms were 
implemented during the Civil War. 
Using bureaucratic reports and per-
sonal accounts from officers and en-
listed men, Bilby demonstrates how 
repeating rifles increasingly found 
their way into the eager hands of 
Soldiers over the course of the war. 
Unfortunately, the slow arrival of 
repeating rifles prevented a sys-
tematic effort at maximizing their 
potential. Bilby argues persuasively 
that their use on the battlefield was 
“improvised,” and that the officer 
corps made little effort to incorpo-
rate the weapons into existing doc-
trine. As a result, the “revolution” 
Bilby speaks of appears to have 
been a purely technological one.

At times, the book strays from 
its focus, offering extended and un-
necessary accounts of campaigns 
and battles in which repeating rifles 
played a minor role. However, Bilby’s 
comprehensive depiction of repeating 
rifles from their initial conception 
in the minds of their creators all of 
the way through their first use (and 
misuse) on the battlefield reveals 
the mixed record that the American 
military has had with technological 
innovation. This makes the book a 
recommended read for dedicated 
scholars as well as casual readers 
who seek a better understanding of 
both the Civil War and the evolution 
of firepower on the battlefield. 
Steven E. Sodergren, Ph.D., 
University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas



A desert land, desolate place,
Mankind moves at primal pace.
Ancient homes of mud and straw,
Give abode to Evil’s rise and fall.

This barren land serves battleground,
For our tale of Good’s resound,
Of eternal call for vigilance,
Infinite struggle for righteousness.

In epic war of Good and Evil,
Romantics write of Good’s retrieval
Of Honor, and of Heroine,
Vanquished foe, and conquered sin.

But on fateful day of 9-1-1,
All Good’s intens were undone,
By Evil’s wicked, sharpened scythe,
Good’s innocence suffered, died.

And Evil won ‘gainst antagonist, 
Breeding terror with ignorance. 
Adding potion of poverty, 
Mixed with aberrant religiosity.

And in the depths of defeat, 
Scarlet blood and carnage meet, 
In a jagged field of sacrifice, 
Good plants Dreamseeds of device.

Dreamseeds root, begin to grow, 
As nations grieve in sorrow.  
Dark days loom, doubts abound.  
Good is dead?  Freedom unsound?

All the while, Dreamseeds thrive.  
Heartland heroes give their lives, 
To a cause just and pure.  
Fight for freedom gives allure.

A pulse is found, begins to quicken. 
Dreamseed roots begin to thicken.  
Nurtured, fed by Good’s life force, 
The human spirit on due course.

To fight again another day? 
Accept defeat some would say. 
But human spirit, soul, and mind, 
Resurrect Good in healing bind. 

Strength of millions ‘round the the world, 
Witness Freedom’s colors unfurled, 
Good gains footing, stands erect, 
Evil shudders, feels affect.

And ignorance, once Evil’s whore, 
Withers as Good opens door, 
Letting knowledge, wisdom in, 
The mortal enemy of Evil, Sin.

A coalition of Good and Willing,
Cast Freedom’s blanket o’er the chilling.
Victims of the darkest days, 
When Good was lost in a haze.

Of smoke, doubt, and harmful press, 
In Evil’s struggle for redress.  
Of empty grievance, empty core, 
Evil won battle, lost the war.

What’s this Dreamseed, one would ask? 
Your child’s mind, a conjured task, 
Hope, desire, and fantasy, 
Enduring Freedom and Security?

Dreamseeds grow where’er planted, 
Stunted growth whene’er canted, 
But grow unsurpassed and ably 
Only when planted in land o’ the free.

— Major Todd Schmidt

Dreamseeds

In addition to being a full-time Army officer and part-time poet, Major Todd Schmidt is the founder and president of  
Operation Dreamseed, a charitable organization dedicated to providing school supplies to Afghan schoolchildren. 
For additional information, see http://www.operationdreamseed.org/about.cfm. 

http://www.operationdreamseed.org/about.cfm
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